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The great end ofprudence is to give cheerfulness
to those hours which splendour cannot gild,
and acclamation cannot exhilarate;
those soft hours of unbended amusement,
in which a man shrinks to lais natural dimensions,
and throws aside the ornaments or disguises
which he feels in privacy to be useless incumbrances,
and to lose all effect when they become familiar.
To be happv at home is the ultimate end of all ambition,
the end to which every enterprise and labour tends,
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1 TOWARDS A NEW BALANCE IN TIME ALLOCATION
1.1 )(NTRODUCTION
Are we headed for a new balance in time allocation, in the sense of a more equitable distribution
of leisure-or other time use-between the sexes, among social groups, etc., as the title of this
chapter might suggest? And does the old `balance' really deserve this name? Although I am not
indifferent to questions of this nature, and some of them will be addressed where appropriate,
there are no such normative overtones here. `Balance' in this context should not be taken to
mean anything else than status guo, a balance ofpowers perhaps. The social scientist is entitled
to an opinion on its fairness, but not more so than any other citizen. What social sciences can try
to do, however, and indeed are doing more energetically than before, is finding out about the
facts of the social organisation of time and the remarkable transformations occurring in it in our
times. That is what this study is about. It aims to investigate how the ongoing process of de-tra-
ditionalisation ~ is changing the time-use behaviour of employed or homemaking, mamed or
cohabiting women and men, between ages 25 and 45, in the Netherlands.
Moving toward a new balance means that the old one has become unsettled, not necessar-
ily that the rules and values on which it rested have disappeared. ln fact, we are passing through
a transitional period in which contradicting rules of time allocation exist, resulting from the
continuitv of tradition in the midst of change. The present study proposes a comprehensive
model to assess the dynamics of this transition by a comparative analysis of time-use data
across two temporal cross-sections, 1975 and 1995. Such model will have to account for a con-
tinuous component of the time-allocation system, representing the social arrangement of time
inherited from the past, as well as for a changed component, representing recent innovations. I
will show that in the present context the latter takes two basic forms, one in which the sexes de-
velop more common (convergent) features in their time-use behaviour, and one in which they
develop more variant (divergent) features among themselves. It will also become clear that the
lines along which these partly opposing, partly concurrent trends evolve and reciprocally inter-
play depend on a variety of factors reflecting people's work and family situations.
I will argue that labour market and household contexts affect time-allocation behaviour in
a gender-related way. This means that not only the particular factors in time-allocation decisions
of inen and women may vary between them as groups, but also the way these factors work and
the extent to which they do so. What it does not mean is that in examining how we move away
from traditional patterns, through present changes, toward a yet unknown new balance, the gen-
der issue is all there is to be considered. The unsettlement of the traditional equilibrium between
' Although different concepts, de-traditionalisation and modernisation often share the same context. I will
revert to how they are connected in Chapter 2.
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labour market, family and gender relations-governed as they were by role specialisation-is
part of a crisis of much wider scope in Westem society. [n its impact on household and labour-
market relationships, it has profound consequences for the access to free time of an increasing
number of people.
Changes of this cultural significance will become visible not only in our time-use behav-
iour, but also in our very conception and experience of work and leisure. Over recent years, is-
sues like `time squeeze', `time famine', and `time sovereignty' have assumed topical value.
Looking for an explanation of this broad scientific and public interest, time-use scholars point
out two striking paradoxes in present attitudes toward work and leisure. First, the revival of the
ideology of work-as reflected in the new `work ethic'-is seen to co-exist with newly emerg-
ing or reinforced hedonistic values. '`Second, there is the paradox of global upscaling vs. indi-
vidualisation: while demanding world-wide standards and coordination-globalisation at the
same time entails fragmenting of the individual biography into an array ofdifferent time catego-
ries spent in various localíties. 3
This places us in the middle of the problems addressed in this study. Juliet B. Schor `'
showed that over the period of 1969-87 the time-off available to many Americans had dimin-
ished substantially, a]oss of free time which she referred to as `time squeeze'. Schor found
`fully' employedjob holders on the average to be doing an extra 163 market hours a year~r a
full month more than twenty years earlier. This ran entirely counter to the expectations that had
prevailed so long, and started off a nation-wide-and even world-wide-debate: what had hap-
pened, and could this be a future trend in other industrialised countries? Of course, a phenome-
non like time squeeze as described for the U.S., would hardly be found exactly copied in non-
American contexts, such as the European. Nor would any similarity necessarily point to the
same underlying mechanism. In view of the many traits industrialised countries have in com-
mon, however, the U.S. might well be leading-as it often is-a more general trend. A major
question addressed in this study is whether this is the case.
This introductory chapter outlines the scientific and political debates that form the back-
drop to this study. Section 1.2 gives a brief survey of the scientific context. [t introduces the
most important literature on or related to time allocation. It also describes how ]eisure and free
time grew up as an academic subject in post-war Westem society, as well as the renewed scien-
tific interest the subject attracted in the U.S. as a result of recent publications on the mechanism
of`work-and-spend' and the resulting `time squeeze'.
In Section 1.3 the emphasis is on the current Dutch political context. It describes the so-
cietal plea for an `new' time policy', as part of the background to the issues studied.
Section 1.4 presents the aim of the present study and briefly proposes the integrative theo-
2 Beckers 1996, 26
' Beckers 8c Raaijmakers 1992, 32
' Schorl992
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retical framework and the data set used, as well as the contribution of the present research.
In Section l.5 the outline of the study will be presented.
1.2 THE SCIEtiTIFIC DEBATE
It may be useful here to define the scope of the term free time the way I am using it throughout
the present study. While etymologically linked up with `freedom', leisure may be a somewhat
different concept from `free time'. Hans Mommaas ` points out the dual aspect of the leisure
concept. While readily associated with some kind of activity-like sports, recreation, television
watching, etc.-it first denotes a`vacancy', an empty or open space of time, free from the toil
and tedium of a job, from control by any employer, or claims from the so-called reproduction
sphere. Free time should not be confused with the leisure experience. ~ To elucidate this, I want
to refer to Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (1980), who distinguishes four important dimensions or
conditions to the leisure concept: (1) the person is rrot expected to perforn: obligatory activities
(`free time' in the sense of this study); (2) any activity indulged in is enjol.able; (3) the latter is
structureci as a culturally recogni~ed 'leisure' pursuit; (4) it is volrurtan~. He argues that, in a
broader definition, the fulfilment of any one of these conditions might warrant the term leisure.
In a narrow definition, the concurrence of all four would qualify time as leisure. ~ This would
indeed reflect an ideal state, granting optimum scope for individual potentialities, or true recrea-
tion. 8 Points one and three reflect socio-cultural, and two and four individual psychological
determinants. In Csikszentmihalyi's view a positive `leisure-like' experiences (like relaxation,
enjoyment, optimal activation levels) are "not necessarily restricted to free time, to leisure ac-
tivities or to voluntary activities." 9 A person's subjective perception of choice in an activity is
vital. Pure voluntary involvement often occurs outside of free time and leisure contexts, when
work may provide the same subjective positive experience. ~o These multiple dimensions of lei-
sure should not be overlooked, but the present study viewing free time from the socio-cultural
angle-more particularly from that of social control over time-its detailed focus is on free time
as the free space of time in Mommaas' definition (Csikszentmihalyi's first criterion), and how it
developed over the last quarter of the 20`" century.
Free time grew up as a scientific subject in post-war Western society as the result of a va-
riety of changes. Progress in science and technology up to the 60s of this century had boosted
labour productivity in Europe and the U.S. in a dramatic way, and to many even the sky seemed
not now a plausible limit. The promises-and threats-this held in terms of future work and lei-
5 Mommaas 1993, 134







sure became scientific topics. An important context for the scientific appraisal of this develop-
ment-particularly in the U.S., with the high value it places on the role of the free market ~~-is
neo-classical economic theory. This theory shifted attention from scarcity, a main assumption
ofclassical economists, to intetpretations of consumer choice. In it competitive markets for hu-
man labour reconcile employer preferences for low labour cost with employee preferences for
high wages, making wage rate a key parameter. This assumes rational behaviour of actors. Neo-
classical economic theory was extended by Gary Becker 12 and his followers, who came to be
known as the new home economists, because this framework offers a microeconomic model of
household choice. Again, rational choice is at the heart of the theory. In economic approaches,
time and money are the most important variables in describing the actor's rational behaviour.
Sociological theories, on the other hand, tend to raise issues of institutional analysis and social
change and constancy, 13 elements neo-classicism hides from our view. It was soon understood
that rational choice was an unrealistic assumption, at least if construed to mean that choices
were based on consistent preferences and made in full awareness of all available altematives
and their possible consequences. Instead of a comprehensive, objective rationality, principles of
rationality were introduced accounting for the social restrictions placed on human behaviour by
institutions, norms and values. Thus in Siegwart Lindenberg's ~~ sociological theory of rational
choice, much in line with neo-classicist thinking, [he individual's rational behaviour is the basic
assumption, whilst its restrictions are taken into account. 15 Similarly, Herbert Simon 16 pro-
posed the principle of `bounded rationality', based on the assumption of individual `satisficing',
meaning that in making choices the search for rational alternatives is continued until a satisfac-
tory, rather than an optimum, solution is found.
The discussion on work and leisure starting in the 60s inevitably involved the future roles
of free time and consumption. ~' It was held most likely for both leisure and income to follow
labour productivity. Students of time allocation with a sociological funetionalist outlook often
reached a similar conclusion. Joffre Dumazedier put it like this: "Thanks to the discovery of
new sources of energy and to the spread of automation, the time spent at work should be re-
duced fairly rapidly for everyone: we shall leave the era of work to enter into the era of leisure."
~g His functionalist and dialectic approach made him focus on the interaction between labour
and free time. With labour changed in character and intensity, free time would no longer solely
depend on its function in the worker's recuperation, but itself generate new values of a hedonis-
'~ CE Juster 8c Stafford 1991
'Z Becker 1965
" Giddens 1979, 2, 7
'" Cf. Lindenberg 1976; 1985; 1996a1b
15 For an application of rational choice theory on time allocation see Van der Lippe 1993
16 Simon 1957
" Cf. Becker 1965; Becker 1981; Linder 1971; Gronau 1977; Scitovsky 1976; Gronau 1986
18 Dumazedier 1967, 33
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tic nature, pervading all of daily life. ~`' They would establish a new-yet unknown-
equilibrium between work and leisure. The more permeable quality adopted by the divisions
between workplace and free time, with attendant spill-over effects, which [ will discuss later,
seem to be giving him right in at least this respect. The new `leisure culture' was generally
predicted to extend demand for free time. Many observers spoke of the coming of a`society of
leisure', Zo whose enjoyment compensated for the dehumanising effects of `Taylorised' work
and gave workers relaxation, entertainment, and scope for personal development. `~
The prospect of a`leisure society' ahead naturally turned scientific attention to leisure-
work relationships. '`z With most jobs regarded as a mere livelihood, real satisfaction could de-
rive only from off-duty activities and dealings with one's own people. Zj The 1974 World Oil
Crisis and following loss of jobs, however, shifted attention from the future of leisure to the ac-
tual status ofwork. Rather than shorter hours, issues like unemployment, improvement of work-
place conditions and organisation were focused on. Z' Work-sharing, part-time working and re-
duced schedules were perceived from the perspective of job creation, rather than leisure. As
slow growth and high unemployment persisted into the next decade, researchers gradually
tumed to the changes this harsher climate had brought to the relationships between work and
non-work, involving such issues as new forms of inactivity, early retirement, time use by the
unemployed and the development of informal economies. zs
Against all prophecies of a`leisure society', there had been early voices hinting at the
possibility that free time might not grow at all. Working hours might even lengthen again, espe-
cially for the highly educated. Z~ In the early 90s, an American publication rekindled scientific
interest in the issue, presenting the empirical evidence for the decline in free time. Juliet B.
Schor's study entitled "The Overworked American: The Unexpected Decline of Leisure" '`'
showed that over the period of 1969-87 the time-off available to many Americans had dimin-
ished substantially. In her explanation of the prevailing time squeeze, Schor challenges some of
the premises of the traditional neo-classical economists. She argues that-while in the early
post-war period hours were stable with rising productivity-in a later phase the economic situa-
tion had made employers demand ever longer hours from their workers, who had little choice
but accept. Once used to the new income attached to the hours, they would not like to see them
19 Dumazedier 1989, 145
Zo Cf. Fourastié 1966; Roberts 1978; Zijderveld 1984; Veal 1987
Z~ Dumazedier 1967; Braverman 1974
z' CE Parker 1983; Zuzanek Sc Mannell 1983; Roberts l998
Z' Parker 1983
24 O'Conghaile 8c Kdhler 1991, 3
zs Gershuny 1977; Gershuny 1978; Mommaas 1985; Glorieux 1995




cut: they want what they get, rather than get what they want. ZR This will get them trapped in a
cycle of `work-and-spend'. z`' Schor particularly challenges the neo-classical premises of com-
plete markets and fixed preferences. On the work side, inequality of parties to the labour con-
tract tends to make markets for hours highly imperfect, so that employers can often set the hours
for employees to accept, in tum for future advancement or the pay connected. 3~ On the spend
side, the work-and-spend cycle is fuelled by two mechanisms. ~~ First, habituation to whatever
level of consumption has been achieved. Second, the social pressure to keep up with a rising
standard of living caused by improved income tends to tum luxuries into necessities. 3z
This is amplified by people being oriented to `relevant others' (like the proverbial
Jones's), who may or may not be spurred themselves by advertising and novelty seeking habits.
As Schor (1998) has shown in her book "The overspent American: Upscaling, downshifting and
the new consumer", the shift of reference groups over time has its own momentum; many
Americans now tend to identify with roughly the wealthiest upper twenty percent excluding the
top few percent. 33 These psycho-social mechanisms are at the root of an urge to limítless con-
sumption. [n 1976, the neo-classical economist Tibor Scitovsky had already pointed out a trait
of American culture that fits in with Schor's findings. He argued that not only a job, but also
leisure requires skills. If a culture like the American overemphasises work skills, at the expense
of those needed to enjoy leisure, consumption of free time tends to generate little relative `util-
ity' compared to market work, so that people had rather put in longer hours at their jobs. i' This







The time squeeze as found by Schor may have been helped by the spread ofwork across the sexes, although,
by itself, this would influence men's share in total work, rather than their absolute market hours (cf.
Christopherson 1991, 177). Also Hochschild (1997) believes that mothers with outside jobs increasingty fit
the profile of working fathers. Rather than cuning back to help out at home, fathers now even work longer
hours (Hochschild ]997, 7).
Schor 1992, 129
A similar analysis, now from a Marxist outlook- which is not Schor's-is given by Braverman (1974). As
part of the ongoing proletarisation process, capitalism has tumed all of society into a gigantic marketplace
(Ibid., 271). While early capitalism left the family in a central role in the productive process, progressive
numbers of inen and women have since been driven out of their homes to the industrial workplace. Braverman
highlights the pressure of social custom that has been brought to bear on successive generations of young
people by advertising, fashion, style and the education system, the loss of skills, and the urge for an
independent income felt by family members. Status is no longer connected with the ability to make many
things, but simply to purchase them ([bid., 276).







Totia~ards a Neta~ Bulmtce in Time Allocatioi:
Not every participant in the debate, 35 though, is convinced of any permanent lengthening
of hours. Jonathan Gershuny concedes that the loss of free time may hold good for the eighties,
but says it was then part of the business cycle, where periods of longer and shorter hours will
take turn, without the long-term trend being reversed. 36 He remains sanguine that the economy
will eventually yield more free time, simply to support its production. i' Following Becker's
neo-classical economic line of thought that `consumption takes time,' Gershuny asserts that any
economy striving for growth will see its labour-market time decrease; it will be a feature of a
materialist society. 3x It must be noted here that Gershuny considers a relatively closed econ-
omy, without accounting for such factors as unemployment and role combination. Also John
Robinson and Geoffrey Godbey 39 express their doubts about the time squeeze. For them time
famine depends not on loss of free time, but rather on the opposite-its greater supply-
combined with higher levels of education and pay. The accelerated pace of daily life-and
resultant stress or sense of being rushed-they put down to people's new appetite for
consumption, self-expression and entertainment, reflecting their urge to maximise utility. They
invoke the economic law put forward by the neo-classical economist Stefan Linder (1972),
which relates time famine to the rise in productivity. Rational individuals will seek optimum
material and psychological well-being, which is achieved at `utility' equilibrium, or-as for
time use-the point where a unit of time spent in the workforce yields equal gains to that same
unit committed to non-market purposes. ~~ Any rise in wages will step up the equivalent worth
of free time and shift equilibrium. 41 Linder reviews an array of substitution strategies
consumers adopt to enhance time utility and help restore equilibrium. In a given span of time,
they may, firstly, substitute a more expensive product for the one they used to consume; or,
second, consume more different products simultaneously; or, third, consume more items of the
same product. Clearly, Linder's theory does not predict how the amount of free time actually
develops in response to a change in earnings, seeing that its utility can be multiplied infinitely
35 Inspired by Schor's work a number of scientific conferences were organised on time squeeze, two of them
located at Tilburg University (Netherlands): "Heeft Nederland te veel vrijetijd (Do the Netherlands have too
much free time?", May 31, 1994, and "New strategies for everyday life: Work, free time and consumption,"
Dec 12-14, 1996. A related conference on Work, Leisure and the Qualiry of Life: A Global Perspective, was
held at Sheffield Hallam University (U.K.), in May 1996. Time squeeze, or time crunch, was also focussed on
in a special issue of Demos Quarterly, Eds. Geoff Mulgan, Helen Wilkinson, Martin Bartle, Ivan Briscoe,
Joanna Wade, Zina Saro-Wiwa proposing three areas of change: autonomy and flexibility, reliability, and
qualiry time (1995). Further, a special issue of "Loisir et Société ! Society and Leisure" on time pressure,
stress, leisure participation and wel]-being, edited by ]iri Zuzanek and Anthony Veal (1998).
36 Gershuny 1992, 10-11
" Gershuny 1991; Gershuny 1993
3e Gershuny 1992, 21
39 Robinson á Godbey 1997





As argued by Schor, a' Robinson and Godbey are wrong, in that they fail to differentiate
between voluntary and involuntary leisure. They lumped in all of the extra unemployed time,
thus producing a considerable downward bias in their calculation of average market hours.
Further, their conc]usions are based on a statistical artefact set up by taking two incompatible
samples. Finally, the time-use data covers only weekly hours and therefore neglects two thirds
of the rise, which is a rise in number of weeks worked per year. aa
We should be aware that the American studies were based on different data sources. In
addition, Schor's most important findings apply to working hours of `fully' employed Ameri-
cans, excluding the unemployed and underemployed, as which categories Robinson and Godbey
count in. In general, one should be cautious to take time-allocation data at face value. Much of
the confusion that shows up in the debate on the development of labour vs. free time-in the
U.S. and the Netherlands alike-finds its cause in calculations being tun for different popula-
tions, for different definitions of work and free time, as well as for variant units of analysis
(hours per week, per year, over the lifecycle).
In the Dutch case, CBS emphasised that average working hours were down, based on fig-
ures from the OECD Employm~nt Outlook, which show a 200~o drop over the past 25 years. ab
Given the growth in rates of employment, this must largely be put down to the higher number of
part-time jobs, a~ often occupied by the more considerable numbers of women who had begun
entering the workforce by then. 48 Many of them may have been child-rearing mothers in a two-
adult household. Over the period of 199~1995, the net labour-market participation 49 of Dutch
mothers having a child under five went up by 44.So~o. So Whilst in the CBS Report figures are




Leete 8c Schor 1994, 26
CBS 1998, 166
Salverda 1999
In 1960, only one quarter of Dutch women participated in the labour market. In 1991, this was 560~0
(CBSIEBB 1991, in Hooghiemstra 8c Niphuis-Nell 1993, 21). Over the 1990-95 period, the working
population has increased enorrnously. 'Working population' is defined as persons aged 15-64 participating in
the labour force, or having accepted a job, for at least 12 hours a week, or are capable and seeking to work for
these hours (CBS 1991 in Plantenga, Bruning, Schippers 8c Siegers 1997, 3). Those actually working 12 hours
and over are regarded the actual employed population; those working less are considered unemployed (Ibid.).
While the potential working population (i.e., all aged 15-64) over 199~95 rose by 2.60~0, the actual working
population went up 8.8oIo. This growth can largely be amibuted to the entrance of women, which rose by
15.IoIo over 1990-95, pushing up their share from 36.30~o in 1990 to 38.30~o in 1995 ([bid.).
Women's net labour-market participation can be defined as the percentage of employed women aged I 5-64 in
the potential working population (CBS 1991 in Plantenga et al. 1997).
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time-use diaries which measure all time engaged in market work, including commuting time,
overtime at work and at home. s~ Also the definition of free time deserves caution. In discus-
sions of trends in free time, the latter sometimes covers any time spent not working for pay, thus
counting in unpaid work. SCP explicitly distinguishes free time from unpaid work, time for per-
sonal needs and education. sz
In conclusion, analyses often, perhaps necessarily, take a narrow view of the trends stud-
ied, without regard to the many ways the spheres of paid work and free time interrelate with that
of unpaid work. One cannot take for granted, however, that changes in working time uniformly
affect time-off as a homogeneous body. In fact, each of the component domains~omestic
work, childcare, personal needs or free time-may react in its own way to any such change. The
reactions may depend on a great many factors, be they gendered or other, which underlines the
need for the research being conducted within an appropriate theoretical framework.
1.3 THE POLITICAL DEBATE
In the Netherlands, since the 80s there have been two major political discussions on time allo-
cation. Both were on work-sharing or work-spreading. One concemed shorter hours as a means
toward a more equitable division of paid and unpaid work between women and men. The other
was on reducing hours to boost employment when in the 80s it stood very low. 53
Early in the century, trade unions used to strive for a daily regimen of eight hours of la-
bour, eight hours of sleep and eight hours of free time. s' With no explicit provision made for
childcare or domestic work, the focus clearly was on male workers, who were assumed to have
someone else to do these jobs for them. According as more mamed and unmarried women enter
the workforce, unions are bringing new issues to the bargaining table. Wherever the `traditional'
social arrangement of time persists, women continue entering the labour market under condi-
tions that are-or work out-different from what they are for men. ss Women's organisations
and, as from the eighties, also the Dutch government, have concentrated on the gender divide in
paid and-more recently-unpaid work. sb
The late 90s have seen policy makers turn to role overload and related new topics, such as
time famine, including work stress and bum-out, as well as to the more general role combining.
In 1996, the Ministry of Employment and Social Affairs set up an advisory committee to re-
move bottlenecks for role-combiners. Such bottlenecks may originate in the organisational de-
sign-both spatial and temporahf public and commercial services and amenities, and more
s' SCP 1996, 357, 411
sZ Ibid., 357, 412
s' Van Doome-Huiskes 8r De Lange 1994, 227
s' Harmsen 1991
ss Clement 8c Myles 1994, 144
sb For an overview of this policy see for instance Grunell 1998.
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in particular concem working, school, shopping and service hours. New legislation was called
for, since many look upon the old regulations as too inflexible and little adaptive to the needs of
men and women who wish to combine roles. This `Commissie Dagindeling' (Scheduling-of-
the-Day Committee) 57 held that a new balance in the temporal regimens of work is called for to
reconcile the interests of both employers and employees, but felt this was not likely to come
about without State intervention. `" They also advocated a new time policy. 5`' Although the
Committee was dissolved in 1998, their conclusions still have influence in current policy and
projects. They are in general agreement with those of the `Committee on Scenarios for the Fu-
ture: Redistribution of Unpaid Work,' (likewise dissolved) who considered that role combina-
tion could be promoted by facilitating the outsourcing ofunwaged household work, or part of it,
to the service sector. Since the Dutch were deemed to feel more like `looking after their own
household and children' than fully commodifying these tasks, the Committee held a role com-
bining scenario for the genders more adequate. t'`~ The current government policy aims to pro-
mote re-distribution of waged and unwaged work, income, development and deployment of
human capital in line with the above `combination scenario'. `'~ Equitable shares in tíme alloca-
tion of inen and women is one of the targets. Corresponding success indicators are: an increase
in women's net labour-market participation (target-75o~0), an increase in female market hours
(32 weekly hours), no female unemployment, no discontinuities in women's careers, equal
share for the genders in total market work volume (SOo~o), equal shares in unpaid work (house-
work and child care), and, also, equal amounts of free time. ~~
Also the former Advisory Council to the Netherlands Government on Equal Opportunity
Policy underscored the need for equitable time regimens, proceeding from the premises that all
in the age of 18-65 are labour-market participants, and for at least some part of their lifecycle
will be facing care responsibilities for children or other dependents. t'' The breadwinner-house-
wife model, which took for granted that workers-mostly male-had a 38-hour schedule for at
least 40 consecutive years of 46 weeks, should be replaced. The Advisory Council explicitly re-
frained from advocating part-time work, since-as an atypical fonn of employment-it was
held responsible for part of the continuing gender divide. ~'' New arrangements should allow for
combination ofactivities in three separate time domains, each to be set at 32 hours a week: paid
s~ Cf. Commissie Dagindeling 1998a1b
sa Cf. Clason, Hootsman, Van Osselen-Riem R Van Well 1994
s9 An earlier Dutch attempt, in the 80s, to develop an explicit time policy failed (Cf. Knulst 1984; Van
Bijsterveldt 1988).
~ Cf. Commissie Toekomstscenario's 1995
61 Cf. Maassen van den Brink 8c Groot 1999, 8
6' Ibid., I5, 23
63 Advisory Council 1996, 145
~ Cf. EmancipatieraadlVrouwenalliantie 1994
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work, unpaid work, and voluntary participation and leisure. `i5
It can be questioned, however, whether current labour-market trends go that way. In the
early 90s, labour unions still advocated the four-day workweek, `'`' but-in a later phase-they
came to favour varying patterns of working time and leave. ~' Through the decade, the unions
have been reaping the bitter fruits of the circumstance that for all their macroeconomic pres-
ence-their position it~ithin the workplace structure has been traditionally weak. Lower union
coverage among the workforce who are anyway developing a taste for a broader wages and
benefits package, catering for more vatied persona] needs-and the presence of different cate-
gorised unions, often divided among themselves, limit their scope, especially in times when the
labour market slackens. Expectations must therefore be that, instead of hours being cut, flexibi-
]isation of labour will continue. `'x
Earlier in the decade, employer associations and higher-employee unions did not consider
reduction of the standard week a viable proposition for the 90s particularly not in the face of
fiercer global competition. 69 Small and middle-sized companies even wantcd to see longer
standard weeks and later retirement re-instituted. In 1996 the political climate had already so
changed that the new Working Time Act was passed. It gives employers a stronger position in
setting hours than they have had for long. Under this enactment, schedules are negotiated be-
tween employers and employees at the lowest level of representation. Public control has stepped
back and legislation now in force gives more scope to employers' need for flexibility. They can
extend operation time of their plant and organisations and adapt the workforce as demand dic-
tates. Flexibilisation may imply a shift towards work on Saturdays and Sundays. '~ Besides a
significant measure of de-regulation, the 1996 Working Time Act also introduces new regula-
tions. Rather than adopting the Advisory Council's advice, the govemment gave precedence to
introducing a(conditioned) individual right to work part-time for both men and women.'~
Also among employees voices are heard against collective working-time regulations.
Tirne sovereignty~ is ever more cherished. ~'̀ Dutch studies " reveal discrepancies between actual
and desired hours. Hypothetical questions on working-time preferences, showed that an in-
creasing proportion ofwomen and men would wish to combine work and family without losing
free time.'a A study by Van den Putte and Pelzer " found that many Dutch-regardless of their
bs Advisory Council 1996, 148
~ Raaijmakers 1997; Raaijmakers 1998
" Tijdens 1998a
68 Van Doorne-Huiskes et al. 1994, 244
69 Rinnooy Kan 1994; cf. Raaijmakers 1998
"' De Lange 1995, 173, 178; Breedveld 1999, 11
~~ Ministerie van Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid 1998
~'- Cf. Htiming, Gerhard 8t Vtichailow 1995
'} For an overview see Peters 1996; Van Praag 8; Niphuis-Nell 1997, 93-100; Griinell 1998
'" Hooghiemstra 8c Niphuis-Nell 1993, 28
75 Van den Putte 8c Pelzer 1993
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current schedule or marital and family statuses-had some preference or other to cut the weekly
standard hours by half, 890~0 of them saying their motives were free time. Particularly among
full-time workers, 300~o wanted more time for housework, especially the women. More time for
raising their children was mentioned by 200~0 of the respondents, especially the men. ~~' Gener-
ally speaking, men would wish a weekly schedule of 26 hours for themselves, and one of 20
hours for their partner. Although opinion varied among the women-many asserting their right
to higher-hour jobs, others to household wages-most agreed to this division of work.'~ While
most employees had rather see their hours reduced, the union for professional and managerial
staff would trade time-off for income, even if~r because-they felt stressed. ~g One reason for
wariness among employees might be that shortened hours often failed to result in the hiring of
additional personnel and-rather than helping the intended sharing of work-put more pressure
on time regimens. 79
1.4 THE PRESEIVT STUDY
The growing concem over `time poverty' ~o amidst affluence invites a careful analysis ofaccess
to free time and how this has changed over the past few decades. The present study will, there-
fore, direct its attention more particularly to contemporary changes in time-allocation behaviour
in the Netherlands and, eventually, attempt a few informed guesses as to what the future may
hold in store. The development of time allocation is a highly contingent matter and it is unclear
yet where we are headed. For some years now, there have been signs of a greater diversity de-
veloping away from the traditional regimen of work associated with the male breadwinner
model, which was rigidly set to the rhythm of nine to five, during a five-day week of forty
hours, associated with an equally rigid spatial mobility. R~ These facts suggest the emergence of
a greater temporalpluralisation, i.e., a more individua] organisation of time. 82 Current develop-
ments in the Dutch political setting for time allocation, however, do not take a uniform course.
As a case in point, the new 1996 Working Time Act provides for decentralised bargaining for
working-time schedules, at the same time introducing new forms of regulation in support of role
combination and social security. Also, the contradiction remains ofworkplace stress having be-
come a common feature in the 90s, 83 while a growing number of unemployed feel themselves
76 Ibid.
" Ibid.
7e NRC (press article), 25~ 1998
79 Tijdens 1998a; Tijdens 1998b; Raaijmakers 1998
80 Gibbs 1989; Van Bergen 1994; Spaans 8c Van der Werf 1996; Bukman 1995a,ó; Nobis 1995; Hielkema 1996;
Sch~ttelndreier 1997; Nierop 1997 and many others
81 Beck 1992; Elchardus 1996
e' Boulin 1993
83 Helvoort, Van der Mast, Megens, Roe, Vingerhoets, De Vries 8r Zijlstra 1998
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social outcasts. 84 However this may be, societal forces press for a fundamental change in the
social organisation of time. Flexibilisation and diversification, on the side of the workplace, and
time sovereignty, on that of the worker, appear strong preferences, and in the present market
and family constellation even necessities. Taken together, they bespeak serious implications for
the distribution of work and free time. 85
Free time in the present study will be examined from a multidisciplinary social-science 8~'
perspective, wherein its source and distribution depend on relations of control operating at the
household and at the labour-market level, as well as across these levels. At the same time, it will
be shown how household and labour-market dynamics impact on time use in these spheres. This
investigation will also propose an answer to the question whether there is a typically Dutch ver-
sion of `time squeeze', what is its mechanism and how it can be explained.
The theoretical framework used in the present study is integrative in several ways. First, it
sets out to connect the concepts of time squeeze and work-and-spend put forward by Juliet
Schor with a Dutch modemisation context. Second, in order to trace the on-going process of
modernisation of the Dutch social organisation of time, both at the levels of the household and
the labour market, evidence from diverse literatures and case-studies is linked with Anthony
Giddens' and Ulrich Beck's writings on modemisation. This process will be described in terms
of a shift away from externally legitimated mechanisms of social control towards such whose
legitimation derives from internal sources. This study aints to contribute to the socio-economic
debate on the developments in tin:e allocation nt general, and time syueeze in particular, by in-
vestigating how, in the cot~rse of de-traditionalisation, new rules of labour-market and ltouse-
hold relations affect time-allocation behaviour of wonten and nten at the level of the individual.
The broad hypothesis and six detailed hypotheses I will propose, will be tested on data de-
riving from Dutch Time Use Surveys (TUS). These have been carried out at five-year intervals
from 1975 onwards by the Dutch Socia] and Cultural Planning Office (SCP). TUS data provide
information on the daily life of a cross-section of the Dutch population aged 12 and over. Scale,
span and accuracy of the TUS make them a true bonanza. The present study will analyse the
first two data sets published (1975I1980) and the most recent one (1995) for any significant
changes in time-use across groups of respondents. Its scope will primarily be restricted to the
labour-market sphere and three non-labour market spheres: unpaid work, free time, and per-
sonal needs. As part of our interest in changing time-allocation patterns across gender lines in
private households, the focus is on mamed or cohabiting couples in the 25~4 age bracket, with
or without children.
The contributiotl of this research, as discussed in the final chapter, includes the follow-
ing. (1) This study may be the first to offer a comprehensive time-allocation model that is si-
84 Ministerie van Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid 1994, 13
85 Elchardus 8c Heyvaert 1991, 5]
sb In the broader sense, which includes economics.
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multaneously tested across two time planes, for both genders, on bodies of empirical evidence
which derive from prestigious surveys periodically organized along the same consistent lines.
(2) It thus presents a diachronic view of late-modem time-use pattems in the Netherlands along
with a large amount of confirmed analytical figures. (3) It uses insights and concepts of Gid-
dens' modernisation theory to propose a new dynamic perspective on how developments in tra-
ditional, often gendered, work-family positions in the Netherlands relate to time pressure. (4)
Building on Schor's well-known analysis of time squeeze for the U.S., a hypothesis could thus
be formulated, operationalised and tested with respect to a Dutch time-squeeze trend for an im-
portant group ofDutch women and men. (5) The relative trend can readily be re-tested on future
data sets as these become available, and parts of the model can be refined by qualitative re-
search as the need and opportunities arise. (6) This research may offer suitable new input in the
debate on modernisation as compared to Americanisation and may stimulate discussion on the
social organisation of time in the Netherlands and abroad.
1.5 OUTLINE
The present study is organised as follows. ln Chapter 2 Anthony Giddens' writings on mod-
ernisation will be introduced. An integrative framework will be developed within which a con-
ceptual time-allocation model will be presented and the research question and a broad hypothe-
sis formulated. Chapter 3 sets out to develop relevant parts of the modernisation framework
presented in Chapter 2 into a dynamic perspective on the ongoing de-traditionalisation of rela-
tions of control at the levels of the household and the labour market. At the end of Chapter 3,
the main research question will be fonnulated within the framework so obtained and six de-
tailed hypotheses will be presented for later operationalisation and testing. In Chapter 4, the
time-use data will be presented, the research population defined and the time-use model speci-
fied. The principal elements of our model, the time domains, will be identified and operational-
ised. From our data set, the most important factors likely to differentiate time allocation will be
selected and operationalised. The research methods employed to describe and analyse our data
and test our hypotheses will be introduced. Chapter 5 describes the average time-use patterns
ofwomen and men in our samples. In Chapter 6, the estimates of the empirical model will be
presen[ed and the hypotheses tested. At the end of Chapter 6, the results of the empirical study
presented in Chapter 5 and 6 will be summarised. In Chapter 7, the contribution of the present
study and the future of time allocation will be discussed.
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2 MODERNISATION THEORY, CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND
TIME-ALLOCATION MODEL
2.)t INTRODUCTION
This study deals with the dynamics of change in late-modern time allocation. The changes in-
volved are viewed as deriving from the de-traditionalisation of present-day socíety as an ongo-
ing process affecting values, tastes, preferences, motives, conceptions of needs, etc. The expla-
nation proposed for the observed alterations is formulated within a framework combining con-
cepts from Anthony Giddens' writings on modernisation with a few other strands of analysis.
The present chapter considers Giddens' substantive writings on modernity, referring to
Ulrich Beck's work on industry and the family for complementing insights. The transition from
industrial modernity to late modernity, Beck considers an `institutional crisis' in the sense of an
unsettlement of the inherited social arrangement with respect to waged and unwaged work
(which, as for the Netherlands, survived far beyond World War II). The obsolete system had
firmly rested on three pillars, to wit, the traditiona! gender positions within breadwinner fami-
lies, Taylorised work organisation, with its nine-to-five regimen, and class relations and class
consciousness. ~ In late modern societies, family and occupation, industrial modernity's two
major anchors, providing inner stability and access to contexts of social activity, are losing
much of their former assurance and protective function. z Hence, modernisation opened up a
situation "where individuals reflect upon and flexibly restructure the rules and resources of the
workplace and of their leisure time [non-market time]." 3 An in-depth comparison of the views
of Beck and Giddens need not detain us here. For our present purposes it may suffice to say
that-albeit different in focus-they are complementary, and more often than not quite similar.
My treatment, as long as we are concerned with theories and the general lines of devel-
opment, has to be rather abstract. While supplying us with a broad hypothesis, it will let in the
dark the time-spatial context within which more specific questions and answers can be traced
out. Modernisation does not of course affect different time-space contexts in the same way. Be-
cause of its particular political, historical, economic, social and cultural backgrounds, the Dutch
developments between 1975 and 1995 will no doubt present us with a different picture from
many others. The infilling of the theoretical framework for the Dutch situation will follow in
Chapter 3. This chapter is organised as follows.
Section 2.2 deals with Giddens' modernisation theory for a better understanding of de-
traditionalisation. The section considers such characteristic notions as the institutional dimen-
~ Beck 1992, 14
z ibid., 140
' Lash 8~ Wynne 1992, 3
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sions of modemity, the separation of time and space, disembedding and re-embedding of social
systems, reflexivity, rationality and tradition, and the `construction' of the self.
Section 2.3 presents the conceptual framework and the conceptual time-allocation model
of this study. Attention will be paid to the control construct and its three dimensions, viz., domi-
nation, legitimation, and signification. This is of special relevance since free time will be stud-
ied from a perspective wherein its constitution and distribution depend on relations of control
operating at the household and labour-market levels. Therefore central concepts related to con-
trol and time-allocation behaviour in the way they are used throughout the present study are elu-
cidated: work-famih~ position, identity, role, rule and reso:rrce, strategy, and, finally, time-use
behaviour.
Based on the control concept and the definition of free time as used in the present study, a
conceptual model of time allocation will be developed. The section further analyses the transi-
tions in rules and relations of control over time allocation. With the sources of legitimation of
social control shifting from extemal to intemal, signification aspects of time-allocation behav-
iour are assumed to have shifted from `obedience' towards `self-development', and power rela-
tions between women and men, employers and employees and parents and children to have
adopted more democratic and egalitarian traits.
In conclusion ofSection 2.3, the research question will be formulated and a tentative an-
swer to it proposed in an overall hypothesis; this will still be relatively broad in its scope and
only describe the main contours. It can be broken down into six more detailed hypotheses after
discussing, in Chapter 3, the labour market and household developments in the Netherlands
over the period concerned.
Finally, in Section 2.4, the present chapter will be evaluated.
2.2 ~1ODER11S:1TI0~ THEORti'
Introduction
Anthony Giddens and Ulrich Beck independently presented theories about an ongoing transition
of society from i~:dirstrial to late modernity. Such transition-in that it unsettles the (labour
market and household) arrangements of the preceding period (`traditional' by definition)--is
accompanied by discontinuities or crisis. Both Beck and Giddens believe it nevertheless to
evolve more or less steadily, along logical lines, rather than by revolutionary change, even if
daily life will be deeply affected by it. In Beck's words: "Just as modernisation dissolved the
structure of feudal society in the nineteenth century and produced the industrial society, mod-
emisation today is dissolving industrial society and another modemity is coming into being".'
Giddens proclaims that we "have not moved beyond modernity but are living precisely through
' Beck 1992, 10
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a phase of its radicalisation". 5 Characteristic of Giddens' analyses of modernisation is the way
he links up the levels of social system and agency (macro and micro levels), i.e., the way insti-
tutional change (as may arise in the course ofglobalisation) relates to the transfomiation of self-
identity and intimacy (a de-traditionalisation process), in which institutional reflexiviry plays an
increasingly important role.
Giddens substantive writings, in their inspiration and part of their conceptual apparatus,
developed from his general theory of structuration, even if not explicitly based on it. Giddens
does not analyse social phenomena in terms of macro and micro levels, but discerns various de-
grees of systemness both on the level of face-to-face interaction (social integration) and on that
of relations between social systems or collectivities (system integration), the two levels being
connected via a mechanism of institutional reproduction in the `duality of structure'. This is
central to Giddens' general theory of structuration. ~ Below I will not deal with Giddens' gen-
eral theory of action, but mainly with his substantive writings on modernity. It must be bome in
mind that this treatment is selective in that it highlights only those parts of his writings that are
believed to offer the most valuable insights for our present concem, some enlargement being
added where this was hoped to afford a better grasp of the concepts used.
Modernity
In Giddens' view, modemity comprises "modes of social life or organisation which emerged in
Europe from about the seventeenth century onwards and which subsequently became more or
less worldwide in their influence."' Late modernitv-also called reflexive or radicalised mod-
ernity, or post-traditional society-refers to its third stage, starting to emerge around the 80s fol-
lowing the stages ofpre-industrial time and industrial (or simple) modernity. As Hans Mom-
maas points out, conventional theory used to deal with modernisation as clusters of changes to
societal subsystems (education, religion, law, economy, etc.), typically analysing them as
rounds ofdifferentiation and integration lending a more substantive chazacter to the systems in-
volved. 8 This was considered to be at the root of an ongoing industrialisation, rationalisation,
democratisation, urbanisation and individualisation. Giddens is critical of this mechanistic and
evolu[ionist stance and rejects its universal claims and ahistorical standpoints. Modemity is the




Giddens (1979, 76-85) Although not our present concem, we may have to briefly examine this central
construct, since it is in the place where methodological individualism (cf. Lindenberg 1985) speaks of micro-
macro linkage. Duality of structure refers to the essential recursiveness of social life as constituted in social
practices, where structure is both the medium and outcome of these practices. Here structures and system
enter into a dialectic relation, which makes it necessary to rework, as Giddens puts it, these concepts and a
series of terms linked to them (Giddens 1979, 53). Rather than following in his steps right here, we will look
at a few specific terms of this theory if and when the need arises.
Giddens 199Q 1
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certain characteristics and dynamísms open only to hindsight. They have no foreseeable direc-
tion, ultimate purpose, or any universal or mondial status. Modernisation is no longer equated
with progress, improvement, increased complexity or civilisation, but is defined as the global-
isation of institutions characteristic of modern Western societies. [n this respect, globalisation
can be seen as the process by which the West loses its economic, political, and military hegem-
ony and uniqueness. 9
Institutional dimensions of modernity
The power of the Western nations resides in the four institutional dimensions of modemity:
capitalism, industrialism, surveillance and military power. ~~ Their autonomised dynamisms,
following the pattem of latent side effects, play significant roles in social constancy and change.
Giddens rejects the overemphasis the founders of sociology placed on one of them, like Marx
on capitalism, Weber on rationalism, and Durkheim on industrialism. Yet, however strongly
related, all four have their own dynamics in the modemisation process. Capitalism Giddens de-
fines as "a system of commodity production, centred upon the relation between private owner-
ship of capital and propertyless wage labour, forming the main axis of a class system." ~~ The
principal facet of rndustrialisn: is "the use of inanimate sources of material power in the pro-
duction of goods, coupled to the central role of machinery in the production process, presup-
posing the regularised social organisation of production in order to co-ordinate human activity,
machines, and inputs and outputs of raw materials and goods." ~` Industrialism affects not only
the workplace, but also transport, communication and the private household domain. 13 Capi-
talism and industrialism are each other's counterparts in the capitalist enterprise, whose strongly
competitive and expansionist nature is both the driving force and vehicle of technological inno-
vation. Capitalism arose earlier than industrialism and indeed lent it much of its drive. Industrial
manufacture and the associated constant renewal of technology make for more efficient and
economical production processes. The commodification of manpower was a particularly im-
portant point of linkage between capitalism and industrialism, because abstract labour could be
directly planned into the technological design of production practices. ~a
Separation of time and space
Giddens discerns three sources of dynamism, which are dialectically implicated in the four in-
stitutional dimensions of modernity mentioned above. Without them, modemity could never
' Cf. [bid., 87-89
~o Giddens 1990, 59
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have occurred as radically, as rapidly, or on such a worldwide scale. ~ s The key notion to under-
stand these mechanisms is that of time-space distanciation, central indeed to societal order, as
representing "the conditions under which time and space are organised so as to connect pres-
ence and absence." ~~ All three mechanisms allow relations between local and distant social
forms and events to become increasingly `stretched'. Globalisation can be redefined as "the in-
tensification of worldwide social relations which link distant localities in such a way that local
happenings are shaped by events occurring many miles away and vice versa." ~~ In the follow-
ing, the three mechanisms will be considered briefly and related to the de-traditionalisation and
increased reflexivity of social behaviour. First, the separation o-f time and space and their re-
combination in forms which permit the precise time-space zoning of social life. r~ Industrial
capitalism could only accumulate capital, and standardised mass production only increase pro-
ductivity, by a temporal and spatial separation of market and non-market activities and a time-
oriented-later Taylorised-manufacture. 19 Most workers became paid by the hour: time had
become money, the medium in which to express and exchange time. Time could be seen as an




The separation of time and space was the prime condition for the second source of dynamism,
viz., the disembedding of social systems. By it social relations are lifted out of their local con-
texts, thus necessitating a new co-ordination or re-structuring across time and space- 22 Giddens
distinguishes two types ofdisembedding: first, the creation ofsymbolic tokens-including such
media of interchange as money-and, second, the establishment of expert systena. Expert sys-
tems are "systems of technical accomplishment of professional expertise that organise large ar-
eas of the material and social environment in which we live today." 23 Both mechanisms con-
tribute to the ever more abstract and impersonal character of modern institutions. They depend
on trust in abstract capacities, rather than in persons. Z~ Trust in abstract systems, however, is
not psychologically rewarding in the way it is in persons. 25 Hence, in modern society an ever
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mode of re-embedding, in that it provides emotional protection, where abstract systems have
substituted the more material forms of personal dependence. '~ As concems love relationships,
Giddens describes the transition from romantic love to a prototypical, what he terms pure rela-
tionship, i.e., "a social relationship that is entered into for its own sake, for what can be derived
by each person from a sustained association with another, and which is continued only in so far
as it is thought by both parties to deliver enough satisfaction for each individual to stay within
it.,, z7
Reflexivity, rationality and tradition
This is connected with the third source of dynamism, viz., "the reflexive ordering and re-or-
dering of social relations in the light of continual inputs of knowledge affecting the actions of
individuals and groups." 2S Here reflexivity takes on a meaning that is specific to modemity.
But first we want to consider its more general purport. Reflexivity~, in one fundamental sense, as
Giddens argues, "is a defining characteristic of all human action," in that "All human beings
routinely `keep in touch' with the grounds of what they do as an integral element ofdoing it."'̀`'
Rationalisation extends this to include the capability of supplying reasons for the chosen course
of action. 30 It must be underlined that this notion is linked up not only with Giddens' idea of
rationality as a process rather than a state, but also with the continuous nature of action as a
flow, not a string of discrete acts. 31 Acts are constituted as separate entities only by discursive
moments of attention. 32 Considered within the agent's flow of activity, action is reflexively
monitored as just described. Human behaviour is thus imparted its essentially purposive or in-
tentional character, which is not very far from the preassumption of rational-choice and many
other social theories. Reflexivity as so far described can be applied to both tradition and change.
Tradition Giddens defines as "a mode of integrating the reflexive monitoring of action with the
time-space organisation of the community." 33 The `reasons' for such conformation and its as-
sociated conduct may or may not be discursively available to the actors. In fact, many meaning-
ful elements ofbehaviour are seen as arising from practical consciousness: actors can state their
preferences when asked, but routinisation spares them the trouble of their pondering when they
are not. Tradition is a means both of continuing familiar practices-thus connecting past with
present and future-and of inediating identitv. Maintenance of personal identity and its connec-
'6 Ibid., 118-119
'' Giddens 1992, 58
ZS Giddens 1990. 17
'9 Ibid., 36
30 Giddens 1984, 376
" Ibid.
32 Ibid.3
33 Giddens 1990, 37
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tion to wider social identities is vital to ontological security. 34 Tradition also incorporates
power relations and tends to naturalize them, as is illustrated in such expressions as the force of
habit, the power of the obvious, 3S etc. In fact, tradition shows itself only by contrast. In tradi-
tional society, cultural pluralism takes on the form of an extraordinary diversity of mores and
customs, each, however, persisting in a privileged space. 36 Tradition, however, is never entirely
static, but changes in passing from one generation to another, so that in a way it has to be re-in-
vented each time. 37 With the globalisation process becoming ever more intense, cultural plu-
ralism will no longer be embedded in distributed loci of power. 38
Radicalised modernity and construction of the self
In the new era, embedding of tradition and disengagement from those with other values are
losing their foundation. This means that reflexivity~isconnected from the time-space organi-
sation of traditional communities-has radicalised, or settled "into the very basis [`radix'] of
system reproduction," 39 so as to take on a completely different character. Inherited cultural
certainties are becoming the object of a 'radicalised institutional reflexivity. ' The phrase `insti-
tutional reflexivity' is to be understood as"the regularised use of knowledge about circum-
stances of social life as a constitutive element in its organisation and transformation." ao
Changes at the institutional level, therefore, interlace in a direct way with self and personal dis-
positions. a~ De-traditionalisation does not imply that traditions wholly disappear. Indeed, Gid-
dens admits that in some respects, and in some contexts, they are very much alive. Yet there is a
difference. In reflexive modernity, traditions are constantly put in question, both in public and
private. As part of a plurality of competing values aZ and opportunities, they have to be justified
like the others, i.e., to be discursively articulated and defended. Actors will, therefore, more and
more come to rely on discursive cognition, rather than practical consciousness. Claims of reason
tend to replace traditional motivations and change the discourse with respect to human action. a3
Moreover, late modern preferences naturally exceed traditional limitations. Taken together, this
creates a situation in which the construction of the self becomes a reflexive project aa and indi-
viduals are kept responsible for their own biographies. In his "Modernity and Self-Identity"
(1991) Giddens stresses the emergence of new mechanisms of self-identity, "which are shaped
'" Giddens 1994, 80
's Cf Komter 1985
36 mia., loa
" Giddens 1990, 37
38 Giddens 1994, 105
39 Giddens 1990, 38
~ Giddens 1991, 20
'~ Ibid., 1
"- Giddens 1994, 100
"' Elchardus 1991
~ Giddens 1991, 114
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by-yet also shape-the institutions of modernity."'S The self is not passive and extemally de-
termined but, quite in contrast, internally referential. The self-like the broader institutional
contexts in which it exists-has to be reflexively made in the middle ofa perplexing diversity of
options and possibilities. The choice environment is increasingly uncertain. ln contrast to the
expectations of Enlightenment reason, reflexivity in late modernity refers to doubt and chronic
revision in the light of new information or knowledge. '6 Where tradition loses its hold, and
daily life is reconstituted in terms of the dialectical interplay of the local and the global, indi-
viduals are increasingly forced to negotiate lifestyle choices among a diversity of options. Be-
cause of the openness of social life today, the pluralisation of contexts of action and the diver-
sity of `authorities,' lifestyle choice is increasingly important in the constitution of self-identity
and daily activity.
2.3 THE COtiCEPTUAL FRAMEwORK AND'r111E-ALLOCATION M110DEL
Introduction
Giddens' theory of modernity is not explicit on developments in time-allocation behaviour or
free time. There has, on the other hand, some work been done in the Netherlands drawing on
structuration theory, which could be used or adapted in the present research. a~ This will be ad-
dressed in order to build a conceptual time-allocation model. Since we are concerned with em-
pirical research based on secondary cross-sectional time-use data, the dynamics of the time do-
mains cannot be shown directly. They will be studied by comparative statistical estimates of the
model across two time planes and be dynamically intetpreted in the light of the theory. Beck's
analysis in his "Risk society" (1992) may supply useful complementing insights in labour mar-
ket and household dynamics over the research period resulting from globalisation and de-tradi-
tionalisation.
The control concept and time allocation
In Figure 2.1, central concepts related to control and time-allocation behaviour in the way they
are used throughout the present study are elucidated: x~orkfai~:rh~ position, identiry, role, rule
and resource, strntegy, and, finally, time-use behaviour.
's Ibid., 2
'6 Ibid., 20-21
" Mommaas 8c Van der Poel 1984; Mommaas R Van der Poel 1985; Mommaas 1984; Karsten 1992;
Droogleever Fortuijn 1993
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Figure 1J Relutionships betx~een Work-Famity Position, Itfentitv, Roles, Rules
and Resources, Time-Use Strategies and Time-Use Bebnviour
Rules arising from one's work-family position or identity, i.e., one's reproductive tasks as a
provider, homemaker or caregiver, must be considered the most important determinants in time
allocation, which includes the process of arranging time-off 4s The difference between `posi-
tion' and `identity' can be seen in the following definition, where one is expressed in terms of
the other. A social position can be defined as:
"a social identity that carries tivith it a certain range (however diffusely specifted) of
prerogatives and obligations that an actor ivho is accorded that identity (or is an
'incumbent' of that positionJ mav activate or carrv out: tlrese prerogatives and obli-
gations constitute the role prescriptionsassociated with that position. "
And further:
"A social identity is essentially a category, or a tlpification, made on the basis of
some definite social criterion or criteria: occupation, kin, relation, age-grade, etc. 49
In `acting out' the aforesaid prescriptions, the role incumbents draw on resources according to
given rules. S o These resources are media through which power is exercised. All forms of de-
pendence, however, offer some resources whereby those who are subordinate can influence the
activities of their superiors. Giddens calls this the dialectic of corttrol in social systems. 51 Con-
trol is "the capability that some actors, groups or types of actors have of influencing the circum-
stances ofaction ofothers." 5z Control over time allocation then is exercised in dialectic interac-
4e Mommaas 1984; Karsten 1992, 196
49 Giddens 1979, 117-118





tion. It involves varying sets of rules and resources that structure its systems in social reproduc-
tion. Systems have three structural dimensions: 53 signification (the meaning side), domination
(the power side), and legitimation (the norm side). Signification, in the present study, refers to
the connotation given to the time-use activity. Legitimation covers norms and due expectations
associated with time-use elements. It is the aspect most often in the foreground when specifying
social aspects of time use (as can be seen in the definitions of the role and position concepts
above). Domination is the dimension in which power is mediated. It must be noted that these
dimensions are not separate entities and can only be analytically distinguished.
Functionalist theoríes on gendered time-allocation, like role theory, often use the `role'
concept in a static way. While acknowledging that rules and resources, for instance, are gen-
dered, Giddens at the same time notes that reasons for action never just "include the citing of, or
the appeal to norms" s4 and that constituent rules are continuously produced and reproduced in
action, and, therefore, are not static. Moreover, time-allocation systems may vary across indi-
viduals, social groups, countries, etc.
Lia Karsten (1992) emphasises that the simple or traditiona] work~leisure dichotomy
masks how unpaid work and personal needs affect access to free time as defined in this study.
The interaction between time domains invites a closer look at time allocation to explain the de-
velopments in free time. Therefore, my analyses will be based on the allocation of time to four
broad categories, which together exhaust possible time use. I will distinguish the categories of
paid-work, unpaid-work, andjree-time activities, along with personal care and sleep. Time al-
located to these four domains directly relates to control over time. Individuals constantly meet
demands either from themselves-their own body needing food, sleep, grooming, etc.- ~r from
others who claim their time. The latter claims may arise from the household or the labour-mar-
ket domain. Free time has been defined as the domain for which no claims from the actor's
work-family position are made. ss In daily life, however, there is often some overlap between
domains of time use. These overlaps, as illustrated in Figure 2.2, may illustrate the different de-
grees to which actors have succeeded in freeing themselves from claims arising from their own
needs or being imposed by others with whom they have a working or personal relationship. sb
Based on the overlaps of paid work and unpaid work in free time, Karsten distinguishes be-
tween leisured labour time (for example doing a course related to a paid job), leisured caring
time (such as going to the swimming pool with children) and personal leisure (like playing ten-
nis with a friend). Only during a personal leisure activity, one is-ideally-not responsible for
either work or caregiving. Of course, any social behaviour, also a leisure activity, will be con-
strained by some rule or other. s~
s' Cf. Giddens 1976, 130
s' Giddens 1979, 57
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Figure 2.2 Alloention Domnrns, nfter Knrsten (1992)
Time-use behaviour is seen as the outcome of strategies adopted by actors in the application of
rules and the drawing on resources, given certain constraints and opportunities presented by the
labour-market and household contexts. Strategies can be seen as more or less conscious and
purposeful actions intermediate to behaviour. 58 Ruling systems may excuse or exempt actors
from claims on time use. Someone working long hours in the labour market may be excused
unpaid work and legitimately engage in pure leisure instead. This `protection' of leisure time
can be strengthened by physical or mental `inaccessibility', i.e., the non-availability of a person
to others. 59 Time-saving strategies may involve protecting or `saving' time by the application
of household technology, contracting out household chores and child care, buying prepared
food, eating outdoors, living in smaller houses, living in urban areas, postponing or refraining
from parenthood, relaxed household nomis, deferment of social agendas, etc. `'~
Theoretically imposed hierarchies across time-use categories
Industrial society even in its non-market domains used to be "a wage labour society through and
through, in the plan of its life, in its joys and sonows, in its concept of achievement, in its justi-
fication of inequality, in its social welfare laws, in its balance of power and in its politics and
ss Cf. Turkenburg 1995, 34-36
59 Mommaas 1984




culture." ~~ Gender inequality was legitimated by the incongruous distribution of paid work.
With women not contributing to household income directly, for example, money was ofren first
and foremost the husband's concem, tending to reduce the wife's say in how it was spent. In
general, values from the paid-work domain tend to spill over into the non-market spheres. This
will also apply the other way about. ~''̀ The democratisation of the consumption sphere, espe-
cially after World War II, may have fostered more democratic ruling in the labour market. Val-
ues obtaining in particular time domains will, no doubt, influence each other in a variety of
ways and create a variable choice environment. In statistic analyses based on secondary time-
use data like the present study, however, time-allocation dynamics can only be measured on the
basis of data sets representing temporal cross-sectio~rs, i.e., fixed points in time. Moreover, the
circle model developed (Fig. 2.2), of itself, cannot tell us anything about the order of sequence
in which the actors make time-use decisions, whether this order differs across genders, nor how
(gendered) time-use behaviour develops. Therefore, the researcher has to construct a hierarchy
between time domains based on theoretical insights. It has to be realised also that due to the in-
terrelationships across the time spheres, demands based on rules in the one may affect-i.e., al-
low or constrain-behaviour in the other. ~'' These inten-elationships have to be implemented in
the circle modeL In the following, it will be argued how the time-use domains hierarchically
relate based on the `control' concept and its implications for the social arrangement of time.
By definition, arranging time for `personal leisure' will be seen as a process of drawing
on resources according to given rules, 64 rules arising from one's workfan:ilyposition being the
most detem~inant. Therefore, a work famil~~ centred perspective on time allocation will be
adopted. G5 In this respect, a full-time homemaker's or caregiver's position can be equated to
one in which the incumbent is `exempt' from~r, in many cases more accurate-not enabled
to perform paid work. In exchange for part of the spouse's income~r for State benefits-the
homemaker performs unwaged work in the household. 66 Household work, therefore, is also
considered work.
Yet, I am treating paid and unpaid work as distinct categories. Contracted market time is
practically `incompressible', and, often, especially when paid by the hour, there is an unambi-
guous relation between the task and the time taken in its accomplishment. This is not entirely so
for domestic chores. Any delay in completing them ís not normally sanctioned. Time devoted to
housework is, also, relatively elastic; it can more readily be expanded or compressed according
61 Beck 1992, 140
62 Cf. Dumazedier 1989
63 Mommaas 1984, 17, 84
~ Mommaas 1984; Karsten 1992, 196
bs Also Van der Lippe-from the rational-choice point of view-argues that for the consumption of
commodities and services income ranks first, as a prerequisite to purchase market goods, next time to achieve
home production. Only then time can be spent on home consumption (Van der Lippe 1993, 51).
tib Van Delden 1986, 60
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to dexterity, mood, or caprice of the person doing it. 67 In other words, work in the non-market
sphere will be more flexible. `'x It is doubtful whether personal free time would necessarily be
more flexible than unpaid work on the grounds that the former can be arranged for by more ef-
ficient organisation, skipping tasks or part of them, etc. c'`' Any such strategies have their limita-
tions in the long run, and free time has its own inflexibilities in that its enjoyment may not be
entirely free from commitments. However this may be, the said strategies are also covered by
my definition of free time, in that rules are adaptive to personal levels of strictness, on the con-
dition that demands from the unpaid-work sphere be met first, in order for the actor to secure a
`right' to personal leisure. Hence, in the non-market sphere, the free-time domain should be the
more flexible one, responding to changing demands from-and inputs into-the other, more
privileged, sphere, as well as from the market domain. 'o Personal Needs in the circle diagram
in Figure 2.2 is depicted as the background of paid work, unpaid work and leisure, so as to show
the basic needs of any person. This time domain-while flexible to some extent-is the most






Figure ?.3 Hierarchies in Time Domrtins
The conceptual time-allocation model
For a conceptual time-allocation model, the relationships between work-family positions and
time-allocation as described in Figure 2.1 can be combined with the hierarchies between time-
use domains as depicted in Figure 2.3.
67 Dumazedier 1967, 94
ba Cf. Tijdens 1997, 175
69 Cf. Dumazedier 1967, 95















Figure 2.4 The Conceptua! Time-.4llocation Model
This basic framework, as presented in Figure 2.4, applies to both women and men. Time alloca-
tion is so modelled that time spent at market work adversely affects that in the non-market
spheres (housework and free time), with free time, in turn, being affected by time spent at mar-
ket and non-market work. In Chapter 4, the time-use data, operationalisation of the theoretical
concepts, and research method will be considered in further detail.
Shift in social control in the labour market and the household
In the course of de-traditionalisation, sources of legitimation of social control are shifting. Pre-
sumably, social control over time in the household and labour market is increasingly grounded
36
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on new, more `internalist' ~~ rules, which replace claims of legitimacy traditionally reduced to
nature, biology, birth or religion, and exercised by Church leaders, managers, husbands, parents,
and the upper classes. These new rules arising in the course of modemisation reflect the wish
for a freer lifestyle in one's relations to self, others and nature. The growth and substantiation of
the leisure domain over the 20`h century may have played a role in this respect. Joffre Du-
mazedier (1989) even argues that the shift in societal values towards internal control was caused
by the decline in market hours over the century. In his opinion, desires and aspiratíons have
gradually been liberalised, creating a growing need for more spontaneous and voluntary choice.
7z As a metaphor for the new values, Dumazedier quotes from Nietzsche's Parable of the
Camel, the Lion and the Child: `You must' is replaced by `I want.' Also, Jean-Yves Boulin
points out that free time may be at the root of democratic values. " The discourse implied by
the Protestant work ethic and class consumption has now been replaced by one involving new
`reflexive' work values, viz., those entailed by the ethic ofself-development and the exercise of
lifestyle options. These developments cannot but have significant effects on time-allocation
pattetns.
Work-and-spend in late modernity
In the post-traditional, pluralist world it is no longer obvious for people simply to rely on tradi-
tion; they are instead required to shape their own identity and account for their choices. 74 Not
only has the lifestyle question `How shall I live?' 75 come to cover a wide variety of decisions
on marriage, co-habitation, parenthood, career, childcare, living environment, etc., such deci-
sions have also to be made in an ever more uncertain and risky choice environment. Consumer
goods increasingly provide an opportunity for people to "express themselves, display their
identities, or create a public persona....We are what we wear, what we eat, what we drive."'~
Beck (1992) holds that recent waves of modernisation and technological innovation challenge
the continuity of the traditional employment system. ~' In line with Juliet B. Schor's analysis of
the work-and-spend culture, the fairly notmal picture in industrialised countries has been for
both public and private life to be dominated by Nation-wide regimens based on high degrees of
standardisation of labour contracts, workplace arrangements, wages, working and shopping
" 1 will refer to forms of control as `extemalist' and 'intemalist' throughout this study, depending on whether
these forms of control are intemally or extemally legitimated. In the 'dialectic of social control' intemalists
will hold that ultimate legitimation for any social control is vested in the person subject to the control,
externalists will not. There is an obvious link with the idea of `ruling by consent' as the basis of democracy.
Confusion with the term 'intemalised' should be avoided.
'' Dumazedier 1989, 147
'~ Breedveld R Peters 1996
" Cf Beck 1992; Giddens 1991
75 Giddens 1991, 14
'6 Schor 1998, 57
" Beck 1992, 141
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hours. While leaving little room for individual bargaíning of parties in the labour market, these
regularities gave some measure of security in that they clearly delineated time domains and sug-
gested lifelong full-time employment for job holders. The requirements of swifter reaction to
the globalising market, however, set the trend for flexibilisation of the late modern labour or-
ganisation and for diversification of labour-market contracts, which also tends to individualise
schedules and pay. The new situation, however, will in his view present us with an unfavour-
able redistribution of income, social protection, career opportunities and workplace status.'s
In reflexive modernity, also social control in the household is in transition. Beck stresses
that industrial society "never is and r:ever was possible onlv as industrial society, but always as
half industnal and half feudal society, whose feudal side is not a relic of tradition, but the prod-
uct and foundation of industrial society." [Original stress.]'`' Romantic love-a characteristic of
traditional mamages-used to be thoroughly skewed in terms of power. In contrast, late-mod-
em `confluent' love presumes equality in an emotional give and take. 80 A similar shift holds
true also for kinship relations, such as between parents and children. Giddens believes the pure
relationship to be part of a generic re-structuring of intimacy, the latter being considered fore-
most a means of emotional communication in a context of interpersonal equality. g~ Conse-
quently, the ideology of motherhood, as an `invented' tradition of industrial modernity, be-
comes dissolved by the emancipative and democratic principles of reflexive modernity. Now
that motherhood and labour-force participation are no longer incompatible, women waiting as
`hidden reserves' may rush into the market for, what Beck calls, flexible underemployment. x'
Women's `feudal' time (i.e., their 'reservoir' of rton-market time) becomes depleted in the tran-
sition to late modemity. At the same time, flexible forms of underemployment meet increasing
interest among, particularly young, women and men, who want to balance waged labour,
housework and family life more equally and equitably. g' Based on the new identity, women
developed a new market attitude. Of course, some categories will adopt new time-use niles in
an earlier stage than others. Changes on the `spend-side' of Schor's work-and-spend mecha-
nism-such as the search for new lifestyles and new consumerism, g~ rather than the traditional
class consumption-may have made it especially attractive-if not necessary-for households
to gain a dual income. This income may also be necessary to commodify the unpaid work pre-
viously done by women. While younger generations of women urge spouses to take their share
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ship with their children. s5 Late modem negotiated family life, characterised by a de-tradition-
alisation of `gender' positions show "families to become the scene of a continuous juggling of
diverging multiple ambitions among occupational necessities, educational constraints, parental
duties and the monotony of housework." K~
Research question and broad hypothesis
If over the period studied a new identity has gradually arisen or become more apparent, this
may be marked by new `intemalist' relations of control between women and men, parents and
children, employers and employees, classes, etc. The new rules that are constituted in the proc-
ess, in the way they operate at the household and labour-market levels, may also shape new
time-allocation structures as actors use them to draw on their time-connected resources. As for
gendered rules, being a woman, wife or mother is no longer the only source ofa woman's iden-
tity. Similarly, in many homes men are no longer the sole providers, while parenting seems to
become a more prominent part of their identity. For both genders may hold that "the number of
births is declining, but the importance of the child is rising." ~~ `Situatíonal' factors representing
work-family positions may thus gain relative importance over gender in a person's identity. 88
This multiple identity will no doubt find some expression in time-allocation patterns of both
genders: the `re-structured' identity will make demands on individual time use increasingly `dif-
fuse.'
The theoretical framework of this study thus being summarised, the following research
question can be formulated:
How has, from the 1995 perspective, the traditional balance in time-allocatio~i be-
havioia~ been shifted by anv progress in the de-traditionalisation of relations of con-
trol in the Dutch labour market and private households since 1975, and how is thrs
reflected in any time squeeze?
The modernisation process~r even the work-and-spend principle-does not necessarily
affect time-spatial contexts in a similar way; or rather, inasmuch as it is a historical process,
fails to do so by implication. To create a more concrete and detailed context, the following
chapter will, therefore, try to provide an infilling of the conceptual framework. The modernisa-
tion framework will supply the heuristic stimuli to single out and structure the relevant evi-
dence. As the main theme, we will have to search for the developments of gendered ncles and
relations of control in the labourmarket and household spheres in their impact on time alloca-
tion. I want to underline that in exploring the relations of control we will not be concemed with
an account of how actors in the given time-space context were, or perhaps were not, empow-






ered, democratised or suchlike. My concern is rather the dynamics of change in time allocation
of employed or housekeeping, married or cohabiting women and men aged 25~34, for which I
intend to chart useful parts of the actual historical backdrop, without claiming any thematic or
episodic completeness. In the light of the theoretícal framework, the following broad hypothe-
sis can be formulated:
As part of the ongoing de-traditionalisation, the gender factor-traditior:ally the
nrost important single source of variation in time allocation-is starting to decline,
which contrihntes to an inter-gender convergence of time-use behaviour, together
with an intra-gender divergence, the latter occurrir:g along the lines of work fanailv
positions.
In later chapters this hypothesis will be specified, and find corroboration, in the form ofsix de-
tailed hypotheses, including one on a Dutch version of time squeeze.
2.4 EVALUATION OF THIS CHAPTER
Section 2.2 described a theory on modernity, mainly as advanced by Anthony Giddens, includ-
ing the analysis of general trends such as accelerated globalisation, de-traditionalisation and
radicalisation of institutional reflexivity. With the diminishing role of tradition-as a means not
only ofcontinuing familiar practices, easing anxieties and offering ontological security, but also
of inediating identitv-self-identity is becoming a matter of individual responsibility and
choice, depending on a plurality of competing values and opportunities. Like all choices in re-
flexive modemity, they are more often supposed to be personally justified, i.e., discursively ar-
ticulated and defended. Personal identity is, in a direct way, bound up with one's work fnmilv
position, i.e., one's reproductive tasks as a provider, homemaker or caregiver, which I assume to
be the key determinants of time allocation. This makes time allocation, and arranging for free
time, a direct part of `the reflexive project ofconstructing the selF.
Modernisation theory, however, does not automatically provide us with a model for em-
pirical research. As a matter of fact, Giddens himself declines the idea of his theory directly
translating into distinctive research efforts: "...its [the theory's~ concepts should be regarded as
sensitising devices, to be used in a selective way in thinking about research ques[ions or inter-
preting findings." g~ Giddens' concepts and insights will be employed in the following ways, as
extensively argued in Section 2.3, where the conceptual framework to the present study was de-
veloped and summarized. First, part of the time-allocation model I am using is adapted from
Karsten, who draws on structuration theory for her control concept. Second, it uses Mommaas'
definition of free time, in which rules and resources arising from the actor's work-family posi-
tion are the most important determinants of arranging free time. Third, an ongoing cultural shift
in sources of legititimation of social control was introduced. The concepts used could not be
89 Giddens 19916, 213
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built into a model affording, in and of itself, direct access to the dynamics studied, since the pre-
sent research uses secondary data stemming from two cross-sectional time-use surveys. This
data can however be operationalised into a`window' presenting us with a pair of successive
`still views' on the Dutch time-use situation at a twenty year interval which permit a dynamic
interpretation by comparative statistical analysis in the light of our framework. For useful in-
sights, as outlined above, this analysis will draw on aspects of Giddens' and Becks analyses of
modemisation. As a perspective of process character spanning successions of modem change
contexts, it is expected to offer these.
The shift in sources of legitimation of control will be employed more or less as an ideal
type, or theme, to mark out relevant facts and events with respect to gendered time allocation in
the next chapter, when we will try to chart the broad lines of the Dutch historical context over
the past thirty years or so.
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3 DE-TRADITIONALISATION IN HOUSEHOLDS AND THE LABOUR
MARKET
3.I INTRODUCTION
The present chapter deals with the emergence of reflexive modes ofsocial control in the labour-
market and household domains as they developed in the course of de-traditionalisation of work-
family positions in the Netherlands. Legitimation of social control will serve as a sensitising
concept, i.e., to direct our attention to useful items, and to structure the account, but it will be
sparingly employed and, as is hoped, with sufficient discretion to avoid it working as a stencil.
It is not my concern to supply a historical treatment of the era, but rather to explore and scruti-
nise empirical and generic data for inclusion in my framework, thus to adapt its detailed focus
to the Dutch context. My account will be sketchy in many parts and biased towards my purpose
of highlighting traits of relevance to the subject mattec It is hoped that what results is a per-
spective suitable to guide our thoughts and help detail the broad hypothesis.
The scope and aim of the present study make it likely for my account to stress the roles
certain groups: employed or homemakíng, mamed or cohabiting persons, aged 25-45. The part
played by others, be they self-employed, single, elderly, etc., in agriculture, in the trades, or ar-
tistic professions, is not to be overlooked in the developments described. It is recognised, but
cannot be focused on.
Since gendered rules of relations occupy a central place in the present study, Sections 3.2
and 3.3 will deal with their operation in the labour market and the household, respectively.
Seeing that we are concerned with transitions and shifts across interactive domains, and actors
may participate in either or both, some developments could have been treated under either
heading. In Section 3.4, the effects of the process of de-traditionalisation on time allocation de-
cisions in the Netherlands will be evaluated, and the broad hypothesis proposed in Chapter 2
will be rephrased into six detailed hypotheses reflecting the Dutch situation as outlined in the
present chapter.
3.2 SOCIAL CONTROL OVER TIM1IE IN THE LABOUR 11ARKET
3.2.1 `EXTERNALIST' CONTROL IN THE MODERN ItiDUSTRIAL LABOUR M11.4RKET
In 19th century capitalist industrialism, workers, regardless of their sex or age, laboured long
hours-sometimes even over 78 hours a week-all year long, under inhuman conditions. ~ The
long hours were legitimated by the `Protestant' work ethic, wfiich had received its marks over
~ Tijdens 1998a; Harmsen 1991
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the past centuries from the hard struggle against the doctrines and practices of Catholicism, as
well as from the already entrenched capitalism and emerging middle class. ` Gain was justified
by work, and all activity that did not serve the general weal was subordinate. Not the immediate
gratification of needs was to be pursued, but the achievement of higher level goals. It was there-
fore not held unreasonable for workers to accept deferment of gratification for their work input.
3 Whether or not the Protestant work ethic was ever fully internalised by working people is,
however, a question for debate. ' What is certain from history is that "the process of `social
control'- the process of the capitalist system seeking to ensure that there is a well-disciplined
workforce available." 5 has been at the basis of a constant struggle between the employing
classes and the workers, the former attempting to impose order and discipline and the latter to
maintain freedoms. 6 In order to hold them in check, productive workers were subjected to close
managerial control. With the introduction of the labour contract and the ongoing industrialisa-
tion, time had become money. Time-oriented manufacture was introduced to enhance produc-
tivity. For production to be mechanised, it was necessary to enlarge its scale and to extend mar-
kets. ~ The worker now became a`tiny cog in a big machinery'. The new production methods
were based on routinisation of tasks, a minute division of labour, and operative duties involving
only the most rudimentary levels of discretion, judgement and skills. x At the end of the 19th
century, the long working hours became the subject of growing humanitarian protest in the
Netherlands as welL `De Kinderwet Van Houten' (Van Houten's 1874 Child Labour Act) `~ was
the first Dutch legislation on working hours aimed to protect women and children from the long
hours in industry under inhumane conditions. Under the 1919 Working Hours Act resulting
from the first intemational agreement on working-time standards, ~`~ also men's hours were
regulated, i.e., the fonnal working week was set at 8 hours a day, 45 hours a week. ~~ One ra-
tionale was that-like the bourgeoisie-working men should be able to enjoy the fruits of fam-
ily life. ~` Anxieties about the emerging socialist movement were an added reason to allow bet-
ter standards. ~ 3
When World War II had left the national economy in ruins, the work week was extended
again to 48 hours~ days of 8 hours-for a maximum deployment of the available workforce





' Cf. Wallerstein 1983
8 Cf. Brown á Scase 1991
9 Harmsen 1991, 12
"' Bosch, Dawkins 8c Michon 1994
~' Tijdens 1998a, 1 I-12
'' Harmsen 1991, 16
" Ibid.
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in the country's reconstruction, as well as to warrant intemational competitiveness. ~' Employ-
ees themselves, too, wanted to work 48 hours, so as to retain their purchasing power in the
growing market for consumption goods. This 48-hour week remained the norm until 1961. ~'
The long hours for men fitted in with the male breadwinner ntodel, which by then had found its
way into the statutes and regulations of the expanding welfare state. ~~ The success of the model
was helped by the top-ranking productivity gains during the twenty-five years or so following
the war. " Over that period, union power had grown as well, and working-time regulation had
become based on a collectively bargained social democratic Keynesian compromise. ~R At the
core of the compromise was the establishment of the Laboctr Fottndation (`Stichting van de Ar-
beid') in 1945, established under private law by the two parties to the labour market for the pur-
poses of joint consultation among themselves and the government. It was acknowledged by the
Dutch government as a top-level consultative platform on issues of economic policy and indus-
trial relations. The government undertook to keep in the background as a mediator and guardian
in social bargaining, even if its influence remained considerable. Measures on wages, social in-
surance, industrial education, and legislation for dismissal, could not be taken without consult-
ing the Foundation. In 1950, the govetnment set up the Social and Economic Council (SER) as
its statutory advisory body on social and economic policy. Besides employer and employee rep-
resentatives also independent, govetnment-appointed experts are sitting on it, such as the presi-
dents of the Dutch central bank (De Nederlandsche Bank) and the Netherlands Bureau for Eco-
nomic Policy Analysis (CPB). Thus a second `track' ofconsultation was established, now under
public law. Through its Wage Committee, the Labour Foundation played a key role in wage
control, the Committee supervising all collective agreements and examining them for confor-
mity with the guidelines adopted at the highest level of representation. The Dutch government
could thus develop strictly controlled income, price and working-hours policies. 19 Workers
were meant to share in forthcoming productivity gains by successive rises in income, reduction
of hours, social-security benefits, and fixed-term contracts. Sharing growth from technology-
tantamount to keeping wage rises within productivity gains-was seen as a stabilising device
for income and labour-market supply, thus to control inflation while stimulating consumption
demand and capital investment. Zo The government's two-pronged approach to secure economic
growth after World War II was much like a`work-and-spend' agreement reached at the highest
'" Beckers 1983; Harmsen 1991, 32; Tijdens 1998a, 12; Van Doome-Huiskes et al. 1994, 232
15 Van Doome-Huiskes et al. 1994, 232
16 Tijdens 1998a, 12
~' Gratton 1994, 25; Plantenga 1993
~B This compromise was in line with the ideology of Roosevelt's New Deal politics, which regards the creation
of work and ' the gospel of consumption' as the solution to unemployment and the drive for economic
expansion ( Cf. Hunnicutt 1988).
19 Van Doome-Huiskes et al. 1994, 232
Zo Cf Corijn 1998, 194-195; Van Doome-Huiskes et al. 1994, 232-233
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level of representation; it left little room for individual bargaining on working hours, or indeed
only a take-or-leave option for most. '`~
When by the end of the SOs advanced wages had brought the new attractions of the con-
sumer market within the reach of more people, voices in favour of leisure for pay became loud.
`z z' In the tight labour market of those days, employers found it wise to yield, and conceded the
Saturday off `'' Schedules were cut to 45, and, later, 44 hours per week. This again pushed up
demand for labour and led to the recruitment of foreign manpower to such typically male occu-
pations as mining and heavy engineering. But also in traditionally female jobs shortages made
themselves felt, giving scope for more part-time work, mainly to permit women to combine
waged work and caregiving. '' This left the system intact of inen working full time out and
women engaging in domestic work and childcare.
Summarising, in the early post-war period, the overall picture is one of increasing wealth
for all, with employees gaining more rights through nation- and industry-wide bargaining, yet
still working to rigid schedules and under close supervision, in a tightly structured and hierar-
chical workplace with persistent male predominance; in spite of incipient changes, men were
largely the sole breadwinners, with women relegated to hearth and home.
i.2.2 CRISIS Iti TR.aDITIONAL 11'ORKPL:1CE ARRAtiGE`lE!V"I'S
The Oil Crises of the 70s (1973 and 1979) meant a deep incision in the economic and socio-po-
litical life of the Western world, as did the collapse of the Socialist empire later on. ~~ Automa-
tion and robotisation had already pushed up industria] redundancies. Cheap labour in the Third
World, and the absence of effective trade unions there, pulled more mass production away from
Western markets. This was aggravated by the high labour costs associated with the social bene-
fits European workers had gained not long before. 27 In short, the 70s had seen the advent of the
new global division of labour, a characteristic of industrialism. `g At first, the Dutch government
chose to adhere to the social democratic Keynesian compromise. In an endeavour to reverse the
structural unemployment of the early 80s, ~~ hours were reduced to redistribute work. '~ Work-
''~ Cf. Schor 1992; Burgenmeier 1991
Z'- Cf. Van Doorne-Huiskes et al. 1994, 233
'`' This trend seems consistent with Becker's (1965) and Linder's (1971) neo-classical economic theory (see Ch.
1 of the present study).
Z' Tijdens 1998a, 13
'-5 Ibid.,14
'6 Cf. Hobsbawm 1995; Beck 1994
'' Brown 8c Scase 1991
'-8 Giddens 1990, see Ch. 2 of the present study
29 Primarily due to a rise in labour-market supply, unemployment in the 80s skyrocketed (1983: 150~0; 1989:
11.750~0) and continued well above the average OECD rate for some time (OECD 1989, in Van Doome-
Huiskes et al. 1994, 234).
"' Van Doorne-Huiskes et al. 1994, 234, 237; Tijdens 1998a, 1~
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sharing campaigns still invoked class sentiment, calling on union members to solidarize with
those losing their jobs. 31 After the protracted wage restraints up to the sixties, and the unruly
growth thereafter, eamings started on a downward glide. '~ `Zero hour' for the Dutch economy
had come. ; ' In 1982, the two sides of the labour market and the government entered into the
`Wassenaar Deal', which marked a new phase in the Dutch consultation system, dubbed by the
newspapers as the `Polder Model.' Restoring profits of enterprises and curbing unemployment
were the two major goals. '" One of the points agreed upon was to trade in the automatic bi-an-
nual price compensation (wage-price indexation) for a further reduction of hours. 35 From 1983
onwards, wage restraints and massive labour cutbacks in the market sector, as also cuts and
freezes of civil-service salaries and social benefits (eliciting heavy protests from civil servants
and benefit recipients) meant to bring wage costs more in line with those of the country's for-
eign competitors. Measures to reduce working time~omprising shorter weekly hours, extra
vacation days (ATV), early retirement schemes, and encouragement of part-time working
ultimately aimed for an average workweek of 36 hours. i c' With no compensation for price in-
creases given, average real income declined so that employees in actual fact traded money for
time. " Sharpened global competition and growing unemployment made many question the
feasibility ofmaintaining the social rights acquired in the emerging welfare state. '"
After 1985, the business-cycle upswing no longer seemed to allow cutting hours in the
traditional way. Anneke van Doome-Huiskes and Willem de Lange ( 1994) 3~ bring up four rea-
sons for this. First, employers feared that reducing hours might harm their international com-
petitiveness through higher labour costs. ~o Second, the first round of working-time reduction in
the early 80s was used to take out the slack and, given the economic upswing, enterprises did
not now want to sacrifice more of their capacity. Third, the first reduction round and the work-
ers' extra time-off (ATV) had caused many problems within organisations, especially due to the




Hinrichs, Roche 8r Sirianni 1991, 6
Salverda 1999
Thus termed by the former chairman of the Dutch employers' federation VNO-NCW, A. Rinnooy Kan
(Rinnooy Kan 1993, 40).
Van Doome-Huiskes et al. 1994, 237
Ibid.
Tijdens 1998a, 16; Tijdens 1998b
Van Doorne-Huiskes et al. 1994, 237
De Lange 8c Van Lent 1994
Van Doorne Huiskes et aL 1994, 239
With employers against cutting hours (Harmsen 1991; Schor 1992) upon productivity gains, wages will be up
rather than non-market time. Employers usually feel shorter hours cause labour overheads and reorganisation
costs, thus reducing market force. Job sharing issues will, hence, be decided by parties' power positions,
which-apart from personal or union weight-depend on labour market, business cycle and legislation. Union
power appears highest when demand for labour is relatively high (Hinrichs et al. 1991, 10).
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translated into new jobs, so that the employees' motivation for work sharing diminished.
Volume-wise, practically the total accrual to employment from the 1979 low has been in
part-time and flexible jobs. ~~ Much like the wider spread of part-time working in the 80s had
created the conditions for shorter hours, the latter now facilitated de-standardisation of sched-
ules and labour contracts, i.e., flexibilisation. ;Z A further cut in hours proved only negotiable on
the proviso that the other side were prepared to work to more flexible schedules and accept ex-
tended operational hours. Markets had become more unsteady and for a quicker response to
their chances and risks employers began to admit temporary workers to the workplace in ever
greater numbers, even if their level of instruction set bounds to this strategy. Overtime however
was very costly, the 1919 Working Time Act providing for the payment of bonus wages for a-
typical hours. ~3 The standing compromise on working-time bargaining seemed no longer to ful-
fil the needs of either party, and the Keynesian approach, having lost much of its appeal, was
succeeded by a market-oriented (monetarist) policy. " In 1993, in a document entitled "Een
Nieuwe Koers" (a new course), the Labour Foundation set out their ideas. Appealing to "the
tremendous changes" that lay ahead as a result of global developments of an economic and so-
cietal nature, they asserted that existing structures could not now be taken for granted and new
equilibria had to be found. The needs of employers and employees alike called for greater dif-
ferentiation in terms and conditions. While providing the outlines themselves, national level
bodies were to leave the detailed infilling of the collective agreements for the parties to bargain
for. In their view, the need for more flexible wages and differentiated hours meant that moti-
vated and self-reliant employees wanted a greater direct influence on their terms of employ-
ment. The motto for the period ahead must be "customizing". ~` These statements of policy, and
following agreements between market parties, further substantiated the shift from a`macro' to a
more `micro' oriented attitude, both in general social and economic policies and in industrial
relations; the phrase `organised decentralisation' was coined. With negotiations increasingly
taking place on a decentralised level, the cooperation between unions and statutory works coun-
cils has increased. The 1996 Working Time Act-to replace that of 1919-was a direct conse-
quence of the new policy. The traditional nine-to-five standard was superseded by a new, more
flexible one. Whilst flexible schedules up to 1997 still used to be traded against shorter hours
many collective agreements goíng for the 36 hour week- ~~ from then onwards working-time
reduction was individually bargained. 47 The Wassenaar Deal was to remain the last Central
'~ Salverda 1999
'Z Van Doome-Huiskes et al. 1994, 240
" Tijdens 1998a, 26
" Corijn ]998, 196
ss Stichting van de Arbeid 1993
'b Tijdens 1998a, 27; Tijdens 1998b
" Cf. Langedijk 1995a1b; Tijdens 1998, 36
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Agreement on general working-time reduction under the auspices of the Labour Foundation.'g
Summarising, after the Oil crises, and in the face ofan ongoing globalisation, the Western
economy and labour arenas went through a painful re-appraisal of their policies, which-as for
the Netherlands-were reformulated in the 1982 Wassenaar Deal between the parties to the la-
bour market and the Dutch govenunent. The new policies included a substantial decrease in
public expenditure through cuts and freezes in public and related (health and education) salaries,
benefits and statutory minimum wages, as well as through generally stricter public budgets. In
the private sector, extensive and prolonged wage restraints were introduced, and price-indexing
of wages was abandoned. On the other hand, large sums went into the direct creation of new
jobs and special wage subsidy schemes. Not only money-wise, but also time-wise, the labour
scene went through a deep transformation. The flexibilisation of labour included a general re-
duction of the working week, whilst flexible labour contracts gradually gained ground. As a
major change, the period and its aftetmath saw bargaining for collective agreements go back to
a de-centralised level whilst provisions in law and regulations extend the scope for more indi-
vidual schedules and regimens. Later enactments to provide better security for flexible workers
also arise from this period. Employers and unions unanimously begin to underscore the impor-
tance of responsible and self-reliant employees being given a greater say in the timing of their
work in the face of global competition.
3.2.3 `INTERNALIST' CONTROL IN THE LATE 110DERN ~i'ORKPLACE
There are important direct and indirect impacts of globalisation and new consumer expectations
on the organisation ofmarket work and work relations. As middle-class earnings in Western so-
cieties increased, households had more to spend on various luxury goods, and demand for mass
products became supplemented by more specialised tastes. Given the blurred class boundaries,
49 the so-called new consumerism 5Q boosted interest in fashions, trends and lifestyles, as well as
an associated demand for more specialty goods and services. Similarly, the new desire for self-
expression and personal authenticity generated market needs for more personalised lifestyles. s~
As a result, the post-war supply economy was succeeded by a consumer economy, in which
48 In the 90s, policy makers were divided over the índividual right to reducing hours within one's standing job
and on equal rights for part-time workers (Tijdens 1998a, 22). In 1993, the Labour Foundation sttuck a deal
on the right to equal treatment for flexible workers (Memorandum on Flexibility and Security, officia(ly
adopted in March 1996), which became statute law as of January I", 1999. While still a matter for political
debate, an índividual right to part-time work was provided for in Collective Agreements to a percentage rising
from 23 to 70 between 1990 and 1996. The earliest adopters were the education and health sectors, with
engineering and building construction bringing up the rear. Ideally, an employer can only refuse part-time
schedules when they present major disadvantages to the work organisation (Tijdens 1998a, 22-24).





market niches for low-volume quality goods offered high profit margins to both manufacturers
and distributors. Sz In addition, the urge for distinction made fashion trends follow each other
with ever greater speed and variety. World markets thus became more uncertain, competitive
pressures more acute and profit margins less predictable. In addition, the shorter product cycles
made a constant innovation and trade with new products and services necessary in order to sur-
vive. 53 The key requisite for these developments was, of course, wholesale computerisation.
Without advanced information technology there could never have been any such thing as fast
market response on a global scale, involving innovative and flexible designing, customised or
small-batch production, and swift logistics, all the while maintaining product reliability, quality
control, and sustainable cost.
To enhance their agility and spread the risk of failure from the vicissitudes of the market
and the business cycle, big organisations began to concentrate on core business, fanning out the
functions that might not pull their weight all the way, or encumber the corporation in times of
hardship. They also split up their operations in smaller accountable units of corporate status.
This tended to make hierarchies a]ot flatter and empowerment and commitment throughout
their structure more obvious propositions. 5`' It also made it more difficult for employees to find
the match between personal capabilities and long-term career prospects within the same firm. "
As a matter of fact, employers have become less inclined to offer pennanent contracts. Also,
employees became less prepared to defer gratification in exchange for promises ofadvancement
or lifetime employment. `~' While private companies strove to make their organisations `lean
and mean', the debate arose on how public budgets could be kept under control. Privatisation of
the public sector started to become the new creed.
The more versatile and adaptive ways of producing and marketing required a new class of
workers, well versed in running highly sophisticated state-of-the-art systems and capable of
providing the information necessary to decide what to produce, and how to produce and market
it competitively. 57 This type of worker, Robert Reich (1992) qualifies as the symbolic artalys[,
concerned with the identification and solving of problems and strategic brokering. They are
specialists in the manipulation of symbols, such as data, words, oral and visual representations.
Task- rather than time-oriented, they depend for their incomes on the quality, originality, clev-
erness, and, occasionally, speed with which they solve, identify or broker new problems. Team
work is critical for this type of worker. Reich estimated that in the 90s this category accounted
for about 20 0~0 of American jobs. The proportion of American workers who fit this category has
increased substantially since the SOs, but the pace of their accrual slowed considerably since the
sZ Cf. Brown 8c Scase 1991
s' Ibid.
'" Cf. Maxwell 1997
ss Cf. Elchardus 1991
sb Ibid.
s' Cf. Clement Rc Myles 1994
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80s. 58 This type of employee will be most frequent, of course, in high-pay, long-hour jobs in
privately run operations active in novel markets. Their attitude, however, is expected to spread
over other organisations as well. In many different organisations, an increased sense of control
and autonomy makes employees feel better about their jobs and themselves, despite that such
empowerment, combined with new incentives for achievement, tends to make some jobs rather
more encumbering. `9 This is particularly true where companies build this new profile into their
human-resource strategy, when it bears heaviest on employees exercising a high degree of dis-
cretion over their complex tasks, with responsible autonomy over the organisation of work. ~o
Visions of this `new middle class' believed not to engage in work in the traditional
sense of toil-have a history in social science literature. In spite of their occasional smack of
utopia, the reality content they have meanwhile taken on lends some interest to these old per-
spectives. John Kenneth Galbraith 61 already forecast this new type of worker to expect "to
work in pleasant surroundings and to be absorbed and stimulated by their workjust the sort of
rewards one might expect from leisure activity [stress applied]." 6` Much in line, Dumazedier G3
predicted the new leisure values to spill over into the work domain. Leisure features, like those
prevailing in sports-such as competition and team spirit-would increasingly be introduced in
work situations. In fact, the work team-whether on the shop floor or up the organisation-was
believed to become much like a leisure organisation and the social function of the enterprise to
expand into a socio-cultural function. ~~ Back to the present-day American situation, Arlie
Hochschild 65 found companies-in the face of the growing (inter)national competition-
creating a new culture, resembling that in family and community life. In this cul[ure-she
believes-time spent at the job tends to become a yardstick of work commitment and devotion
to a career. In her study, both core employees and temps seemed prepared to work the longer
hours expected from them. In Hochschild's opinion, paid work had increasingly become a
source not only of income but also of such benefits as challenge, control, structure, positive
feedback, self-esteem, social ties and friendship. 6~ The ever more complex work organisation
and unpredictable markets require more communication and democratic relationships at the
work floor in order to gain ontological security. Earlier authors had also noticed signs of a new
attitude towards work in the Netherlands, pointing to the emergence of a new employee
characterised by an enormous commitment to work, high deployability, flexibility, education
5B Reich 1992, 177-180
s9 Cf. Bowen R Lawler 1992
`~ Lashley á Taylor 1998, 158
61 Cf Galbraith 1958
bZ Veal 1987, 58
6J Dumazedier 1967; 1989





and skills. 67 This new worker's profile, however, requires stamina, and a good physical and
mental shape. More and more people appear to suffer from stress at the workplace. `'g At mana-
gerial levels criticisms are heard about empowerment, the de-layered organisation causing work
overloads and long hours, aggravated by the greater reliance on electronic equipment and by the
requirement of keeping staff motivated at arm's length. 69 As a matter of fact, in many cases
empowerment may still be not much more than a rhetorical trend.'~
In summary, late modernity has seen a new global division of labour. Many types of work
requiring a lower degree of personal discretion and skill, and, therefore, more readily subjected
to `extemalist' types of control, were exported to low-wage regions. Although the pcactice of
empowerment often is merely rhetorically implemented, styles of control involving close super-
vision and disciplining'~ are being replaced by mechanisms of intemal motivation. The require-
ments of faster reaction to a globalising market set the trend for a new type of employee, with a
greater span of control and accountability. These are typically higher skilled, and more commit-
ted to corporate goals, their gratification deriving not only from income, but also from personal
fulfilment in a sociable setting into which home-life and leisure elements spill over. This makes
for a type of control by positive reinforcement, and for any coercive intervention to be diffuse
and mediated. Clearly, this type of employee will be more common in high-tech and similar or-
ganisations, but literature leans to the view that it is spreading. On the whole, the boundaries
between work and home are becoming more and more permeable-both temporally and spa-
tially-with the development of infotmation and telecommunication technology, teleworking
and flexworking systems, as well as through the less impersonal workplace relations and greater
personal commitment.
3.3 SOCIAL CONTROL OVER TIME IN THE PRI~'ATE HOUSEHOLD
3.3.1 `ExTERNALIST' CONTROL Iti ~10DERV HOl'SEHOLDS
In pre-industrial society men and women shared the collective burden of earning a livelihood.
Wives were not normally compensated for their labour themselves, but were their husband's as-
sistants, or companions in business. If there was a financial reward, women received a smaller
share than men. 72 Industrialisation separated the centre of production from home and recrea-
tion. This did not, however, oust women from the production scene ovemight, but they were
b' De Lange et al. 1994, 30; De Korte á Bolweg 1994
68 Helvoort et al. 1998; Robinson 8c Godbey 1997
69 Maxwell 1997, 64-61
'o Hales á Kfidas 1998, 93
'~ In literature on human-resource management termed `concurrent control' as opposed to 'meta control', 'e.r
ante' and `ex post control', cf. Hales et al. 1998
72 Nieva 8c Gutteck 1981, I-2
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often employed-like their husbands and children-in the early factories. Initial regulations
were enacted to protect them and their children from the unhealthy conditions of industrial toil,
the new legislation setting limits to their hours and barring them from certain dangerous and
heavy jobs altogether. The Dutch 1919 Labour Act provided for further regulations, involving
aspects ofhealth, security, family and public morality. While humane in inspiration, they gave a
further impulse to the seclusion of women in the non-market sphere. The gender bias became
more overt when in the 30s high unemployment rates were invoked for parliamentary action to
exclude married women from the labour market. What work there was had to be reserved for
the male breadwinners, women were to be fired the day they married. " Even though the action
failed, contracts of female civil servants were from then on legally dissolved the day they mar-
ried, a condition persisting until 1957. 74 Especially in the post-war years, the male breaciwimrer
systerrr-reflecting the undemocratic gender positions inherited from the past-was codified in
the legislation of the Dutch welfare state. This bourgeois ideology of the man being the sole
wage earner in the family and the woman the mistress of the household had trickled down to all
social strata, facilitated by the `pillarization' 75-the long entrenched vertical pluralism~f
Dutch society. As part of the social fabric it remained vigorous until halfway through this cen-
tury, compartmenting most of the nation along the lines of religious and political creeds into
`pillars' or `columns', each typically with their own schools, trade unions, professional associa-
tions, health and care organisations, media, sports and leisure clubs, etc. The religious sectors-
particularly the Roman Catholic-were much supportive of the ideal of the subservient woman
wedded to motherhood and domesticity. ~6 Self-contained in their pillars, these ideals lived long
beyond their time.
With the introduction of the labour contract back in early industrial times, and the devel-
opment of a middle-class family ideology, non-market time had become increasingly `priva-
tised'. ~~ However, social life outside the workplace, too, had to conform to normative rules and
assumed standardised traits. 78 Consumption and leisure participation was class related. The
household became a self-contained social unit ideally consisting of a mamed couple with chil-
dren, in which feudal-like' 79 relations obtained: the man was its head, and as such expected to
direct the lives of his dependents. In the nuclearfanrily women and men occupied different so-
cial positions, and, therefore, had different social identities. Since men were the heads of the
household and-ideally-the sole providers, from the 1920s onwards their pay had to suffice to
73 Bill introduced to Parliament by Minister Romme in 1937, cf Harmsen 1991, 31
" Van Kessel 1986, in Van den Heuvel 1997, 2
75 Cf. Plantenga 1993
76 Cf. Pijnappels 1941
" Van Delden 1996
7e Beck 1992, 13
79 Beck 1992; see Ch. 2 of the present study
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support a family. s~ The individual couple became the basis of the Dutch labour-market and so-
cial-security policy and-consequently-the gender bias part and parcel of labour-market regu-
lations, social law, tax systems, school systems, time-spatial planning, etc. Women's time be-
came the economy's buffer, or time reservoir. 81 In periods of shortage of personnel, this pool
had to be drawn from; when a slack occurred, women were the first to be laid off. This also
meant that a wife's regimen at home did not really provide for any `legitimated' free time, since
there was no regular outside job to be free from. Family demands had always to be discharged
first. gZ
With men's wages set to family needs, women were not required to take on a job. There-
fore, market hours and schedules need not be designed so as to permit the combination of paid
and unpaid work. When the women were widowed, or their husband got disabled, the house-
hold could rely on social benefits. 83 Nor were there any collectively arranged childcare facili-
ties. g~ In line with the principles of the breadwinner model, care for children and elderly de-
pendents was supposed to be privately provided for, i.e., to be discharged by the women. This
implied that hours of schools were inconvenient for working parents. If a woman wanted an
outside job, her family ought not to suffer. 8'
In summary, throughout industrial modemity it was common for women and men to live
in highly segregated role relationships. It was obvious for the male to be the head of the house-
hold and to direct the lives of his dependents. Ideally, he was the sole breadwinner, while she
made the home as a deferential wife and caring mother. Gender bias was codified in patemalis-
ing legislation, with women sometimes excluded from market work, even in recent times. While
the sharp edges wore off with time, and more enlightened views were winning acceptance,
comparative wage justice remained a far cry and most housework and childcare fell on women,
even if they found an outside job.
3.3.2 CRISIS IN THE TRADITIONAL HOUSEHOLD ARR.a~GEti1ENT
Democratisation in the public domain was at first largely a male project-as reFlected in the
emphasis on workers' free time and wages. 86 The underlying mechanism, however, might not
be very dissimilar to that applying to the home domain. Also there, more free time and greater
scope for (household) consumption may have nourished the desire for more equitable relation-
ships. The widespread introduction of appliances and more sophisticated household-consump-
tion goods initially failed to push women out of their homes: they kept spending most of their
ao Van Doorne-Huiskes et al. 1994, 141
81 CE Beck 1992; Mulgan Bc Wilkinson 1995, 6; Elchardus 1996
8'- Mommaas 1984; Karsten 1992; Deem 1986
B1 Clason et al. 1994, 14
84 Ibid.
85 Cf. Morée 1992; Van den Heuvel 1997
sb Giddens 1992, 184
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time caring and housekeeping, with standards for these activities continuously going up, rather
than their market participation or leisure time. 87 This may well have been a self-justification
strategy, at the same time offering an escape. 88 Employed women still withdrew from the la-
bour market with childbirth, either because they wanted to stay with their young children, or be-
cause there was no affordable outside childcare. 89 The general background of this is described
in the previous section. This situation is becoming a thing of the past, and in the following we
will examine two clusters of developments at the root of women's turn to the market. The first
comprises external factors drawing women into the labour market, the second such intemal
factors as drove them out of their homes.
When-in the 60s-the industrial, as well as the service sectors were booming, a simulta-
neous democratisation of the educational system pushed up the school-leaving age for young
women, which reduced the number of them available for recruitment to the traditional female
occupations such as teaching and nursing. This was the start for married women to be encour-
aged by enterprises to (re)enter the labour market. More employers followed suit and opened
their doors more widely, an increasing number also offering part-time schedules to attract
women with household duties. 90 Although the slow economy in the 70s caused it to decline,
demand for female labour was up again in the 90s, and now-after a decade-the market, par-
ticularly for women with higher educational levels, is reasonably good. There are several factors
that were supportive of this development. First, the aging of the general population. Second, the
comparative growth of the service sector in the expanding welfare state, and loss of jobs to the
industries. Third, besides that new jobs, including those of the `new employee' (see Section
3.2.3), generally require greater skills-which women increasingly came to possess due to
higher educational levels-also presumed feminine attributes, like human-relations skills and
integrative attitudes, seem to have taken on market value. Last but not least, there was the
growing availability of childcare facilities. This all has made for a greater preparedness among
employers to accept reduced schedules and offer work-family arrangements so as to attract
women and retain them on their payroll, also in higher occupations. `~~ Public employers often
were, as a matter of course, the first to comply with Govemment policies to that effect. 92 There
is no question that part-time work did much more for women's labour participation than the
successive waves of working-time reduction. 93
Simultaneously, also internal factors within the household domain can be distinguished.
B' Karsten 1993, 12
88 Dumazedier 1967, 109
89 Dijkstra 8c Plantenga 1997, 25
~ Tijdens 1997, 172
91 E.g., Tijdens 1997, 173; Griinell 1998
9Z Tijdens 1998a, 5
93 Van Doome-Huiskes et al. 1994, 241
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Giddens 94 emphasises the importance of the introduction of contraceptives. "For the first time,
for a mass population of women, sexuality could be separated from a chronic round of preg-
nancy and childbirth." `" The sexual revolution has not only led to a more hedonistic attitude
towards sex, but also to more democratic relationships between partners. No doubt, there was a
very important general effect of the rapidly waning influence of the churches and the associated
breakdown of the vertical segregation of Dutch society. Sexual freedom gave women the oppor-
tunity to delay the birth of their first child and stay in their jobs. Dutch data prove this to be the
case from 1960 onwards. The proportion of mamed women participating in the labour market
went up from 70~o in 1960 to 36o~a in 1985. `'6
Both the decline in fertility rate and the `industrialisation' ofhousehold work helped make
time no longer a restrictive factor in taking on paid work. Gradually, work in the home lost its
value as the housewife's perfect bliss. 97 Many felt it might enrich their lives if they could com-
bine their tasks as housewives and mothers with an outside job, even if it was not, or not yet, a
full career. 98 [t also improved their household budget. One main contribution to a shift in time
allocation of households was the growing symbolic meaning of leisure consumption in an in-
creasingly more abstract society, in which stratification became ever more diffuse. 99 This en-
abled social positioning and the emergence of lifestyles, which stimulated the need for more
household income.
Under the Wassenaar Deal, wage policies during the economic downturn or slow growth
in the early 80s were highly restrictive, with an associated shift towards reducing hours. As
husbands' real income stagnated or was diminishing and supply of consumer goods expanded,
women may have turned more readily to the labour market. '"~ [t is highly doubtful whether
there could ever have been found a public platfonn for the prolonged wage moderations of the
80s, if not at the same time household incomes had been improved by women's job taking.
From this point in time, practically the entire growth in employment to date came from part-
time and flexible jobs, whilst the part-time share in female employment in the Netherlands
soared to a world high.'o~ As a matter of fact, surveys at that point in time showed a remarkable
increase in public tolerance for mothers working out of the home; the number of those having
no objections was up from 400~o to a steady over SOo~o majority in a few years' time. 'o' A
94 Giddens 1992
95 rnia., 26-z7
~ Vendrik 1993, 238-240
" Dumazedier 1989, I50; Tijdens 1995b
98 Cf. Bekker 1995; Bekker 1996; Groenendijk 1998; Guérin, De Heus K Diekstra 1997
~ Cf. Schor 1998
~~ Clason et al. 1994, 15-16.
'o' Salverda 1999
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household version of the work-and-spend mechanism ~"' may have started to gain momentum
here. Despite the freezes, figures for the standardised average purchasing power of households
over1975-95 were at an increase, with incomes of two-earner families-regardless of their
having children or not--exceeding those of one-eamer families at period end. Childless two-
eamer households had most money to spend. ~oy The principle of work-and-spend predicts luxu-
ries to become necessities, dual-earners, in this case, setting new consumption `rules' and other
(single-earner) households following suit. The traditional time-spatial planning separating work
from home and recreation set up a time-spatial diversification along the lines of household
types. Two-eamer households were concentrated in urban areas, which offer more opportunities
and facilities to combine work and caregiving. Traditional households lived in the more chíld-
friendly sub-urban areas. ~o` Yet, the male breadwinner model thnved. Husband's income was
still considered in the wife's labour-market decisions, whereas most men disregarded (possible)
spousal contributions to family income in their own schedule `options'. 'ob Many Dutch women
did not even consider that if their husband would reduce hours and spend more time on house-
work, they themselves could extend their market hours. ~o' The majority found there was no
need for men to work shorter hours. ~ox Hence, employed wives mostly worked part-time,
mainly because the bulk of the domestic responsibilities still fell on them. '~`' The new-won op-
portunity for mothers to work part-time would not seem unencumbered, since using it meant a
step down in the hierarchy: part-timers tend to be excluded from high-pay jobs because the lat-
ter are typically high-hour jobs. '~~ In 1995, about one third of all females found themselves
overqualified for their jobs; among men 190~o said so. '~' For men, low-hour schedules, how-
ever, were more difficult to obtain~ven if they tried-which many may not have done, lest it
,
would harm their career. "`
Summarising, with household appliances becoming commonplace, women initially still
withdrew from the labour market with childbirth. This situation changed when mamed women,
who were increasingly higher educated, were encouraged to stay in their jobs for part of their
time or re-enter it after a while. 113 Both the decline in fertility rate and the `industrialisation' of
household work helped to make time no longer be a restriction in taking on paid work. During
the wage freezes under the Wassenaar Deal, a household version of the work-and-spend mecha-
'o' Cf. Schor 1998
~~ Van Praag R Niphuis-Nell 1997, 142
"'s Droogleever Fortuijn 1993
~~Bruyn-Hundt 1996, 35
~o~ Tijdens, Maassen van den Brink 8c Groot 1994, 65
ios Ibid., 68
'~ Ibid.
"o Van den Heuvel 1997, 4
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nism may have started to gain momentum. Besides enriching their lives, women's paid work
also improved theír household budget and gave them scope to afford a personal life-style. The
increase in the number of two-earner families in this period also increased the variation in
household income and set up a time-spatial diversity along the lines of household arrangements.
Despite of all this, the male breadwinner model seemed to be adhered to, inasmuch as women,
overqualified for their part-time jobs, are not seen to grade up their employment, whilst men do
not take on part-time work so as not to jeopardise their careers.
3.3.3 `IVTER:~'ALIST' CONTROL IN LATE MODERN PRI~'ATE HOUSEHOLDS
A new awareness of time use grew out of a variety of factors. The higher educational levels
women attained made it a matter of course for them to use their qualification towards a career.
Many of them postponed or abstained from having children, or had fewer. ~~`~ Meanwhile, tak-
ing an outside job was becoming more attractive. Where women's wages used to be thought of
as supplementing spousal income-resulting in a systematic undervaluation of their labour,
even, or foremost, in the existing legislation-conditions gradually became more equitable.
This is illus[rated by the 1973 Tax Reform providing for spousal earnings to be taxed sepa-
rately, and no longer compounded. jj5 Meanwhile, as consistent with European policies, equa]
pay has formally-become a right. ~~~ Yet there were other incentives. As heralded by the turn
in public opinion, the general climate was changing. Women were developing a new market at-
titude, based on a new identity. In Hanne Groenendijk's ~~' study, for example, women-more
in particular the highly educated were often found to assign major importance to their labour-
market identity. In many cases not income was the main incentive- ~~g their husband's earn-
ings being sufficient for a comfortable life-but (full) market participatiofi, which they tended
to see as normal for educational levels and careers like theirs. 119 This attitude may also have
spread to other educational levels. Employers, too, seemed more and more adaptive to requests
for convenient schedules, particularly so as to retain skilled women on their payrolls for reasons
ofhuman-capital investment. ~Zo
Outside jobs disperse the family among different groups, who-because of their rele-
vance-may contend for the family's place. ~Z~ With a`confluent' relationship (see Chapter 2)
not necessarily being forever, lifelong mamage is increasingly replaced by serial monogamy.
~ ~' Cf. Turkenburg 1995, 1
~ ~s Vendrik 1994
~ 16 Clason et al. 1994
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izz In view of the risk of divorce, it was only rational not to quit one's job altogether on mar-
riage. This consideration, involving also a greater commitment to a provider identity, took on
added importance with the risk of inen becoming partially or fully unemployed. A growing
number ofwomen no longer wanted to depend fully on their husbands for their full life. Also, at
the level of legislation, the married couple is being substituted by the individual as the basic unit
of the labour-market and social-security systems. The latter system is in the course of recon-
struction, because it was held to have become unsustainable for employers, employees and the
State alike. Under a new regulation introduced in 1985, women born 1973, and after, were ex-
pected to be financially independent. ~`'3 The traditional right to state benefits substituting
spousal income was replaced by the duty in principle to provide for one's own.
De-traditionalisation of household relations changed the non-market work pattem, in par-
ticular for men. A first contributing factor is the younger generations of working women urging
their spouses to take their share in unpaid work. 1z' In addition, the `ubiquitous' market also
penetrated the modern household, more and more tasks being sourced out, including childcare,
cleaning, maintenance, provision of ineals, etc.
In spite ofwomen turning to the labour market, hours of parenting in the Netherlands are
given high priority. While a growing number of households make use of child-care facilities,
Dutch parents still seem to rely on themselves for the larger part of child-rearing, socialising
children towards attainment of excellence in education, social-relations and leisure skills. The
low fertility rate makes for smaller families, in which children depend more on their parents for
outdoor activities. `Soccer mom' and `backseat generation' also cover a Dutch reality. ~`5 Dutch
time-use data present the empirical evidence for a greater parental commitment. Tanja van der
Lippe 1z~ calculated that Dutch women with children under six spent as much time on unpaid
work and family obligations in 1995 as they did in 1975 (49.2 and 49.6 hours per week, respec-
tively). While cutting back on household chores, they even spent considerably more time caring
for and playing with their children (19.6 vs. 13.4 hours). Employed mothers in 1995 devoted
even more time caring for their younger child than housewives did in 1975 (16.8 vs. 15.9
hours). This increase, however, also held good for men (8.4 vs. 4.2 hours). ~`'~ In line with Gid-
dens' `prediction' of the importance of pure relationships, Trudy Knijn explains the increase in
time spent parenting by the higher value people place on an affective relationship with their
children. 128 Joint activities during non-market time get fathers out of their isolated position in
the family, which means a change in patetnal authority. A more intense commitment to the
'zz Beck 1992
"-' Clason et al. 1994, 11
~'̀" Morée 1992; De Swaan 1983
izsCf. Arts 1991, 132; Karsten 1995
izb Van der Lippe 1997
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children requires more time and better communication. Knijn examined how these new values
affect the gendered division of work. She found mothers to respond by reducing their own mar-
ket hours and focus on family life, discussing the children's day with the fathers and encourag-
ing the latter to spend more of their free time with their offspring. This left fathers' market
hours unaffected by the new demands of fatherhood, at the expense of their free time, but ...
also of an equal division ofmarket and non-market work. ~`"'
The rise in number of two-earner families ~'~ underlines the inadequacy of the traditional
work~leisure dichotomy, which latter hides from our view how unpaid work affects access to
time of one's own. The spheres of paid and unpaid work and free time are interrelated in many
~vays. This means that demands arising from (rules in) one of the three spheres may affect-i.e.,
restrict or enable-trade-offs in the others. ~'~ In 1990, as many as 620~o in the 20-50 age
bracket combined at least two divergent roles-or work-family positions~iuring the week, as
compared to 430~o in 1975. 13` The combination of paid and unpaid work and education appears
to require an increasingly greater weekly time input. In general, any tíme squeeze in the Neth-
erlands is most likely felt by the middle-aged bracket. 133 For younger parents, the most impor-
tant curb on free time would, therefore, seem their combining market work, housework, care
and work-related education.
Whether women and men agree with their own and spousal time-use behaviour is not un-
ambiguously clear. De-traditionalisation of rules and relations of control makes the division of
work a matter of spousal negotiation, the genders reflexively contributing to the continuity and
change in work-family positions. In this process, traditional gender roles come to be questioned.
Recent Dutch studies, however, show traditional rules often rather to undergo some sort of `re-
processing' in these negotiations. A study performed by Liset van Dijk (1994) on the distribu-
tion of childcare between mothers, fathers and non-parental care providers showed that both
genders-when asked about their ideal division ofpaid and unpaid work- would prefer a more
equal share than they had. 13a From a psychological perspective, Esther Kluwer (1998) studied
marital conflict over the division of labour after the birth of a first child. Part of her study con-
cemed the couples' estimates of both spouses' actual and prefened paid and unpaid hours. It
was shown that, on the average, spouses expressed equal preferences for husband's housework.
Also preferences for wife's market hours were unanimous. Both spouses preferred the wife to
spend less than her actual time on housework and the husband to perform fewer market hours
than he actually did. Overall, both spouses preferred the wife to have the larger share in the
''' Ibid., 241, 242; lacobs 1998, 137
i3oHooghiemstra 1997
13~ Mommaas 1984
~'Z SCP 1993, 262
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housework and the husband in the market work. ~" Kluwer showed that this harmonious picture
does not mean that spousal preferences do not clash: especially after the first newbom, conflicts
arose. Wives were more likely to start up the conflict, while men-rather avoiding the discus-
sion-defended the status quo. The conflicts often reflected discontent-more often on the part
of the women-with responsibilities for chores, rather than paid work or childcare. Since men
often withdrew, women were left in a deadlock. Also women sticking to traditional rules did not
like to argue about the gendered division of work, especially not when also their husbands had
traditional values. In the end, most women reduced waged working hours in favour of unpaid
work, whereas men did not reduce theirs. Strikingly, in case spouses properly discussed the di-
vision of work, women did not regard the unbalanced division of work unfair. ~3~ This finding is
in line with a study on the perceived faimess of the, mostly unequal, division of labour within
households, by Hester van der Vinne (1998). She concluded that the fairness judgement gener-
ally depended on whether the procedure of the time-use decision was perceived as fair, rather
than the outcome. ~3~ A study on prospective fathers, their wishes to have children and their
conceptions of fatherhood, by Menno Jacobs (1998) showed that-in line with Knijn (1997}-
men increasingly value an emotional bond with their children. Jacobs showed that the emer-
gence of a`new fatherhood'-suggestive of a more progressive identity-àid not lead to a more
equal distribution of paid and unpaid work between spouses. Many fathers said they would like
to have more time for their children, but they did not in general want to reduce their working
hours. 138 Also in line with Knijn (1997), Jacobs found men's commitment to their children to
come at the expense of free time. He concluded that time-use behaviour of women and men is
not in line with the equity ideology. He also found women and men to agree with their division
ofpaid and unpaid work and consider these fair and just. 139 One of the barriers to a more equal
division of labour between the genders Jacobs considered the lack of a role model for `new fa-
therhood.' Moreover, women seem not to let men have more responsibility for the unpaid work,
while men do not fee] responsible for any problems arising from role combination. ~'~
In summary, the period under study saw the following-interrelated-changes in attitude
and environment with respect to social control over time in households. A changing general
climate, in which women developed a new market attitude, based on a new identity. Higher
educational levels made it natural for women to use their qualification towards a career. Outside
jobs became more attractive, with female wages not merely thought of as supplementing male
income. Wage freezes and a new consumerism, reflected in an urge for more personal lifestyles,
increasingly made it desirable-if not `necessary'-for households to gain a dual income. Em-
~~s Kluwer 1998, 19
"bIbid., 145-149






ployers became more adaptive to the desire for convenient schedules towards multiple roles. At
the level of legislation, the individual became the basic unit for taxation, labour-market and so-
cial-security systems, rather than the married couple. More women no longer wanted full life-
long dependence on spousal income. Many younger career women insist on their spouses taking
their share in unpaid work. More males place a higher value on an affective relationship with
their children and are prepared to sacrifice part of their leisure for it. Despite of this, the unequal
divisíon ofwork between the genders remains.
3.4 EVALUATION AND HYPOTHESES
The present chapter focussed on how the de-traditionalisation process affected rules and rela-
tions of control in the Dutch workplace and household domains over the post-war period. Sec-
tion 3.2 traced out a few essential lines in Dutch labour-market developments towards late mod-
emity. The globalisation process requires enterprises to deploy their workforce in an ever more
flexible and optimised way. The employment of part-time workers, de-layering of organisa-
tions, and personnel empowerment run parallel to serve this purpose. While streamlining of in-
dustries, trade and services in the 70s entailed the employment especially of lower skilled fe-
males, later years saw higher educated women enter the labour market in typically higher-hour
jobs. Employers are more agreeable now to offering convenient schedules for reasons of hu-
man-capital investment, particularly to higher-skilled women. Legislation has been introduced
supportive of flexible and part-time schedules. A more competitive workplace, status consump-
tion, along with higher job uncertainty may have caused people to work longer hours. All these
factors contribute to making work schedules less homogeneous and more divergent for all, and
at the same time more convergent for the sexes. ~'~ Section 3.3 described the developments of
individualisation and democratisation in Dutch household relations. While women are spending
less time in the unpaid work sphere, men's input has increased. The male parental identity in-
creasingly resembles that of the more committed female. Also the outsourcing of household
tasks is becoming more commonplace. In general, time-use behaviour of females and males
seem to converge. However, traditional rules in the market and non-market domains have so far
withheld full comparative wage justice and an ungendered work division from many women.
Traditional gendered positions seem to persist, with men still basically responsible for house-
hold income.
Based on the evidence of the present chapter, on which I will further draw in the course of
later discussions, we can now proceed to detail the broad hypothesis as fonnulated in Chapter 2.
The research question to be answered in the present study was formulated as follows:
~a~ Cf. Beckers 1988, 73
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How has, from the 1995 perspective, the traditional balance in time-ullocation he-
haviour been shifted by any progress irr the de-truditionalisation of relations of con-
trol in the Dutch labour market and private households since 1975, und how is this
ref7ected in anv tin:e squeeze?
Of course, de-traditionalisation is an ongoing process and the system it tums obsolescent does
not disappear all at once. Features of the old and the new will, on the contrary, exist side by side
for a long transitional period. There is even a special sense in which this is true of the transition
towards reflexive modemity, which is a development towards pluralism, not the wholesale sub-
stitution of one set of values by another. Old rules may survive in that they are clisctsrsively ar-
ticulated and validated as part of a universe of plural competing values. They are `re-processed'
in a way, much like abstract painting has not simply displaced older styles, but obliged them to
articulate a new discourse of their own, after which they may continue but will never be entirely
as they were. Seeing that our study measures behaviour, not the `discourse' going with it, there
could imaginably be some understatement on the side of innovative features. This may be mod-
erate, however, given the fact that the `reflexive re-processing' will tend to occur at least ini-
tially, and at least to an extent-in an atmosphere of dissociation from the old, it being a known
fact (e.g. from developments in trends and fashions) that traditions are often `re-invented' only
after some discontinuity in time. As a matter of fact, the present study does not depend on the
measurement of the old and the new in isolated features.
In the detailed design of my hypothesis, the transformations in the time-use system re-
sulting from the de-traditionalisation are viewed as composed of a stable or continuous compo-
nent in which no alterations are apparent and which is thought to represent the social arrange-
ment of time inherited from the past, as well as a changed component, thought to represent re-
cent innovations. They can perhaps profitably be imagined to result-much as in mechanics-
from the forward thrust of de-traditionalisation, which is counter-acted by system inertia, or tra-
dition, so that each can be resolved into a pair of `forces', one effecting the said stability, the
other the change. In the broad hypothesis, the transformations took two basic forms, one in
which women and men develop more common (convergent) features in their time-use behav-
iour, and one in which the genders develop more variant (divergent) features among themselves.
The lines along which the latter, divergent, features evolve are assumed to depend on a variety
ofsituational factors, reflecting the actors' work-family positions. The convergence, of course,
corresponds with a decline of the gender factor, or an ongoing closure of the gender gap; the di-
vergence may be viewed as an incipient stratification by factors expressing situation. It can,
therefore, be said-to re-phrase my broad hypothesis-that as a result of the new rules and re-
lations of control over time which developed in the course of de-traditionalisation, a dual trend
arose, viz., (I) a convergence of time-use putterns between genders, (2) a divergence within
genders along the lines of workfamily positions, the nvo trends having (3) the combined e1j"ect
ofa time squeeze (or so I will argue).
A further `resolution' of these two gender- and situution-related trends, or transforma-
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tions, supplies us with four items, viz. a stable component each of the gender and the situational
system, with no apparent alterations depending on the direction of operation of these parame-
ters, a changed component for either of them, which does present such alterations, added to
which there are the two original trends so resolved, which we can term the `combined' trends.
Each of these six I will describe in a hypothesis, as shown in Table 3.1. Together they represent
the shift in the gendered time-allocation balance over the period 1975-95, as further argued be-
low.
This decompositíon on the basis of de-traditionalisation theory will make it possible for
two types of features to be distinguished in our data, viz., those held to have been present
throughout the research period, i.e., observable both in the 1975 and 1995 data, thus represent-
ing the social organisation of time inherited from the past, on [he one hand, and those present in
1995 only, representing temporal change, or system innovation. This effectively tums the bi-
planar cross-sectional model used in the present research into a clvnamic one, which represents
the `shifting time-use balance' alluded to in previous chapters.
Table 3.1 Outline of detailed h}potheses describing si.r aspeets of the shift in the time-
allocation balmicefor Dutch women and men aged ?5-44 over the period 1975-95
Parameter Stable component Clranged component Combined trend
Gender
Women's time-reservo'v New work-ethic Closing gender-gap
hypothesis ([) hypothesis (II) hypothesis (III)
Situation
Traditional work-family New work-family identity New stratification
identity hypothesis (IV) hypothesis (V) hypothesis (VI)
The above balance hinges on the rules related to the actors' personal identities, which I assume
to be in a direct way bound up with their work-family position (their reproductive tasks as a
provider, homemaker or caregiver). De-traditionalisation means an ongoing shiR in these posi-
tions taking them some of their gendered character, as reflected in the rules applied or the
strategies adopted by the actors in interaction with the changing societal context.
(1) Gender factor, stable component
Under the traditional rules of the Dutch breadwinner model, women developed a`time-reser-
voir' on which they could draw for housework, caregiving, free time and time for personal
needs. 142 Especially when domestic duties became less exacting, but wives were often still ex-
"'' Cf. Beck 1992
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pected to remain `stand-by' to respond to demands from the household, and, as the case may be,
market domain (Section 3.3.1), this reservoir assumed a significant size. ~" Hence, with respect
to the stable part of the gender factor throughout the research period (1975-1995), the following
hypothesis can be formulated:
Women's time-reservoir hypothesis (~)
Traditional workfamilv rules, contribute to an on average comparcrtively lower la-
bour-rr:arket contribution of women, and Jet them develop a time rese~tioir to draw
on for more non-market activities, so that, on the aver-age, variations in their market
work impact more strongly on unpaid work thcut is the casefor men, whose relativelv
scarcerfree time is more affected hy variatiars in paid and unpaid work.
(2) Gender factor, changed component
The period under study (1975-1995) is one in which gendered divisions in workplace, family
households and public life have become more permeable. In reflexive modernity, the ethics of
self-development and personal achievement gain importance, with `self-reflexiveness' making
people more aware of the restrictions imposed by tradition. Complexities and uncertainties of
modern trade markets gave rise to new types of employment, marked by a new organisational
culture providing a context in which wishes for empowetment, self-development and personal
achievement can be met (Section 3.2.3). These and other factors may have contributed to longer
market hours. Contributing for the Netherlands were no doubt the first round of hours reduction
in the early 80s, used by work organisations to trim down overcapacities, the new downsizing
trend in the second round, the greater competition in the flexibilised labour market, de-stan-
dardisation of schedules, contracts, benefits and wages. 14' In this context, only few men actu-
ally traded waged work for non-market time.
The democratisation of educational systems, women's emancipation, the introduction of
contraceptives giving scope for family planning, the opening up of lifestyle options instead of
class consumption, the better facilities for role combination, and the wish and need for women's
financial independence (see Section 3.3.2) contributed to Dutch women's turn to the labour
market. As a consequence, women's time reservoir would have shrunk, taking the flexibility out
of the unpaid-work domain. More free time-rather than the increasingly valued hours devoted
to such unwaged activities as childcare-is traded for extra market hours (see Section 3.3.3). ~as
Also in men's time-use preferences, unpaid next to paid-work ranked higher. The growing
"' Cf. Van Doome-Huiskes 8c De Olde 1988
~~ CE Bell and Freeman 1994
145 Also Van der Lippe showed that women with progressive personal norms did not reduce unpaid work on
entering the labour market. Even though less time was spent on household chores, more went to childcare
(Van der Lippe 1993).
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importance of childcare activities can be understood in the light of both the growing possibili-
ties for upward mobility, and the need for more democratic relationships (see Section 3.3.3).
Based on the above, the following hypothesis can be formulated with respect to the
changed component in the gender factor over the research period (1975-1995).
New work-ethic h}pothesis (II)
Late modenr work familv rules corarihute to both genders' x~orkload, on the aver-
age, being increased, andfree time and time for personal needs syueezed,, both gen-
ders' paid work is on average ir:creused, women's unpaid work decreased, and
men's increased; women's fi-ee time becomes more vubrerahle to demands frorn tl:e
market, and men 's to denrands both from the market and unpaid work.
(3) Gender factor, combined trend
Hypotheses I and II combine as follows:
Closirrggender-gap lrypotlresis (III)
Late modern work fanri!}~ rules contribute to an incipient closure of the gender gap
in average tirne allocation, women's 'time reservoir' heing depleted, which causes
tlreir trade-off behaviour across tinre domains increasinglv to resenrble men 's.
(4) Situational factor, stable component
Traditionally, the situational conte.xt affected women's time-allocation behaviour differently
from men's. Mothers were not `allowed' to participate in the labour market (Section 3.3.1) and
women as late as in the 90s took shorter hours on marriage and did the larger part of the unpaid
work. Situational factors are still seen to affect the genders' time use differently, where it is a
moot point whether all of this is accounted for by the long goodbye of the traditional breadwin-
ner model, or some of it means a revival (`reflexive re-processing'). Despite the fact that many
collective agreements include the right to part-time work, many employers have been reluctant
to allow them to men, who, in tum may have been apprehensive of their career opportunities
and did not ask or insist. (Section 3.3.3). Only in households with children, fathers traditionally
had a share in the unpaid work, mostly childcare activities of a leisured nature. ~~~
Based on the above, with respect to the stable component in the situational factor
throughout the research period the following hypothesis can be formulated.
166Cf DroogleeverFortuijn 1993
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Traditional workfan:ily identity hypothesis (IV)
Truditiorral workfamilt~ rules contrifiute, orr tlre urerage, to less puid and n:ore un-
puid work for k~omen us there ure rnore or younger children in the household, the
use of tinre-saving strategies reversing these trends; nren, by contrast, generally ad-
here to standard workitrg hours, regnrdless of their lrousehold characteristics, but
increase average unpaid wor-k wherr purenting (ceteris parihus).
(5) Situational factor, changed component
Over the research period, more varied time-use options have been opened to many, so that more
factors will have to enter in people's decisions. Familiar rules are in a state of flux, and `novel'
ones have not yet become institutionalised. Also, people in a pluralistic society apply more dif-
ferent time-allocation rules. `Early adopters' are seen to assimilate new rules, and in doing so
may set new standards.
Although, among women it was the lower skilled who first turned to waged work, possi-
bly to improve household income, in the course of time, higher educated women took on a new
labour-market identity (Section 3.3.3). Not only do higher educated women put in more time at
the market, democratisation of the educational system also pushed up their number. Opting for
urban dwelling is one tin:e-use strategy~ more frequently adopted by the Dutch, urban areas of-
fering more role-combining facilities helpful in setting up dual-career households. Thus more
varied work-family identities result in a greater spatial diversity of household arrangements
(Section 3.3.2). ~~~ In the period under review, time allocation increasingly became the object of
consultation and negotiation, not only between employers and employees, but also between
spouses, where it may be a source of marital conflict (Section 3.3.3). One of the strategies to-
wards a career for homemakers is reducing spousal market hours. Recent studies showed that
negotiations often led wives by contrast to reduce their hours in order to cope with household
demands. To save time towards a career, many Dutch couples postpone, reduce or avoid parent-
ing. Time-saving strategies, such as commodification of housework and childcare, living in
smaller dwellings, use ofconvenience products, eating out, etc., may become more popular with
the younger generations.
The growth in long-hour jobs, typical of the `new employee', was foremost found in the
private sector, whilst the public sector was the first to introduce work-family arrangements to-
wards role combination (Section 3.2.3).
Based on these insights, with respect to the changed component of the situational factor




New workfamily identity hypothesis (V)
Late modern work family rules contribute to diversification of average time-use pat-
terns (ceteris paribusJ: higher education of x~omen, private-sector employment, high-
level work, and lower spousal market hours become predictorsjor more labour-mar-
ket hours; parenting on average increases men's hot~sework; time-saving strategies
help younger women and men trade it for puid work, as does urban living in the case
of women generally.
(6) Situational factor, combined trend
Hypotheses IV and V combine as follows:
New stratification Itypotliesis (VI)
Late modern work;family positiorts contribute to a novel stratification in time-use
behaviour, this occurring along the lines of situationalfactars, such as educatioital
level, parenting, spousal market hours, Ievel ofjob, and private vs. civil employment
(ceteris paribus).
In Table 3.2 below, the full text of the six hypotheses is collected in the outline table,
along with the text of the broad hypothesis as re-phrased in the present section. The six detailed
hypothesis combine to present us with an overall picture as summarized underneath.
Over the period of 1975-95, there is a significantly greater on average market work in-
volvement of all individuals, at the expense of non-market activities, more in particular of free
time and personal needs (time squeeze). Predictors for this greater involvement would include
private-sector employment and higher level jobs, and-particularly for women-higher educa-
tion and urban living. Men and women develop a work-family identity in which the locus of re-
sponsibility is shifting more towards family for men, especially fathers, and more towards mar-
ket work for women. Spousal market hours would be expected to have some influence here.
The same predictors would also indicate the lines along which a new incipient stratification
within gender groups, and-to an extent-among households is being set up.
This picture will have to be further analysed and tested against the data set. In the follow-
ing chapter, the data set and the research sample wíll be presented, together with the operation-
alisation of the time-allocation model and the research method.
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Table 3.2 Detailed liypotheses describing six aspects of the shift in the tin:e-ullocatlon balance
for Dutch won:en and nren aged 24-44 over the period 1975-95 (with broad





contribute to an on average com-
paratively lower labour-market
contribution of women, and let
them develop a time reservoir to
draw on for more non-market
activities, so that, on the average,
variations in their market work
impact more strongly on unpaid
work than is the case for men,
whose relatively scarcer free
time is more affected by varia-




contribute, on the average, to
less paid and more unpaid work
for women as there are more or
younger children in the house-
hold, the use of time-saving
strategies reversing these trends;
men, by contrast, generally ad-
here to standard working hours
regardless of their household
characteristics, but increase av-
erage unpaid work when par-
enting (ceterisparibus).
As a result of the new rules and re
ditionalisation, a dual trend arose,
divergence within genders along




Late modern work-family rules
contribute to both genders'
workload, on the average, being
increased, and free time and time
for personal needs squeezed;
both genders' paid work is on
average increased, women's un-
paid work decreased, and men's
vtcreased; women's free time
becomes more wlnerable to de-
mands from the market, and
men's to demands both from the
market and unpaid work.
New work-family identity
hypothesis (~
Late modern work-family rules
contribute to diversification of
average time-use patterns (ce-
leris pnribus): higher education
of women, private-sector em-
ployment, high-level work, and
lower spousal market hours be-
come predictors for more la-
bour-market hours; parenting on
averageincreases men's
housework; time-saving strate-
gies help younger women and
men trade it for paid work, as
urban living on average does in




Late modem work-family rules
contribute to an incipient closure
of the gender gap in average time
allocation, women's 'time reser-
voir' being depleted, which
causes their trade-off behaviour
across time domains increasingly
to resemble men's.
New stratification
hypothesis ( V [)
Late modem work-family posi-
tions contribute to a novel strati-
fication in time-use behaviour,
this occun-ing along the lines of
situational factors, such as edu-
cational level, parenting,
spousal market hours, level of
job, and private vs. civil em-
ployment (ceterisparibus).
lations of control over tíme which developed in the course of de-tra-
viz., (1) a convergence of time-use patterns between genders, (2) a
the lines of work-family positions, the two trends having (3) the com-
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4 DATA, OPERATIONALISATION AND METHOD
4.1 ItiTRODI'CTIO~
The conceptual model presented in Chapter 2 provides an instrument to analyse the changes in
time-use behaviour of the groups studied over the research period, in relation to what I have ar-
gued to be the underlying cause of these changes: the de-traditionalisation of the rules and rela-
tions of control in workplace and household contexts over that period. In Chapter 3, based on an
analysis of these contexts, the broad hypothesis set forth in the previous chapter was detailed
into six hypotheses, together proposing a specific answer to the central research question in its
localised, i.e., Dutch, environment. These hypotheses will be tested against a data set, deriving
from the well-known Dutch SCP Time Use Surveys (TUS).
In Section 4.2, first, the SCP time-use survey will be introduced. I will make use of the
SCP time-use data of 1975~1980 I and 1995. Second, the definition of the research sample will
be explained. Rules operating in the labour market and the household constrain and enable time-
allocation behaviour differently for the sexes. This means that both the particular factors affect-
ing their decisions and the directions and magnitudes of these factors' operation may vary for
women and men. In order to model the interactioia between situational factors '` and gender,
time-use models will be estimated for women and men separately. To model the three-way in-
teractions among situational factors, gender and year, each sex group will be split up by year.
Hence, four groups will be distinguished, viz., women 1995; women 1975I80; men 1995; and
men 1975I80. The four groups form a selection of those housekeeping or working in the private
or public sector, aged 25-44, married, or cohabiting with one single adult, with or without chil-
dren in the household. Third, these four sub-samples will be briefly described. Fourth, the most
important factors representing work-family positions will be selected from the SCP data sets in
order to operationalise the concepts and time domains in the model. Fifth, the model specifica-
tion will be presented.
Section 4.3 introduces the research methods that will be employed to analyse the data in
relation to the six hypotheses.
Descriptive analysis permits testing for variation in average time use across the four sam-
ples. The descriptive methods will be used to test Hypotheses I, II, and [II (Women's time reser-
voir, New work-ethic, and Closing gender-gap hypotheses). These represent the transformations
in time-use behaviour subsumed under the broad category of intergender convergence (gender
~ The 1975 sample being relatively small, it was combined with the 1980 data. 1 will, therefore, compare the
1995 situation with that prevailing by the end of the 70s.
Z Situational factors were defined as contextual factors referring to personal and household characteristics
indicating the individual's work-family position.
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parameter in [he Tables 3.1 and 3.2 of Section 3.4).
The model, as specified in Section 4.2, serves as an instrument to analyse and explain
variation in time-allocation behaviour across situational categories, within and across the four
groups simultaneously. [t pemlits analysis of three sources of chunge in average time-use be-
haviour: demographic, behavioural, and autonomous behavioural change.
Introduced in Section 4.3 also are the methods used in the e.zplanaton~ analysis of the
model. Statistical estimation will allow testing of Hypotheses IV, V, and VI (Traditional work-
family identity, New work-family identity and New stratification hypotheses). These relate to
the transformations subsumed under the broad category of intragender divergence (situation pa-
rameter in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 of Section 3.4). Explanatory analysis will also supply the tests for
certain aspects of the other three hypotheses.
Finally, in Sectiou 4.4, the present chapter will be summarised.
4.2. DATA AiD OPERaTIO~V'ALISATIOti
SCP time-budget studies
For its data, the present study depends on Dutch Time Use Survevs (TUS), camed out at five-
year intervals from 1975 onwards by the Dutch Social and Cultural Planning Office (SCP). The
office is known for its prestigious bi-annual publication, Social and Calntral Report, in which
amongst other statistics, data is supplied such as the broad categories of time use broken down
by sex, age, labour-market position and education. ' Also many other SCP publications are
based on the time-budget studies. 4 TUS data provide information on the daily life of a cross-
section of the Dutch population from age 12. The unit of analysis ís the individual, only limited
infotmation being supplied on time use and background of other members of her or his house-
hold. The data are not panel data, the respondents varyíng by year. By contrast to recall sur-
veys, respondents fill out a questionnaire and mark their activities, using keys from a pre-coded
list, at quarter-hour intervals, in a diary they keep for seven consecutive days in October. 5 The
data so collected offer a tool to measure time devoted to a given set of activitíes, by a given
group, which the researcher can identify from the particulars the respondent has stated in the
questionnaire on family, household status, etc. Scale, span and accuracy of the TUS h make
them a true bonanza.
Time-use studies may look at schedules and regimens from different angles, e.g., in tenns
of the statutory standard working week, hours worked under collective agreements, or contrac-
' SCP 1996
' Knulst 1977; Knulst 8c Schoonderwoerd 1983; Knulst 1984; Knulst 1989; Knulst Bc Van Beek 1990; De Hart
1995
5 Knulst 8c Van Beek 1990
b Robinson á Godbey 1997
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tua] hours. ' The SCP diary data petmit to look at both the number of actual weekly labour-
market hours and the actual time put in for a job, which includes work-related hours absorbed
by commuting, study for work, etc., with the distinct advantage that is shown how paid work
and other time use are actually related. The SCP diary studies are strong on time-use detail.
They are considered to be objective time-use measurements. Their bias being sociological, they
are relatively weak on the psychological dimension, in comparison, for instance, with the TUS
as employed by the Belgian research group TOR and the Brussels University Department of
Sociology. 8 Although largely based on the Dutch model, the latter contain more detailed infor-
mation on such items as physical location, perception and signification of activities and social
interaction during their performance. Most of this is lacking in their Dutch counterpart, even
though, as regards the perception of free time, a set of statements on time crunch was added to
the questionnaire attached to the diaries in 1995. 9 The lack of economic determinants is appar-
ent from the fact that no information was contained on individual wage rate for any year. Also,
the information on time-use strategies is scarce.
All this implies that any shifts in rules and relations of control over time use have to be
measured indirectly. As set forth in Chapter 3, these rules, by definition, depend on the work-
family position, which in turn can be described by particular situational factors on which the
SCP data provides information. These factors will, therefore, be used to test the hypotheses. We
will revert to this later when the time-allocation model will be operationalised.
The present study analyses the first two data sets published (1975I1980) next to the most
recent one (1995) for any significant changes in time use across groups of respondents. The in-
ter- and intragender variation as existing at a given temporal cross-section of the research pe-
riod will be tested by taking svnchronic views of our 1975I80 and 1995 data sets, while tempo-
ral change (converging or diverging trends in variations found) over the period will be ad-
dressed in a diachronic view (comparison) across these years.
Research sample
First, the present study focuses on the 25-44 age bracket, who are the most interesting for our
concern. At this stage in life, the most demanding career episode in time and energy-
Tijdens 1998a, ]0
Glorieux á Moens 1999
Time crunch could be measured by four statements on subjective perception of control over time. These are:
(1) Often in my spare time, I can't really get down to my own things. (2) Too often, I've to take the needs of
others into account in my spare time. (3) It takes a lot of effort to plan my leisure activities. (4) Too many of
my leisure activities are fragmented (TUS, 1995; see also Peters 8c Raaijmakers 1998, 422~23.) To gain
insight into the relationships between different factors affecting time crunch in the context of gender
differences, Pascale Peters and Stephan Raaijmakers (1998) analysed these time-crunch items in the
questionnaire attached to SCP's I995 fIIS. Since the `time crunch scale' was not available for all years, it
was not addressed in the present study.
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coincides with the peak in domestic work. ~~ Time-allocation patterns will be compared for two
generations: those born 1930-50, for the earlier data set, and 1950-70, for the more recent one.
This economically most active age bracket wal be more markedly affected by contextual
change, ~~ which makes for a sharper analysis; adding other age groups might obscure or mask
certain effects. Second, I will be concerned with mat-ried, or cohabiting, couples with or without
children, as part of my interest in changíng patterns across gender lines and negotiation con-
texts. ~` Households of different composition, however interesting from many angles, will be
discarded from our sample to avoid atypical effects. Third, I want to distinguish between invol-
untary leisure (unemployment), 13 deriving from the economy's failure to providejobs for all of
its workforce, and voluntary free time. I will concentrate on those whose employment status ac-
cording to the questionnaire fits the description of homemaker or wage earner. The SCP data do
not allow to tell involuntary from voluntary part-time work; a majority of part-time schedules in
the Netherlands, however, may have been voluntarily chosen by women. Fourth, being inter-
ested in institutional control over time, I excluded farniers, the artistic professions, and other
self-employed, as categories subject to different work-family conditions. ~'
Since not all tests can be performed on the total reseurch sample, I will, where useful,
select the employed onlv. In líne with the CBS definition, `employed' is taken to mean engaging
in market work for minimum 12 hours a week. Information on normal working hours will be
derived from the SCP questionnaires attached to the TUS. In the following, first, a short de-
scription of our total research sample will be presented. Second, the descriptives of the `enr-
ploved ' resenrch sample will be given. Our data will be supplied as numbers and percentages of
respondents by sex, year, employment stat:~s, age group, and educational level. In Appendix I,
frequency tables of the above-mentioned factors are given, the following descriptions being
based on these tables.
For the women, the 1995 sample totalled 651; the 1975I80 sample ] 038. For the men, the
1995 sample totalled 466; the 1975~80 sample 534. One third of the cases in the 1975I80 sample
were collected in 1975, two thirds in 1980. One third of the group of women in the 1995 sample
were housewives, two thirds employed. ~ 5 In our 1975I80 sample, three quarters of the women
considered themselves housewives, and one quarter employed. In either year, over 990~o percent
of the men participated in the labour market. The distribution across age groups (the 25-34 and
35-44 brackets) was more or less even in 1995, both for women and men. In 1975i80, the bal-
~o Knulst 8c Van Beek 1990, 11
~~ Maassen van den Brink et al. 1999, 5
~Z TBO data describe individual respondent behaviour and contain only limited infortnation on time allocation
by others in their household. Although the number of single-headed households is rising, the cohabiting
couple is still the most common.
~' Cf. Leete 8c Schor 1992, 20
" Cf. Schor 1992
15 The `Employment Status' variable derives from the questionnaire attached to the TUS.
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ance was about two thirds in the 25-34 bracket, and one third in 35~4 for the genders alike. In
1995, 40.10~0 of the women had intermediary vocational or higher general educational levels;
35.1 o~o had lower general and vocational education; 22.20~o had higher vocational education or a
university degree; 20~o had attended only primary school. In 1975~80, most women (62.80~0) had
lower general or vocational education; 15.60~o had attended primary school only; 13.80~o had in-
termediary vocational or higher general education; 7.80~o had higher vocational education or had
gone to university. Of the men in 1995, 400~o had intermediary vocational or higher education,
followed by 31.So~o with higher vocational training or a university degree; 26.70~o had lower
general or vocational training; 1.80~0 only attended primary school. In 1975~80, 49.40~0 of the
men had lower general or vocational training; 16.3o~o had primary education; 15.70~o had inter-
mediary vocational or higher education; 14.80~o had higher vocational training or university.
After listw~ise deletion-within the total sample-women's 1995 subsample comprised
612 respondents, that of 1975~80 being 855; men's subsample size for 1995 was 438, whilst it
was 493 for 1975I80.
Looking at the `employed' selection of our research sample, it should be noted that in this
case we compare the years 1995 and 1980. This is because our final time-allocation model will
be estimated on the basis of listwise deletion of cases. Since the 1975 data set did not contain all
information needed, all 1975 cases dropped out. I will come back to this later.
In the following, I will briefly discuss the frequency tables for those women and men in
our sample who indicated they normallv worked 12 or more market hours. These tables are pre-
sented in Appendix I. The sample contained 300 women in 1995; 131 women in 1980; 420 men
in 1995; and 348 men in 1980. The distribution across age groups among the 1995 women was
more or less unifotm. This held good also for men in that particular year. In 1980, more women
were in the younger age bracket of 25-34. The balance in that particular year was about one in
three. Again, this was also true of inen in 1980. When the sample of employed women was bro-
ken down by educational level, it showed that their average educational level was increased. In
1980, especially lower educated women participated in the labour market. ~`' In our more recent
sample, it was especially higher educated women who participated. Also among employed men,
there was a trend towards a higher average education level. ~'
After listwise deletion, in the employed population, women's sample size in 1995 was
283, in 1980 the sample size was 104. The group of inen totalled 393 in 1995 and 319 in 1980.
Operationalisation
Presented in Section 2.3 was the conceptual time-allocation model, relating work-family posi-
tions to time-allocation behaviour. As mentioned there, the relevant analyses will be based on
~' This is in line with the organisations' strategy of employing especially low-skilled female labour (cf.
Demenint-De Jongh 1989, ]0).
~' The trends of higher educational levels for both women and men are consistent with a general democratisation
of the Dutch educational system over the period under review.
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allocation to four broad categories, which together exhaust possible time use, viz. paid work,
unpaid work, and free time, along with personal care and sleep. For the purpose of the present
study, the `leisured working-time' domain ( see the overlap of the circles of Free Time and Mar-
ket Labour in Figure 4.1 below), comprising time spent at work not working, work-related edu-
cation, commuting, was added to time spent working, overtime and secondjob holding. The
aggregate of time spent on activities in these categories as reported in the time-use diaries is re-
garded Paid Work, and will be expressed in hours per week. Time spent on activities in the `lei-
sured caring time' domain ( see the overlap of the circles of Free Time and Unpaid Work in Fig-
ure 4.1 below as derived from Karsten, 18 such as childcare in a broader sense (playing with
children, helping with schoolwork, etc.), gardening, pet care and do-it-yourself is added to the
time spent cooking, cleaning, childcare in a narrower sense, ~~ like household management,
shopping, etc.. In the present study, the sum of time spent on activities in these categories as re-
ported in time-use diaries is regarded as Unpaid Work, expressed in hours per week. Voluntary
work will be regarded as free time, which is also in line with the Advice submitted by the Advi-
sory Council to the Netherlands Government on Equal Opportunity Policy. Also, time devoted
to religion, non-work-related ( self-)education and leisure-related travel is added to that spent on
a set of leisure activities. This sum of time slots is regarded as Free Time, again expressed in
weekly hours. `Personal Needs' includes time spent sleeping, eating and grooming. In Appen-
dix II the ranges ofactivities are listed in further detail.
Figure 4.l Circte Model oJMarket Work, Unpaid {Vork, Free Time and
Personal Needs after Karsten 119921
1e Karsten 1992
~' Cf. Van der Lippe 1993
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As regards weekly working hours, the main focus is on total paid work as defined above. It will
also be established how changes in actual net diary hours (excluding work-related hours) and
total working hours, on the one hand, compare with those stated as nonnal in the questionnaire,
on the other. For operationalisation, see Appendix II.
I have noted already that for its data sets this study depends on secondary data, i.e., data
not specifically collected for the puiposes of this research. This means that several behavioural
indicators of rules or `role prescriptions more readily associated with work-family positions or
identities are, of course, not contained, so that we want to look for factors representing the fea-
tures we are interested in. In the following, it is argued how these will be operationalised in the
present study.
Rules ( `role prescriptions'): year will be used as a proxy for the time-allocation rules as
related to the genders' work-family positions at a given point in time. Comparison across years
will yield the temporal change in rules. Change will be modelled by confronting temporal cross-
sections represented by the two 1975I80 and 1995 data sets.
Gender: Comparison across sex groups is used to indicate gendered work-family posi-
tions, identities and rules and how they develop.
Work-family position (identity, role) In the following, relevant indicators of a person's
work-family position are listed:
Number ofchildren in the household (as refen-ed to in hypotheses IV-VI). The scores
on this variable range from 0-4, the values `0', `1', `2', `3' and `4' representing the number of
children, the last including any number over 4.
Age of the youngest child in the óousehold (as referred to in hypotheses IV-VI). Three
ranges, viz., 0-5, Crl2, and over 12 will be distinguished. This is represented by three dummy
variables (`0' youngest child not in the particular age bracket, `I' youngest child in the particu-
lar age bracket). The reference group comprises the childless.
Educational level (as referred to in hypotheses V-VI). Three categories will be distin-
guished, viz., `1' elementary school and lower vocational or intermediate general, `2' interme-
diate vocational or higher general, and `3' higher vocational or university. `1' forms the group
of reference; categories `2' and `3' are represented by separate dummy variables.
Time-saving strategies (as refen-ed to in hypotheses IV-VI). Domestic help is used as a
proxy, indicating time-saving strategies, represented by a dummy: `1' has domestic help; `0'
does not have domestic help. Also type of dwelling (HOUSE) is used as a proxy. Type of
dwelling was categorised as follows: `1' flat, `2' row house, `3' semi-detached house, `4' single
or farm house.
Level of urbanisation: city size (as referred to in hypotheses V-VI) will be added to our
model as a continuous variable, with categories ranging from `1' to `5'. This factor was catego-
rised by ascending number of inhabitants: less than 10,000 inhab.; 10,000-20,000; 20,000-
50,000; 50,004-100,000; and over 100,000.
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Spousal market hours (as referred to in hypotheses V-VI) will be measured as a continu-
ous variable, expressed in weekly hours based on the respondents' estimation of spousal hours
as indicated in the SCP questionnaires.
Occupational level (as referred to in hypotheses V-VI). Initially, occupational level was
categorised by `1' Manager of 10 employees and over, `2' manager of less than 10 employees,
`3' higher-level employee, `4' middle-level employee, `S lower employee, `6' skilled manual
worker, `7' unskilled manual worker. Given the low number of women occupying higher level
jobs, in the statistical analyses, however, this variable is reconstructed as a dummy. The value
`1' corresponds with the categories `1' to `4' representing the higher occupations. The catego-
ries `5' to `7', representing the lower occupations, are the reference group.
Type of employer (as referred to in hypotheses V-VI) is represented by a dummy-' 1' -
employee and `0' - civil servant-and is only available in the 1980 and 1995 data.
It should be noted that `occupational level' and `type of employment' will only be used in the
model describing the time allocation of the employed.
Furthermore, I also operationalised, as a control variable:
Age of the respondent: (AGE) will be represented by a dummy variable; `1' aged 35-44,
`0' aged 25-34.
Time-allocation model specification
Figure 4.2 depicts the model specification. Since it is not possible to weight the particular data
sample by the research population to make sure that it represents the latter, I will control the
means of the dependent variables (the time domains) by all situational factors. ~" Hence, paths
will be drawn between the Paid-Work, Unpaid-Work and Leisure variables on the one hand,
and every single situational factor on the other. It should be noted that the situational factors re-
fetring to employer type and occupational status only enter the time-allocation model for the
employed, comparing 1980 and 1995.
'-o In SCP studies, the weighting was based on the known distribution of fi~e socio-demoeraphic characteristics:
age, sex, urbanisation of the place of residence (`ciry size'), position in the family, and position in the labour
market (Knulst á Van den Broek 1998, 566).
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- Age yvungest child in household
- Number of children in household




- Type of dwelling
- Spousal hours
- Ckcupational level
- Type of employer
Figure 4.2 Time-,4llorntion Mocle! Spec~Jiccttron
4.3 IVÍETHOD
Descriptive analysis
Descriptive analyses may provide support for Hypotheses I, II, and III (Women's time- reser-
voir, New work-ethic and Closing gender-gap hypotheses). These represent the transformations
in time-use behaviour subsumed under the broad category of intergender convergence (Gender
parameter in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, Section 3.4). Average time use will be examined with the help
of Compare Means in the statistical program SPSS. The standard deviations indicate the
variation in time-use behaviour within the particular subsamples. For instance, an increase in
standard deviation ofpaid work in the women's sample across years points to a diverging trend,
whereas a decrease points to convergence. As consistent with the conceptual model developed
in Chapter 2, I distinguish between Paid Work, Unpaid Work, Free Time and Personal Needs.
Tests for the significance of the effects of Sex and Year on average time use were performed by
factorial analyses of variance (ANOVA). A factorial analysis of variance not only allows tests
for the main effects of the factors, but also offers a test for the significance of interaction effects.
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Since in the present application, the data were unbalanced because of unequal sample sizes in
the cells representing different combinations of Sex and Year, a particular method for decom-
posing the sums of squares had to be chosen. It was decided to use the method which in the
SPSS manual is called the Unique Method, and in which all effects are assessed simultaneously
for their contributions after adjustment for all other covariates, and main and interaction effects
has been made. Hocking (1996), Z~ who discusses this approach in terms of the cell-means
model, prefers it to other alternatives since the null hypotheses being tested can be stated with-
out taking into account the observed cell frequencies. Also Maxwell and Delaney (1990) ZZ rec-
ommend the use of the Unique Method (which they call the Type III approach), especially if the
interaction effect is significant. If the latter is the case, the interpretation for the main effects is
simpler under the Unique Method since the main effects are estimated and tested after adjust-
ment for the significant interaction between the factors.
Thus, Unique Anova controls for the effects of all independent variables simultaneously,
and, consequently, reveals the significance of each single variable entered. These descriptive
analyses will be presented in Chapter 5. The analyses discussed above will bear on the total
sample of women and men respectively (employed and housekeeping). Finally, to test the ef-
fects of the assumed changes in rules and relations of control on weekly market hours of the
employed, their net actual, total actual, and normal market hours will be compared. Tests will
be performed for any artefacts as may relate to developments in holiday taking or sick leave.
The testing of certain aspects ofHypotheses I, II and III also relies on the explanatory analysis. I
will revert to this later.
Explanatory analysis
The support for Hypotheses IV, V, and VI (Traditional work-family identity, New work-family
identity and New stratification hypotheses), relating to the transformations subsumed under the
broad category of intragender divergence (Situational parameter in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 of
Section 3.4) may be provided by the estimation of the time-allocation model. For each group of
women and men across years, the structural, or path, model for time-allocation behaviour (in
which Paid work, Unpaid work, and Free time are considered endogenous, and situational vari-
ables exogenous) are estimated simultaneouslv. In line with the theoretical hierarchy between
the time domains assumed, Paid Work will be modelled exogenous to the non-market subsys-
tem, within which-in tum-Unpaid Work will be exogenous to Free Time (see Figure 4.2). To
analyse the time-allocation patterns of women and men at the two levels in time, use will be
made of the statistical program AMOS. The methods underlying the model estimation will be
discussed below. First, three sources of change in average time-allocation behaviour will have
to be distinguished.
21 Hocking 1996, 456-467
'-2 Maxwell 8c Delaney 1990, 281-291
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The statistics describing average time-allocation behaviour (Hypotheses I, II, III, pre-
sented in Chapter 5) do not of themselves distinguish between three major types of change that
are different in origin: (1) demographic change; (2) autononrous change; and (3) hehavioural
change. Z' All three dimensions, or sources of change in women's and men's average time use
can be regarded reflections of new time-allocation rules. Sub (1) In a demographic change, a
population has so developed as to cause its component categories of sex, age, family size, edu-
cation, etc., (these are situational categories) to become differently distributed in it. `' Sub (2)
An `autonomous' behavioural change refers to a change in behaviour throughout the sample,
regardless of personal or household situations. They are termed `autonomous', given that this
behavioural change cannot be explained by the factors entered in the time-allocation model.
Although these two sources of change also reflect changes in the individuals' time-use behav-
iour, the term behavioural change will be reserved for that part of change in time-use averages
that can be attributed to the changed behaviour of a particular situational category in compari-
son with their peers. Sub (3), therefore, behavioural change is understood to comprise relative
changes originating in new behavioural patterns adopted by the various situational categories in
comparison with their peers.
We must tell these three types of change apart to distinguish how any observed shift in the
averages may be linked up with them. For instance, a shift in women's average paid work
across 1975I80-95 may be attributed to a rise in the percentage of higher educated women in
the sample (demographic change), whose market hours increased more than those of their lower
educated peers (behavioural change). Moreover, not only the higher educated women worked
longer hours in 1995, but for all categories, regardless of their household and labour-market
situation, market hours went up (au[onomous change). All dimensions of change discussed in
this example contributed to the increase in women's labour-market contributioti. Multiple re-
gression-analysis, Multiple Group Comparison and the option Means in the statistical program
AMOS enable us to distinguish between these three sources ofchange.
The AMOS program iteratively adjusts values to produce a covariance matrix implied by
the imposed structural relationships which best matches the covariance matrix produced by the
observed variables, using Maximum Likelihood criteria. `5 The results reported in the present
study are based on the co-variance matrix derived from listwise deletion correlation matrices.
Z3 CE Lingsom 1991
Z' Data may not be as straightforward as they look. The great number of female entrants to the Dutch labour
market-for instance-boosted women's employment rate over recent decades. Many of them, however, got
atypical, low-hour schedules, contributing few hours per copita relative to the existing workforce, with a
consequent drop in average time spent at paid work by all employed. ( see reference to CBS figures in Section
1.2). When controlled for sex, calculations showed market hours to be up for male and down for female
workers ( SCP figures, by employment status and sex). Changes in time use depending on relative subgroup
sizes, e.g. the share of women in the working population, can be referred to as demographic.
ZS Cf. Verschuren 1991
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Multiple regression-analysis allows to evaluate the (relative) strength of influence of each single
situational factor to be distinguished in the models, and~onsequently-to determine sources
of any observed variation in time allocation. The strength of the factors are described by the
path coefficients, that is, the partial or direct regression effects. Many situational factors will
have opposed effects on time allocation for women and men. In addition, our hypotheses imply
that some of their effects change over time, while others are invariant. Some effects cannot even
be predicted at all. Therefore, the test implications involving invariance will be tested two-
tailed. A path coefficient is expected to be statistically significant if its Z-value corresponding
with the values of the partial effects were larger than (f or -) 1.96 (a-0.05, two-tailed; f or -
2.58 for a-0.01). Hence, with respect to differentiation within groups, it will be estimated
whether partial effects are statistically significant and-at the same time-whether any effects
are significant that were not expected to be so. Given the variation in standard deviations be-
tween groups, we are not allowed to compare the standardised partial effects across the four re-
search samples. Therefore, the unstandardised effects will be presented in order to compare
between groups. However, in case we wish to compare the relative strengths within groups, the
standardised effects have to be looked at. The explained variance (R~) refers to the percentage
of variance in the time-use scores that can be attributed to the situational factors entered in the
time-allocation equations. ror example, an increase in the explained variance in women's paid
work across years implies that women's paid work diverges along the lines of the situational
factors entered in the women's paid-work equation. A decrease in explained variance points to
convergence in women's paid-work balance along these lines.
As was said before, AMOS makes it possible for the system of three multiple regression
equations on time allocation in the model to be estimated for the four sub-samples simultane-
ously. Overall-goodness-of-fit statistics indicate whether time-allocation behaviour of women
and men in our sample(s) is well-defined by our time-allocation model(s). It must be bome in
mind that, as a consequence ofour model specification presented in Section 4.2, with paths run-
ning from each situational factor to all three time domains, our `baseline model' will be the
saturated one, leaving no degrees of freedom, chi-square being zero. There are many goodness-
of-fit indicators. In the present study I will present the chi-square value and the number of de-
grees of freedom left to the model. In case these two values are in balance, the probability
chance of the model will be over 0.05. Hence, if a model does not fit the data, this will be indi-
cated by a probability chance below 0.05. In that case, the model is to be rejected. Moreover,
Multiple Group Analysis in AMOS also allows us to test for invariance within and across the
four groups. In other words, it allows testing the statistical significa~tce of variation in each sin-
gle path across the four samples. Thus, it cannot only be tested whether situational factors dif-
ferentiate time allocated to Paid Work, Unpaid Work and Free Time witl:i~: each of our groups,
but also whether their effects vary across our four sub-populations. The process ofdetermining
non-equivalence of parameters across groups involves the testing of a series of increasingly re-
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strictive hypotheses. ~`' On the basis of chi-square tests, equality constraints can be modelled
anà imposed on the data. An example of an equality constraint may be: the partial effect of the
dummy variable representing the highest educational category in the 1995 women sample
equals the partial effect of this factor in the 1975~80 women sample. Hence, in testing the valid-
ity of the model constraints, I compare the chi-square value (two-tailed) for this model with the
initial model in which the particular constraint was not imposed. If a non-significant difference
in chi-square values is found, it can be concluded that the implied invariant pattern of effects
holds. For instance, two models are invariant if a gain of one degree of freedom corresponds
with a change in the chi-square value of maximum 3.84146 ( a-5o~o; two-tailed). Z' Throughout
all subsequent analyses, the entire data file remains the same, with the exception of the specified
equality constraints. In testing for equivalences across groups, structural regression paths (in our
model unstandardised partial or direct effects) will be put to the test in an increasingly restric-
tive fashion. As each new path coefficient in the model is tested, those known to be group-in-
variant remain constrained equal. Multiple Group Comparison has two advantages over doing
separate analyses. As explained above, first, it provides a test for the significance of any differ-
ences found across the four sub-samples. Second, if it can be concluded that there are no differ-
ences across the four groups, or if the group differences concern only a few model parameters,
Multiple Group Analysis provides more e~cient parameter estimates than either of the single
group models. 28
It has to be noted that the testing of variation in the path coefficients (direct or partial ef-
fects) as describe above, refers to variation in the situational categories' behaviour (ceteris pari-
bus). Also the total (direct and indirect) effects can be estimated by the AMOS program. These
show how situational factors, in the end, affect time-use behaviour. Comparison of the unstan-
dardised partial or total effects enables to determine behavioural change as referred to above.
Multiple Group Comparison, however, also allows to identify and analyse the other two sources
ofchange, i.e., a demographic and an `autonomous' parts in average time-use change. In testing
for demographic change, the option Means in AMOS can be used. Demographic variation im-
plies that the mean scores of the situational factors vary significantly between groups ( i.e., be-
tween genders, years and in case more dummy variables are used to represent one particular
situational factor between these particular dummy variables). An equality constraint may be:
MEAN score highest educational bracket in 1995-women's sample-MEAN score highest edu-
cational bracket in 1975~80-women's sample. Equality constraints of ineans scores on situ-
ational factors in the model are put to the test. Again, in case an eyuality constraint imposed on
the model does not cause the model's overall goodness-of-fit to decline significantly, it can be
concluded that the mean scores in both samples did not vary significantly. [n case the fit is not
Z6 Byme 1998, 261
Z' Cf. Nijdam á Van Buren 1993, 236
28 Arbuckle 1997, 413
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worsened, a new equality constraint may be added to the model specification. In case the fit
does change significantly, the equality constraint has to be removed from the model specifica-
tion and a new one may be added. In the same vein, the testing of `autonomous' behavioural
change, i.e., the part of change not attributable to one of the single situational factors distin-
guished in the model, involves the testing of equality constraints on the regression equations'
controlled mean scores or intercept values.
After applying Multiple Group Comparison tests, as presented above, it can be concluded
whether structural relations, means and intercept values in our time-allocation models differen-
tiate within groups, across sex, and across year. On the basis of [hese results I will re-estimate a
so-called reduced restricted model, from which, for each single time-domain equation, situ-
ational factors that in all groups proved non-significant in the previous model one by one have
been removed. On the basis of the outcomes of the reduced restricted model it may be con-
cluded whether our hypotheses are supported by the data.
The results of the explanatory analyses will be described in Chapter 6. These analyses will
bear on both the employed and housekeeping. Only were the hypotheses involving employer
type and occupational level will be tested, the employed only will be looked at.
Aspects of intergender convergence hypotheses tested in Chapter 6
As announced, we are now reverting to the fact that certain aspects of Hypotheses I, II and III
rely for their testing on the explanatory analysis of the time-allocation model. For the reader's
convenience, the relevant part ofTable 3.2 from Section 3.4 is repeated below, with portions of
the hypotheses highlighted.
Table 3.2 ( r̀agment) Detailed hypotheses describing six aspects ofthe shrft in the time-use
balancefor Dutch x~omen and men aged 24-44 over theperiod 1975-95
Women's time-reservoir New work-ethic Closing gender-gap
hypothesis ( I) hypothesis ( II) hypothesis (III)
Traditional work-family rules Late modern work-family rules Late modem work-family rules
contribute to an on average contribute to both genders' contribute to an incipient clo-
comparatively lower labour- workload, on the average, being sure of the gender gap in aver-
market contribution of women, increased, and free time and age time allocation, women's
and let them develop a time time for personal needs 'time reservoir' being depleted
~ reservoir to draw on for more squeezed; both genders' paid which causes their trade-off
t non-market activities, so that, work is on average increased, behaviour across time domains
~j on !he average, variations in women's unpaid work de- increasingly to resemble
their market work impact more creased, and men's increased; men's.
strongly on unpaid work than women's jree time becomes
is the casejor men, who.se more vulnerable to demands
relatively scarcerfree time is from the market, and men's to
more ajJeeted by variations in demands both from the market
paid and unpaid work. and unpaid work.
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As can be seen, the portions highlighted in bold comprise statements on how the time-use do-
maíns interact, i.e., on the way market work affects unpaid work, and these two affect free time,
doing so, as the case may be, differently for women and men. In other words, all these state-
ments refer to trade-off behaviour across domains, or, the paths between paid work, unpaíd
work and free time, so that they can be tested by estimation of the time-allocation model. As for
the portions not highlighted, certain aspects of the statements they contain can be tested based
on the intercept values, which also derive from the estimation of the time-allocation model. The
aforesaid elements of the three hypotheses will, therefore, be discussed in Chapter 6.
4.4 SuM!~taRv
The present chapter discussed the operationalisation of the conceptual model as developed in
Chapter 2, as well as the methods to test the hypotheses formulated in Chapter 3 against the data
sets. In Section 4.2, first, the TUS of SCP were introduced. Second, the research population was
defined. Third, from the data set the most important situational factors reflecting work-family
identities were selected. Besides the four time-use categories central to the time-allocation
model, viz., Paid Work, Unpaid Work, Free Time and Personal Needs, two other market-work
variables were distinguished: net actual weekly market hours and normal weekly market hours.
Given the operationalisations, fourth, the time-allocation model to be tested was specified. To
estimate two and three-way interactions between gender, year and any selected situational fac-
tor, it was decided to analyse women's and men's time use, for each year separately. Hence,
four groups were distinguished: women 1995; women 1975I80; men 1995; men 1975I80. In
Section 4.3, the research method was proposed. It was mentioned that in order to test Hypothe-
ses I, II, and III, the options Compare means and Unique Anova in SPSS will be employed so as
to present a descriptive analysis of the genders' average time-use behaviour in the two planes in
time. Three sources of change in average time use were distinguished: demographic change,
behavioural change and `autonomous' behavioural change. Furthermore, it was explained how
Hypotheses IV, V and VI can be tested by estimation of the time-allocation model. Using
AMOS statistical software, situational variations in time spent on paid work, unpaid work and
free time can be determined simultaneously. Multiple Group Analysis in AMOS can statisti-
cally test for differences between sex groups, and between years. Behavioural variation and
change will be estimated by comparing the size and directions of the partial and total unstan-
dardised effects of the situational factors within sex groups, across years. `Demographic varia-
tion and change' will be tested by employing the Means option, comparing mean scores on the
situational factors across years, and across genders. The Means option also allows to test for
`autonomous behavioural intergender variation and changes' in average time spent on Paid
Work, Unpaid Work and Free Time, controlled for situational factors (i.e., the intercepts in the
Paid Work, Unpaid Work and Free Time equations). In order to test the hypotheses refemng to




Chapter 5 will report the results of the descriptive analysis of Hypotheses I, II, III (inter-
gender convergence). In Chapter 6, the results will be reported of the explanatory analysis sup-
plying the testing of Hypotheses IV, V and VI (intragender divergence along the lines of situ-
ational factors) by estimating the time-allocation model, which will also test certain aspects of
Hypotheses I, II, and III. Intergender variation in average time use may be attributable to (1)
variation in the groups' demographic composition (2), an overall variation in time use of both
women and men irrespective of situational factors and ( 3) variation in behaviour of particular




The present section is organised as follows. Section 5.2 presents the averages for the groups of
women and men, irrespective of emplovment status. To establish whether the changes found
hold good for the employed sub-sample as well, the averages will be broken down by category
(employed and housekeeping). In the course of our discussion of the Dutch post-war develop-
ments in Chapter 3, mention was made of the official rounds of working-time reduction in the
early 80s and 90s. It seemed interesting to take a closer look at how these developments in
statutory schedules are reflected in actual time use. When dealing with the employed, this
chapter will, therefore, pay some attention to different approaches to reporting paid work. Sec-
tion 5.3 closes the chapter with preliminary conclusions concetning the Women's time-reser-
voir (I), New work-ethic (II), and Closing gender-gap (III) hypotheses. Even though some pro-
visional conclusions are warranted, a final judgment will have to wait until after the estimation
of the model in Chapter 6, where the averages will be further analysed. At the end of Chapter 6,
the six hypotheses will again be confronted with the findings of Chapters 5 and 6 and the scores
evaluated. The conclusions arrived at will be discussed in Chapter 7 in the light of the theoreti-
cal framework.
S.2 AVERACE TIME-USE BEHAVIOUR
Average time-use behaviour by gender, by year
In Table 5.1 below, means of time allocated to the domains ofpaid work, ~ unpaid work, z free-
time and personal needs are presented for all four sub-samples. The results of these analyses are
discussed below, along with the results of ANOVA analyses. 3
If not stated otherwtse, paid work is understood to be the total paid work, including work-related time, such as
time spent commuting, on study for work, coffee breaks and meals at work, etc.
Some authors distinguish housework from unpaid work or unpaid labour in different ways; in the present
study, they aze synonyms, if not explicitly mentioned otherwise, and include all work done for the care and
maintenance of a home and its occupants, which may include childcare.
In Tables t and 2 in Appendix III the genders' average time use on total paid work, unpaid work, free time
and personal needs is presented for 1975, 198Q 1985, I990 and 1995 in order to show that the trends over the
period 1975180-1995 were more or less uniform.
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Table S.1 Memis (M) and standarddeviatiais (S.D.) of hrs per week allocaled to paid work
(PW), nnpard work (UWj, free time (FTj and personal needs (PN) for the total
smnple by gender anclyear
Women {4'omen Men Men
I995, N-651 1975~80, N-I038 I995, N-466 1975~80. N-534





16.17 16.95 5.35 11.07 44.48 14.65 41.20 17.00
37.67 16.10 43.91 12.51 16.84 10.83 13.61 10.52
42.17 12.95 44.57 1Z.79 40.31 12.85 44.03 14.77
73.92 9.18 75.58 8.45 68.47 9.29 70.85 8.97
Based on Compare Means analyses in SPSS
Data sources: TUS, 197i, 1980, 1995
. Paid work
In agreement with Women's time-reservoir hypothesis ( I), men in both years were found to
spend longer hours at paid work than women. Similarly, in line with the New work-ethic hy-
pothesis ( II ), for both gender groups, market hours rose over the period under review. Also, in
line with the Closing gender-gap hypothesis ( III ), market hours increased more for women
than for men. ANOVA estimates show the differences between the genders (F-2987.77; df-1;
p-0.00), the changes over time (F-144.17; df-1; p-0.00), and the gender-year interaction
(F-41.33; df-1; p-0.00) presented above to be statistically significant. The standard deviations
indicate an increase in variation in women's paid-work hours and a decrease in men's. The in-
crease in women's variation in paid work is in hannony with the broad hypothesis, to the effect
that time use will diverge within gender groups (intragender divergence). The decrease in
men's, however, does not agree.
The increase in paid-working hours appears not to be attributable (or, not only) to com-
muting time, work-related education, or other work-related activities. That is, in our samples,
both women's and men's average individual net market hours, too, were higher in 1995
(MWO,~e,,, i995-13.231 S.D.-13.90; M,,,~,,, i~5- 36.591 S.D.-12.92) than tn 1975~80 (Mw~,,,e~,
i9~siso-4.481 S.D.-9.28; Mrr,~,,, i97s~so-33.991 S.D.-14.86). Men's average net market hours ex-
ceeded women's in both years. Net working hours were defined as working time, exclusive of
commuting time, coffee breaks, eating at work and work-related education (according to the
time-use diary). Hence, the New work-ethic hypothesis (II) is supported also for women's and
men's net market hours.
~ Unpaid work
In line with Women's time-reservoir hypothesis (I), in both years, women allocated more time
to unpaid work than men. Corroborating part of the New work-ethic hypothesis (II), women's
average unpaid-work hours declined in the period under review, whereas men's increased.
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ANOVA analysis shows the across-gender differences (F-2424.00; df-1; p-0.00), temporal
changes (F-8.39; df-1; p-0.04), and gender-year interaction (F-83.09; df-1; p-0.00) to be sta-
tistically significant. The latter indicates an opposed trend in the genders' unpaid-work hours,
and hence supports the Closing gender-gap hypothesis (III). The standard deviations indicate an
increase in variation in both women's and men's unpaid-work hours, which corroborates the
broad hypothesis of divergence in women's and men's time-use behaviour.
. Free time
As stated in Women's time-reservoir hypothesis (I), in both years, women had more free time
than men. In line with the broad hypothesis on time squeeze, for both women and men, weekly
hours for free-time activities fell over the period under review. Univariate statistics show the
gender-induced variation (F-4.97; dFl; p-0.03) and the temporal change (F-32.70; df-1;
p-0.00) to be statistically significant. This implies that men have less free time than women.
The gender-year interaction was not significant (F-1.52; df-1; p-0.22). Hence, in contrast to
what was hypothesised, the free-time gap had not diminished. The standard deviations indicate
a modest increase in variation in women's free-time hours, along with a decrease in men's,
women's free time trend being in support of the divergence hypothesised in the broad hypothe-
sis, whilst men's is not.
. Personal needs
In support of Women's time-reservoir hypothesis (I), it was found that women had more time
for personal needs than men. Both genders' time spent on personal-needs activities decreased
over time. Univariate statistics show the inter-gender variation (F-201.59; dF; p-0.00) and
variation by year (F-31.68; df-1; p-0.00) to be statistically significant, as different from the
gender-year interaction (F-1.03; df-1; p-0.31). This means that men in either year spent less
time on personal needs. Since the personal-needs item declined for both gender groups to the
same extent, in contrast to expectations, the gender gap did not close. In line with the hypothe-
sised diverging trend, the standard deviations indicate an increase in variation in this item for
both genders alike.
Workloads
, The new work ethic may also show from both the individuals total workload and from the
household's total paid workload. Table 5.2 shows how time-use trends as described in Table 5.1
work out for the respondent's aggregate weekly paid and unpaid workload (sum ofrespondent's
total paid and unpaid-work hours) and estimated household 's weekly aggregate paid workload
(sum of respondent's total market hours and estimated spousal market hours).
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Tahle 5.2 Means (M) mrd standurd dei~iations (S.D.) of resporrdents ' total paicf and unpaid
u~orkload (TWL), sporesal market hours (SH) und total nrarket lrours performed bv
tlre Froresehold (PWH) ~or t{re total snnrple, fit~ gender ~nd ~~ear (hrs per iveekJ
Iiiomen Women Men Men
I995, N-65! l975~80, N-t038 I995, N-466 l975~80. N-534
M S.D. M S.D. M S.D. M S.D.
TWL
PWH
~3.84 12.67 49.26 10.82 6L31 12.93 54.81 14.~i
~7.30 21.05 45.30 14.49 61.36 21.08 47.43 20.61
Based on Compare Means analyses in SPSS
Data sources: TUS, 1975, 1980, 199~
. Total paid and unpaid workload
In both sex groups, the average individual's total paid and unpaid workload was higher in 1995
than in 1975~80, causing free time and time for persona] needs to be squeezed. Men's total
workload in 1975I80 was even higher than women's in 1995. These findings are in support of
both Women's time-reservoir hypothesis ([) and the New work-ethic hypothesis (II).
. Household's total workload
It may be interesting to see how these findings relate to the `household version' of Schor's
work-and-spend mechanism which I assumed to prevail in the Netherlands during the research
period (see Section 3.3.2). It showed that household's total estimated market hours increased,
both in the female and male samples. This is as expected and would validate the said assump-
tion. In both years, men's total estimated household's market hours were higher than women's.
This may be due to men overestimating, or women underestimating, spousal market hours. As a
matter of fact, this study focuses on particular groups in the Dutch population, and the respon-
dents' spouses need not necessarily be part of these.
Average paid and unpaid work by gender, year, and employment status
The averages presented in the preceding tables apply to the total research sample, comprising
both the employed and housekeeping women and men. The trend in women's market hours
need not strike us. However, the trend in men's hours is not so often found in other time-use
studies. It may be interesting to examine the trends in the genders' paid and unpaid work in
some more detail. The following tables analyse the trends in weekly time-use averages for the
two employment statuses separately. This enables us to see whether the `new work ethic' also
applies to the employed only. Respondents are counted in as either housekeeping or employed,
as per personal questionnaire statement. The proportion of housekeeping women declined over
the period under review, while that of male housekeepers remained insignificant. (With only
three male housekeepers in both years, no meaningful ANOVA results can be presented and re-
sults will be judged at face value.)
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Table 5.3 Memrs (M) of J:rs.per week allocated to puicl work (PW), unpaicl work (UW), a~rcl





Women Wonren Men Nlen
1995, N-651 1975~80, N-1038 199~, .N-466 1975~80, N-534
HK WK HK WK HK WK HK WK
N-226 N-425 N-782 N-256 N-3 N-463 N-3 N-531
0.95 24.26 1.48 17.15 0.00 44.77 23.42 41.30
48.9] 31.70 46.80 35.07 49.08 16.63 12.25 13.62
Based on Compare Means analyses in SPSS
Data sources: TUS, 1975, 1980, 1995
. Paid work
Again it was found that men spent more time at paid work than women. Not surprisingly, em-
ployed respondents---0n an average-spent more hours in the market than housekeepers. Fe-
male workers, in turn, spent less time in the labour market than male. Furthermore, as consistent
with the New work-ethic hypothesis (II), the employed spent more time at market work in 1995
than in 1975I80.
~ Unpaid work
Unpaid work varied by gender, employed women spending more time on unpaid work than
their male counterparts. On the average, the employed did less housework than the housekeep-
ing. The housework gap by employment status widened, housekeepers even doing more in 1995
than in 1975I80. This may be put down to the greater value attached to childcare. Moreover,
housework of female workers declined, whereas that of employed males went up. The New
work-ethic hypothesis (II) is corroborated, albeit in a differentiated version, to the effect that
employed women allocate less time to unpaid work, and housekeeping women and all men
more.
Tests for artefacts in paid work
In the foregoing, a reasonable degree ofsupport was found for Hypotheses [, II, II1. Past discus-
sions on trends in time use, however, invariably brought up the presence of various kinds of
anomalies in the data and statistical artefacts in contested analyses. Before proceeding to offer-
ing preliminary conclusions, we want to make sure that the trends in working hours do not stem
from any anomalies or artefacts. For instance, one might argue that the market-hour trends re-
vealed derive from variations across years in sick-leave figures or holiday taking during the di-
ary week. Therefore, I want to take a closer look at these factors. The time-use diaries in 1980
and 1995 provide us with the relevant information (unlike the 1975 data). In the following,
therefore, I will focus on the employed sub-set in our research sample (1980-95). Before mar-
ket hours will be controlled for any type of absence, time use of all employed will be looked at.
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Working-hours reductions in the 80s and the 90s have caused formal working hours to decline
over the period under review (see Chapter 3). Hereinafter, we will analyse how nom~al weekly
working hours relate to actual hours, for which purpose a distinction is made between normal
paid work (normal hours as estimated in the questionnaire), net paid work (defined as paid
working time, exclusive of commuting time, coffee breaks, eating at work and work-related
education), and, finally, total paid work (comprising net market work and all work-related ac-
tivities just mentioned).4 In our saznple, employed women's normal paid working hours in-
creased between 1980-95, whereas men's were slightly down. The gender-year interaction was
found to be statistically significant (FS.y-4.10; df-1; p-0.04). These trends being opposite for
the genders is consistent with the account given of the Dutch labour-market trends in Chapter 3.
However, in contrast with trends in normal working hours, both genders put in significantly
higher net (Fy-20.1; df-1; p-0.00) and total working hours (F,,-25.88; dFl; p-0.00) across
years. Despite formal working-hours reductions, the average rise in allocation to the mazket also
holds for the employed. Standard deviations of women's normal working hours declined,
whereas those for men's increased, implying a smaller variation in employed women's contrac-
tual market hours and a greater pluralisation of inen's. Standard deviations of net and total paid
working hours, however, declined for both women and men. Hence, less variation was found in
their actual weekly market hours.
Table 5.4 Means (M), standarddeviations(S.D.) and sub-sample sizes (N) jor the employed
sample of respondents' nonnal paid tit~ork (NOR), net paid work (NP), totalpaid
work (TP) (hrs. per week), by gender and t~ear
Women Women Men Men
1995, N-300 I980, N-l3t 1995. N-420 I980, N-348




27.02 9.79 25.66 ] 0.05 39.78 5.41 40.16 4.59
23.07 11.76 18.27 12.39 36.76 12.10 34.47 14.24
28.31 14.35 21.92 14.76 44.80 13.72 41.83 16.16
Based on Compare Means analyses in SPSS
Data sources: TIJS, 1980, 1995
Table 5.5 below shows the number of bedridden respondents to have declined across
years. The number of employed being ill in the interview week declined for women and in-
creased for men. The number ofwomen and men taking more than half a day off rose in the pe-
riod under review.
' Such relationship might reveal how the shift towards `internalist' modes of control has caused market hours to
be longer, despite formal working hours reductions.
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Table 5.5 Percentageof emploved respondents fieing bedridden, ill or on holidav in the
interview week, as per guestionnaire
Bed-ridden
IIl (one day or over)
Holiday (half a day or
over)
N'omen Women Men Men
1995. N-300 I980. N-Ij! 1995, N-410 1980, N-348
oro oro oro oro
4.9 6.1 3.8 4.6
]0.9 ]1.4 8.5 8.0
19.4 9.8 19.9 11.2
Based on Compare Means analyses in SPSS
Data sources: TUS, 1980, 1995
In Table 5.6, the means scores on the market-hour categories distinguished are presented
for those spending an ordinary work week, i.e., not on holiday (half a day or over), ill or bed-
ridden for part of the interview week.
Table 5.6 Means (M) and standard deviations (S.D.) for the employed sample (not ill,
bedridden or on holiday in interview week) ofnormalpaid work (NOR), netpaid
work (NP), totalpaid work (TPJ, (hrs. per week) and sub-snmple sizes (N), by gender
and year
Women Women Men Men
I995, N-116 l980, N-I04 I995, N-308 I980, N-179




26.37 9.91 25.36 10.07 39.68 5.82 40.18 4.65
24.18 11.56 19.01 11.96 40.13 9.53 37.35 12.58
29.63 14.22 22.97 14.29 48.81 9.91 45.19 13.95
Based on Compare Means analyses in SPSS
Data sources: TUS, 1980, 1995
It is shown that, also for this selection, the normal weekly working hours rose for women,
but slightly declined for men. Neither change is statistically significant, however. Like in the
total employed sample, net (FY net paid work-23.42; dFl; p-0.00) and total working hours (Fy,
total paid work-30.37; dFl; p-0.00) increased significantly for both genders. No gender-year
interaction was found. Also in this sub-sample, standard deviations of inen's normal market
hours were up, whilst those for their actual hours were down. Women's normal working hours
exceeded their net hours in either year. In 1980, men's nonnal hours exceeded net hours, this
being the other way about for 1995. Women's normal working hours exceeded also their total
hours in 1980. In the three other sub-samples, total hours were longer than normal hours. In
sum, the trends in market hours as described in the present chapter cannot be attributed to
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changes in holiday-taking or sick-leave behaviour.
5.3 PRELIti11NARY COtiCLLSIONS
In the present chapter, average allocations to the four broad categories were analysed using
Compare Means and Uniyue Anova of the SPSS sofrware. These descriptive analyses were
found to support Hypotheses [, Ii, and I[I, relating to intergender convergence in the broad hy-
pothesis. For the reader's convenience these hypotheses are repeated in the Table 3.2 fragment
below. The final and systematic confrontation of the several hypotheses with the findings of
Chapters 5 and 6 will be given in Section 6.6.
Below the preliminary conclusions will be offered. Discussion is not in the order of the
Table, Hypothesis I being discussed last.
Table 3.2 (fragment) Detailed h~potheses describrng six aspects of the s{rift in the trme-trse
balancejor Dtetch x~omen and men aged ?4-44 over 1975-95 (with broad
lanothesis as per Sectiat 3.4 added izr bottom row)
Stable component Clranged component Combined trend
women's time-reservoir tiew work-ethic Closing gendcr-gap
hypothesis (I) hcpothesis (11) hypothesis (1[I)
Traditional work-family rules Late modem work-family rules Late modern work-family
contribute to an on average contribute to both genders' work- rules contribute to an incipient
comparatively lower labour- load, on the average, being in- closure of the gender gap in
market contribution of creased, and frce time and time for average time allocation,
women, and let them develop personal needs squeezed; both women's 'time reservoir' be-
i a time reservoir to draw on for genders' paid work is on average ing depleted, which causes
~ more non-market activities, so increased, women's unpaid work their trade-off behaviour
U that, on the average, variations decreased, and men's increased; across time domains increas-
in their market work impact women's free time becomes more ingly to resemble men's.
more strongly on unpaid work ~vlnerable to demands from the
than is the case for men, market, and men's to demands
whose relatively scarcer free both from the market and unpaid
time is more affected by work.
variations in paid and unpaid
work.
.~ As a result of the new rules and relations of control over time which developed in the course of de-
ó,~ traditionalisation, a dual trend arose, viz., (1) a convergence of time-use pattems between genders,
~~
'
(2) a divergence within genders along the lines of work-family positions, the two trends having (3)
ti the combined effect of a time squeeze.
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~ New work-ethic !r}-potl:esis (II)
As proposed-on the side of the labour market-an increase in net and total paid hours was
shown to put pressure on both genders' non-market time. This holds good also when figures are
controlled for effects of emplol~rr:ent sta~:rs, holidal~ tcrkir~g and sick leai~e. Men's rising actual
weekly working hours showed a different trend from their normal hours as per questionnaire.
Also, whilst more variation in men's normal hours was found indicating a pluralisation iu
men 's formul schedules-their actual hours showed rather less variation. This may be indicative
of inen's fonnal hours becoming more diverse, whereas, their actual hours in daily life con-
verged, men 's actual weeklv working tinte being biased tox~cu-ds lorTger hours. Also as expected,
both women's weekly normal and actual paid working hours increased over the research period.
As claimed~n the side of the unpaid work-women's average unpaid work declined,
whilst men's rose. Resulting perhaps from the new child-care values, however, housekeeping
women's unpaid work hours rose too. As was hypothesized, due to the iucrease in total pairl
und unpuid wa-kload, free time and time for personal needs became scarcer, and hence, free
time became squeezed. In contrast to general belief, however, the decline in free time cannot be
attributed solely to the growing number of role-combiners, since the categories ofpaid and rur-
paid work-each for thenaelves-were shown or: the average to take more thne. It can be con-
cluded that the findings corroborate the New work-ethic hypothesis (I).
~ Closing gendergap hypothesis (III)
As was shown, women's average paid work rose more than men's. Also, while men's average
unpaid work was up, women's was down. Average free time and time for personal needs de-
clined for the genders to the same extent. As a result, the gender divide diminished, which cor-
roborates the Closing gender-gap hypothesis, as far as the work categories are concerned.
~ Won:en's time-reservoir h}pothesis (I)
The divide in time use between genders was not assumed to fully disappear over the research
period. Given its permanence across 1975-95, women in both years on the average had a'reser-
voir' ofnon-market time at their disposal, which supports this hypothesis.
As we have seen, aspects of the hypotheses related to the respondents' trade-off behaviour
across time domains will be tested by estimation of the time-allocation model. Also the inter-
cept values may contribute to the testing of the detailed hypotheses presented here. These are
values, too, deriving from this estimation. The results of these explanatory analyses will be pre-




The present chapter presents the estimates of the time-allocation model. Explanatory statistical
analysis allows clarifying the shift in the time-use balance through its capability to deal with
both ger:der and situatiorr I as factors each driving-as argued in Chapter 3partof the trans-
formation of this balance across 1975-95, when an ongoing reflexive restructuring of the time-
allocation system set in. The model estimates may provide or contribute to the testing of all six
hypotheses.
For an estimate ef two and three-way interactions between gender, year and any selected
situational factor, it was decided in Chapter 4 to analyse the genders' time use, for each year
separately, in four groups: women 1995; women 1975I80; men 1995; men 1975I80. To analyse
patterns at and across the two temporal cross-sections, the AMOS statistical program will be
used. Z Multiple Group Analysis under AMOS allows a systematic comparison of inter- and in-
tragender variation across allocation domains and years.
AMOS estimates the multiple-regression parameters in the paid-work, unpaid-work and
free-time equation for the four groups simultaneously. The process of determining non-equiva-
lence of parameters across groups involves the testing of a series of increasingly restrictive hy-
potheses in [erms of equalitv ojpath coe~cients across groups. 3 When an equality constraint
imposed on the model causes the overall model fit to decline significantly, the constraint is re-
moved from the model specification, and a new one may be added. If the model fit is not af-
fected, the constraint imposed on the model is maintained and a new one may be added. This
procedure is also adopted for equation intercepts and mean scores, thís time using the option
Means.
Appendix IV contains the initial restricted time-allocation path nrodel (Table l.l through
Table 1.3), resulting from the consecutive steps in this analysis procedure. In the ínitial re-
stricted model, neither respatdent age nor dwelling type proved to affect market time for any of
Situational factors were defined as contextual factors referring to the individual's personal and household
characteristics describing her or his work-family position. Operationalised in the model are: number of
children in the household, age of the youngest child, educational level, domestic help, level of urbanisation,
spousal market hours, occupational level, type of employer and age of the respondent (see Chapter 4).
In discussing the statistical results, without explicit or contextual evidence to the contrary, cross-sectional, or
synchronic, variation (within either `year') will be referred to as `variation', and temporal, or diachronic.
variation (across 'years') as 'change.' So if `variation and change' in average time use is spoken of, this will
mean the distributional pattems of time use within or between the two (female and male) groups prevailing in
1975~80 and the way they exist, and differ, in 1995.
In case a dummy variable had more categories, also equality constraints were imposed across these categories.,
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the four sub-samples (ceteris parifiusJ. Neither citt-si~e, nor donrestic-Irelp had any significant
direct effect on unpaid work in any sub-sample (ceteris paribus). None of the situational factors
nunrher of clrildren in tlre Irousehold, citl~ size, or ttpe o(dtit~elling had any signiftcant effect on
free time (ceteris paribus). All non-significant factors were deleted one by one, the resulting
model showing no significant change in the overall model fit. The estimates presented in the
present chapter stem from the resultantfinal reduced restricted tirne-allocatior: nrodel. Although
the system of the three time-use equations for the four sub-groups were estimated simrdtane-
ously, we will discuss the results of the Multiple Group Analysis for each tinre dornain sepa-
rately.
To test the elements of the hypotheses refemng to occupational level and employer type,
a sub-sample containing the ernployed only will be used. The employer-type variable not being
available in 1975, these elements will be tested by comparing 1980 and 1995 data.
Section 6.2 considers denrogr-aphic variation, or the compositional differences for the
genders in either year and the changes across years.
Section 6.3 focuses on intergender variation and change in n-ade-off behaviour across
time domains, to further test Women's time reservoir (I), New work-ethic (II) and Closing gen-
der-gap ([II) hypotheses. It has already been noted that, as far as these hypotheses are con-
cerned, the present chapter will concentrate on elements specifically relating to trade-off across
time domains, which are not tractable to descriptive techniques. The findings will be discussed
in relation to the relevant parts of these hypotheses.
The gender- and situation-related factors in tirrre-use behaviour of the research sample are
discussed in Section 6.4. First, the focus will be on intergender difference and change in aver-
age time-use behaviour attributable to the `autonomous part' of the gender factor, which may
lend additional depth to the support found for Hvpotheses I, II, and III. Both the relative impor-
tance of the situatiaralfuctors as sources of inter- and intragender variation and change in allo-
cations to the several domains are discussed. Also the overall consequences-i.e., the total ef-
fect of situational factors-both for time devoted to unpaíd work and access to free time are
considered. Given the structure of the time-allocation model, the total unstandardised effects on
paid wrork equal the direct effects. Changes in direct and total effects of situational factors show
the relative changes in time-allocation behaviour of the particular situational categories. These
effects may conMbute to testing the Traditional work-family identity (IV), New work-family
identity (V) and New stratification (VI) hypotheses.
Since the findings in Section 6.4 can provide a valid test for the six hypotheses onh~ in




6.2 DEMOGR:~NHIC SOl RCES OF CHA(1GE
Demographic composition
Variation and change in demographic sanrple contposition may explain part of the changes in
the time-use averages presented in Chapter 5. Table 6.1 below presents the estimated mean
scores on the exogenous variables across sub-sample s,,'roups. The estimates derive from the
analysis of the time-allocation model as described in Chapter 4. The option Means in Amos'
Multiple Group Analysis was employed to test for variation in mean scores. The main findings
are summarised below:
Table 6.1 Estimated nrean scores (Mj on situationalfactors in the reduced restricted modelfor
the totcrl san:ple, hv gender and }~ear
Women Women Men Men
l995 1975~80 1995 l975~80
N-612 N-855 N-438 N-493












0.50 0.34 0.50 0.38
0.47 0.47 0.47 0.49
0.24 0.33 0.24 0.26
0.07 0.07 0.03 0.03
1.58 l .76 1.48 1.48
0.41 0.14 0.41 0.14
0.22 0.07 0.3 I 0. I 6
0.11 0.05 0.11 0.05
3.22 2.99 3.22 2.99
2.42 2.26 2.42 2.26
40.84 40.84 15.84 6.51
Age- respondent age (dummy, 0-age 25-34; 1- aged 35~4): Ch1- youngest child aged 0-5 (dummy, l~es);
Ch2 - youngest child aged 6-12 (dummy, 1- yes); Ch3 - youngest child aged over 12 (dummy, 1- yes); Nrch -
number of children in the household (range 0-4); Edm - middle-highly educated (dummy, 1-yes); Edh-highly
educated (dummy, 1- yes); Help - domestic help (dummy, 1- yes); Ciry - city size (ascending, range 1-5): Dwel
- type of dwelling (ascending, range I~); Spou - spousal weekly market hours
Based on time-allocation model estimates employing the option Mean in AMOS. When an equality constraint im-
posed on the model did not affect the overall model fit significantly, equal pazameter values were estimated. Differ-
ences in mean scores are statistically significant at a So~o level, two-tailed.
Sources: TUS, 1975, 1980, 1995
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Intergender variation in group composition
[n the 1975I80 samples, women, on the average, were younger than men. It should be remem-
bered that we are dealing with individuals living in couple households, and t}iat students are not
included, so that age averages are skewed by the dual effect of inen tending to many younger
women and finish education later. Men, on the average, had fewer children in their households.
This can be accounted for by women tending to have children younger. On the average, men
were more highly educated than women, who are known to average fewer years in education.
Level of education may be viewed as a future role indicator. Traditional work-family rules en-
courage women to prepare for caregiving roles. Men's estimates as per questionnaire state
lower spousal market hours than their own. This is consistent with women's labour-market par-
ticipation being lower than men's, and with their having more part-time jobs.
Change in compositional variation
New rules and relations of control may have affected group composition, the new generation
adopting strategies towards a different time use. Mention has already been made of the trends
towards postponed parenthood and smaller families. This is in agreement with the decline in
women's average number of children in Table 6.1. It should be noted that the reseazch period
coincides with a wider acceptance of contraceptives. Households may prefer to devote more
time and money to a smaller family. In line with the trend towards greater labour-market par-
ticipation of women, men's estimates of spousal market time went up. The climbing general
level of education of both sexes coincides with the democratisation of the educational system.
Both genders may have changed their time use through the attainment of higher educational
levels. As hypothesised, the average number of those with domestic help increased. This indi-
cates that more households `buy' time by outsourcing domestic tasks. The rise in average
household income (see Chapter 3) may have been an enabling factor. Although living in a
smaller house may be considered a time-saving strategy, more people are living in lazger dwell-
ings in 1995. Higher household income may explain this trend as well. The overall increase in
`city size' might be put down to current Government policies to concentrate municipalities.
Whether these compositional changes affected average time-a]location patterns cannot be
told by these changes alone, but only in combination with the variation in time-use behaviour
across situationa! ca[egories within the gender groups. Only then can it be concluded whether
compositional changes in both genders' average time use are attributable to higher educational





For gender differences in trade-off behaviour and their change over time, we will now consider
across-domain effects. Table 6.2 presents the partial or direct effects. Interrelationships across
time-use spheres mean that market hours will affect free time not only directly, but also indi-
rectly, i.e., through the unpaid-work domain. Therefore, the total effects (direct and indirect)
across time domains will also be looked into. Note that Amos software does not permit testing
whether differences in total effects are significant, or still within the sampling error.
Table 6.2 Unstandardised partial (b) and total effects across time-use don:ains (PW- paid








Women Women Men Men
l995 I975I80 I995 l975~80
N-612 N-8.í5 N-438 N-493
b Total b Total b Total b Total
-0.45" -0.45 -0.58" -0.58 -0.37" -0.37 -0.37" -0.37
-0.66" -0.36 -0.76" -0.32 -0.66" -0.38 -0.66'" -0.38
-0.66" -0.66 -0.76" -0.76 -0.75" -0.75 -0.75" -0.75
Effects are statistically significant at an a- Salo level (two-tailed) if T-value ~ f~- 1.96 ('); at a- lo~o level (two-
tailed) if T-value ~l- 2.58 ("); Based on Multiple Group Comparison ín AMOS. w7ten an equality constraint im-
posed on the model did not affect the overall model fit significandy, equal parameter values were estimated. N-
number of respondents after listwise deletion.
Data sources: TUS, 1975, 1980, 1995.
Below the elements of the hypotheses referring to intergender variation in trade-off behaviour
will be confronted with the findings of the present section. A fragment ofTable 3.2 showing the
portions we are concemed with here highlighted is repeated below.
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Tahle 3. 2(fragntent) Detailed {rl potheses describing si.r aspects of the shift in tlre tinre-rese




contribute to an on average
comparatively lower labour-
market contribution of women.
and let them develop a time
reservoir to draw on for more
non-market activities, so that,
on the average, variations in
dteir market work impact more
strongt~~ on unpaid work than
is rhe case for men, whose
relatively~ scarcerjree time is
more affecled by variations in
paid and unpaid work.
tiew~ work-ethic
hypothesis ([I)
Late modem work-Camily rules
contribute to both genders'
workload, on Ihe average, being
increased, and tiee time and
time for personal needs
squeezed; both genders' paid
work is on average increased,
women's unpaid work de-
creased, and men's increased;
womev's free time becomes
more vulnerable to demands
from the market, and meu's to




Late modem work-family rules
contribute to an incipient clo-
sure of the gender gap in aver-
age time allocation, women's
'time reservoir' being depleted.
ti~hich causes tlreir trade-off
belraviour across time domains
increasingt{~ to resemble
men's.
. Wotnetr's time-reservoir hypotlresrs (IJ
In both years, the unstandardised partial effects ( here equalling the rurstanrkrrdised total effects)
of paid work on unpaid work showed extra market hours to affect women's unpaid work more
than men's. These patterns in trade-off behaviour support the proposition contained in Hypothe-
sis (I), that on the average, variations in women's market work impact more strongly on their
unpaid work than is the case for men. The unstandardised partial effects of paid work on free
time showed men's free time in 1975I80 to be less affected by extra market time than women's.
In 1995, women and men's free time were affected equally~. The unstandar-dised total effects on
free time of inen's market work, however, exceeded women's in both years. Although static of
themselves, these results may perhaps be given a dynamic interpretation. With no change to
their housework, women spending more time at market work, would have suffered a greater
loss of free time than men. In practice, however, women's strategy to cope with an increase in
market hours was to reduce unpaid work, so that the male sample ended up with their free time
more affected by market work. Thís supports the hypothesis that men's free time is more af-
fected by variations in paid work than women's.
The rmstandardised partial effects of unpaid work on free time (here equallin~ the rur-
standardised total effects) showed men's free time in 1975~80 to be slightly less affected by ex-
tra unpaid work than women's, but nrore so in 1995. In other words, men in 1975~80 drew more
on time for personal needs to do unpaid work, whereas women traded relatively more free time.
In 1995, the opposite was true. Although the picture was slightly different in 1975I80, the re-
sults are suppottive of Women's time-reservoir hypothesis ( I) stating that men's free time was
more affected by variations in unpaid work than women's.
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. New work-ethic hypothesis
The cuzstnuclarclised partral effect on women's free time of paid work equalled that of unpaid
work for both years, albeit at a lower level. Hence, in principle, any `time squeeze' would de-
rive as much from the paid as from the unpaid-work domain. Given that women's paid work
was up and unpaíd work down, the former is the more likely source of pressure. However, see-
ing that women's reservoir of unpaid-work hours lost flexibility, housework too may increas-
ingly put pressure on free time. This is shown by the unstandardised total effects of paid and
unpaid work on free time, which show extra time in the labour market to affect women's free
time more in 1995 than in 1975~80. Unpaid work, in contrast, was less easily traded for free
time. Hence, the pressures from both spheres converged, women's free time becoming more
vulnerable not only to market work, but increasingly also to unpaid work. This is in support of
the New work-ethic hypothesis (II).
The unstandardisec! partial effects showed unpaid work to affect men's free time more
than paid work did. Hence, unpaid work competed more directly with free time than paid work.
The partial and total across-domain effects did not change. However, given the increase in aver-
age unpaid and paid work, men's free time became more vulnerable to demands from these two
spheres. This supports the New work-ethic hypothesis (II)
. Closinggender-gap hypothesis
The decline in the unstcrndardised partial effect of paid on unpaid work showed women's `res-
ervoir' of unpaid work to have become less flexible, and, consequently, the effect of paid on
unpaid work inereasingly to resemble those obtaining for men. Unstandarclisc:dpartial effects
on free time of paid work showed the effect for 1995 to be equal for the genders, whereas in
1975~80 it was greater for women. These findings indicate that women's trade-off behaviour
increasingly resembles men's. Also, comparison of gendered trade-off behaviour based on un-
standardised total effects showed women's trade-offs increasingly to be similar to men's. An in-
crease in paid work, in the end, increasingly affects women's free time. These results support
the Closing gender-gap hypothesis (III).
6.4 THE GEtiDER-RF.LATED AND SITUATI0IAL FACTORS Iti TIM11E-CSE BEHA4'IOl`R
The shift in the time-allocation balance is described by the dual trend of an intergender conver-
gence of time-use patterns (gender factor) and an intragender divergence along the lines of
work-family positions (situational factor). In the present section, both will be discussed. The
`autonomous' part of the gender factor is represented by the intercept values of the regression
equations.' These `controlled mean scores' on the genders' allocations to the domains show the
part of the intergender variation that cannot be accounted for by the situational factors in the
model. The gender factor becomes apparent also from its interaction with the situational factors,
i.e., from the gender differences in the partial and total effects of situational factors on the allo-
cations to the several domains. As regards situational factors, the nragninccle and the directiou of
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their partial effects on the allocations to the several domains will be compared within and across
the four sub-samples. It should be noted that-given the variation in standard deviations across
these groups-we will have to make use of the tuutaiidardised effects. Use of the standardised
effects for comparison of the situational factors' relative strength is allowed only within each of
the four sub-samples. Of course, to measure temporal change, the standardised effects also al-
low comparing the order of importance of the situational factors across groups (but not their
values). The standardised effects presented in Tables 1.1 to ].3 presented in Appendix VI derive
from the reduced restricted model. The main focus in the present section, however, is on the un-
standardised effects.
First, the `autonomous part' of the gender factor will be discussed. Second, the paid-work
equation will be considered. Certain effects of labour-market transitions cannot readily be ana-
lysed in the model for the total research sample, as, for instance, the extent to which any in-
crease in market hours applies to the employed only, or how exactly sources of variation have
changed for the employed category. For a closer look, the model was, therefore, extended by
two variables for the employed, to wit, `occupational level' and `type of employer'. The latter
not being available in our 1975 data set, the following analyses concern the years of 1980 and
1995. The procedure of the model estimation was the same as for the total sample. With vari-
ables added and only part of the research selection being input, we must bear in mind that the
effects of the situational factors cannot be compared with those of the original model. Since the
present study is primarily concerned with the shift in time-allocation balance of the total group
of those employed or housekeeping, only the effect of the new added factors will be discussed.
Third, the unstandardised direct and total effects in the unpaid-work equations are discussed.
Fourth, the detailed focus is directed to free time.
The gender factor in time-allocation behaviour
In the present section, the focus is on the estimated values of the regression equation i~aercepts.
Differences in intercept estimates indicate whether the `controlled mean scores' on paid work,
unpaid work and free time vary by gender, and whether average time-use behaviour changed jor
all women and men, regardless of their titi~ork fanri(l~ positions. Table 6.3 shows these intercepts,
representing the constants in the particular regression equations for each of the four sample
groups distinguished.
Women's `controlled mean' of paid work is shown to have increased (ceteris pm-ibus).
The controlled mean values for men were in either year higher than for women. The value of
men's intercept in 1995 was 49.3 hours per week, against 45.38 in 1975I80; an increase of al-
most four hours (ceteris puribus). Hence, the rise in average market hours for the genders as




Table 6.3 Intercepts in the paid-work (C-PWj, unpaid-work (C-UWj andfree-time (C-FT)




Women Wornen Men Men
l995, N-6I2 I975I80, N-855 1995, N-438 1975~8Q N-493
33.85s' 11.73ss 49.25ss 45.38ss
30.52ss 37.47ss 24.55ss 24.55's
79.92ss 79.92ss 79.92ss 79.92ss
[ntercepts significant at a lo~o level ( 's- T-value~l- 2.58). Based on time-allocation model estimates employing
Means in AMOS. When an equality constraint imposed on the model did not affect the overall model fit signifi-
cantly, equal parameter values were estimated. Differences in mean scores are statistically significant at a So~o level,
two-tailed. Data sources: TUS, 1975, 1980, 1995
Women's unpaid work declined for all categories, regardless of work-family position
(ceteris paribusj. Men's controlled mean scores in the unpaid-work equation were in both years
lower than women's, and did not change over time (ceteris paribusj. Hence, the decline in
women's average unpaid work as found in Chapter 5 holds good, itrespective of work-family
positions. Changing work-family relations make the younger generation increasingly adopt
time-saving strategies in the household. The increase in men's average housework as found in
Chapter 5 must be attributed to an increase in housework for certain situational groups within
the male sample.
The intercept values in the free-time equations were equal for the genders, nor did they
change over time (ceteris paribusj. Hence, with the controlled mean score being equal in both
years, the decline in free time as found in Chapter 5 must be put down to a change in paid and
unpaid work, or in trade-off behaviour across time domains, or in free time for particular situ-
ational groups, or a combination of these.
Situational factors in paid work
Partial effects
Table 6.4 shows the estimates of the unstandardised partial effects resulting from the multiple-
regression analysis of weekly hours allocated to paid work for our total research sample. The
unstandardised partial effect of each single situational factor will be discussed below.
Age of the youngest child in the household differentiated women's paid work in both
years. Having a child under twelve reduces women's weekly market hours in 1995 by 18, as
compared to childless peers, this figure dropping to 12, when the youngest was over twelve
(ceteris paribusj. In 1975~80, this factor did not cause so much variation; for that year, the
weekly reduction ranged from 5.6 hours for an under-five to about 3 hours for an over-five (ce-
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teris paribtes). In neither year did this factor affect men's market hours (ceteris pcu-ihus).'
Tcrble 6.4 Unstarrdardisedpartinl effects (b) on paid x~ork (hrs. per x~eek) in the reduced











Women {f'ornen ,tilen Men
I995, N-61? I975BO, N-855 l995. .N-438 1975BO, N-493
b b b b
33.85" 11.73" 49.25" 45.38"
-18.07~' -5.63" t0.78 t0.78
-18.07" -3.10' t0.78 }0.78
-12.45" -3.10' t0.78 t0.78
-1.56" -1.56" -1.56" -1.56"
}1.45' ~1.45' t1.4S' tl.4S`
f7.29" t1.45' }1.45~` f1.4S`
tS.04`~ t5.04" ~5.04" t5.04"
t0.19 t0.19 -0.85' -0.85`
-0.13" -0.03 -0.13" -0.13'~
0.37 0. l0 0.02 0.02
C-PW-intercept value in paid-work equations; Age- respondent age (dummy, 0-age 25-34; 1- aged 35~34):
Ch1- youngest child aged 0-S (dummy, l~es); Ch2 - youngest child aged 6-12 (dummy, 1- yes); Ch3 -
youngest child aged over 12 (dummy, 1- yes); Nrch - number o( children in the household (range 0-4); Edm -
middle-highly educated (dummy, l~es); Edh-highly educated (dummy, 1- yes); Help - domestic help (dummy,
1- yes); City - city size (ascending, range 1-5); Dwel - type of dwelling (ascending, range 1-4); Spou - spousal
weekly market hours; R'-explained variance.
Model fit: chiZ -131.00; df-120; p~.23; N- number of respondents of total research sample after listwise deletion.
Based on Multiple Group Comparison in AMOS; When an equality constraint imposed on the model did not affect
the overall model fit significantly, equal parameter values were estimated. Effects are statistically significant at a-
So~o level (two-tailed) if T-value ~ fi- 1.96 ('); at a- 1`Yo level (h~o-tailed) if T-value ~-- 2.58 (").
Data sources: TUS, 1975, 1980, 1995
Number of children in the household was a signi6cant source of variation. In all four
groups, market hours were about 1.5 hours per week shorter when there was an extra child in
the household (ceteris pcn-ibus). The negative correlation in men's paid work equations may
' Tanja van der Lippe looked at time allocated to paid and unpaid work by Dutch spouses in 1990. The present
findings agree with both Van der Lippe's age-of-the-youngest-child-in-the-household hypothesis and her
empirical findings (Van der Lippe 1993).
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also imply that fathers spend their market hours more efficiently, by leaving the work place
earlier than childless men, reducing time spent on work-related education or travelling, or eating
at work. The stronger identity as a caregiver of mothers with more chiklren in the household
was found to contribute to their spending less time on paid work in both years. `
In the period under review, a change occutred in work-family rules concerning women in
outside jobs. This would suggest that particularly younger women internalise different rules and
identify more readily with their position as an employee, and, consequently, allocate more time
to paid work. In none of the sub-samples, however, was the agefactor a source of variation in
paid work. The age factor not being significant in any one sub-sample, it had to be deleted from
the final analysis.
Educational level was a factor differentiating time allocated to the labour market. In 1995,
women in the highest educational bracket allocated about 7 extra hours to the market as com-
pared with those in the lowest (ceteris paribus). When their educational level was middle-high,
women allocated almost 1.5 more hours than their lower educated peers. In 1975~80, no varia-
tion between the highest and middle categories of women was found. [n that year, the two
higher educational categories, on the average, put in about 1.5 hours more at paid work than the
lower educated category (ceteris paribus). Also men in the two higher educational categories
spent more time in the labour market. In either year, the difference between men's lowest and
the two higher educational categories equalled that found for women in 1975I80; viz., about 1.5
hours more per week (ceteris paribasJ. h
Domestic-{telp raised weekly market hours by 5, regardless of gender or year (ceteris
paribus). The effect in women's equation was to be expected. The use by women of domestic
help was found to indicate identification with a career, instead of solely with their traditional
homemaker position. The partial effect of domestic help in the male equation may be explained
s Strikingly, these findings agree with Van der Lippe's number-of-children hypothesis, but not with her
empiricai findings. In her study analysing Dutch women and men's time allocation in 1990, the number of
children in the household was considered a constraining factor for labour-market participation. Van der Lippe
did not find women having a larger number of children in the household spending less time in the market
(Van der Lippe 1993).
Educational level was not as such part of Van der Lippe's (1993) time-allocation model, but is often used by
researchers as a proxy for eaming capacity or wage rate. Van der Lippe found women in higher-pay jobs to
put in more market time. From an economic perspective, she concluded that the substitution effect dominated
the income effect. Since educational level and wage rate are often correlated, such conclusion might also be
warranted by the fmdings of the present study. Especially for highly educated women, the time reservoir may
have become too costly, and a higher utility level achievable by performíng paid work. However, this answer
may not be fully satisfactory. Groenendijk's study showed educational level to be an indicator both for career
ambitions and bargaining power vis-à-vis spouses and employers. As regards spouses, based on economic
theory, bargainíng power reflects individual eaming capacity. As regards employers, especially highly
educated workers are in current demand and a-typical working hours more readily conceded. More important,
therefore, for women at this level, income appeared not the main incentive to spend longer hours, labour-




by men with longer market hours having the means to outsource part of their share in domestic
work. ~
City size affected only men's market hours. The larger the men's place of residence, the
shorter their paid-work hours (ceteris paribus). The effect was relatively small and did not
change over time. The difference in time spent in the labour market may be attributed to men
living in rural areas spending more time commuting. Consistent with Droogleever Fortuijn's ~
finding that urban amenities, by contrast to rural living, make it easier for Dutch dual-career
households to combine family with a career, the expectation was for variation in households'
work-family identities to go with spatial diversity in household arrangements. The stronger
caregiving identity of women in smaller communities was expected to contribute to shorter
market hours. However, `city size' had no effect on women's paid work in either year. There
are several factors here to consider. Acceptance of traditional work-family rules in 1975I80 may
have been so deep-rooted as to show little variation by `city size'. Current Govemment policies
tend to conglomerate municipalities of various composition, which may cause variation in
work-family positions by `city size' to be levelled out. Also, the greater spatial mobility may
have affected the traditional composition of small communities, and given rise to new work-
family rules. As a matter of fact, Droogleever Fortuijn `~ pointed out that `careerist households'
are city-oriented. These were characterised, amongst other factors, by high educational levels.
Further analysis showed that in 1995 `city size' correlated significantly with women's high edu-
cation ( r-0.14; p-0.00), whereas in 1975~80 the correlation was not significant ( r- -0.02;
p-0.57). Perhaps, `city size' and `educational level' were correlated in such a way that-when
controlled for `educational level'-no significant direct effect of `city size' was found.
The tipe-of-dwelling factor did not differentiate women's and men's time allocated to
paid work in either year, and was deleted from the final analysis.
Whereas spoc~sul market hours in 1975I80 did not affect women's allocation to the labour
market, it díd have a negative effect in 1995, when one extra spousal hour meant that women
allocated 0.13 hour less to paid work themselves (ceteris paribus). An equal effect was shown
in both male samples. The relationship found between men's and spousal market hours might
be accounted for by the supplementary role ofwife's income, in that couples more readily settle
for the wife taking a job if husband's hours (and related income) are inadequate for a comfort-
able life. It rnay well be so, also, that over the decades spouses are increasingly more inclined to
bargain over their shares in households' market hours. The results found invite a more in-depth
analysis of the interrelationships between spousal market hours.
Table 6.5 shows that in 1995, most women (710~0) had a spouse working `standard' hours
' In line with this finding, Van der Lippe showed men having a high prestige job (and longer working hours) to
make use ofdomestic help (Van der Lippe 1993, 128).
8 Droogleever Fortuijn 1993
9 Droogleever Fortuijn 1993, 291-292
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(35 to 50 hours per week). Women in this category, on the average, spent about 15.7 hours at
paid work themselves. About 150~0 of the women's spouses spent over 50 market hours. Aver-
age weekly market work of these women was 12.7 hours. About 4.70~0 of women's spouses
worked in larger part-time jobs (24-34 hours), these women spending 24.4 weekly market
hours themselves. Hence, shorter spousal hours in 1995 imply longer hours for the female re-
spondent, and vice versa. In 1975I80, less variation in women's spousal market hours was
found. The great majority of women's spouses (85.60~0) performed 35-50 weekly market hours,
this category of women averaging 4.9 weekly hours in the labour market themselves. In that
year, only 70~0 of women's spouses performed longer market hours (half the percentage in
1995), these women themselves doing 2.9 hours a week. Only 30~0 of women's spouses spent 25
to 34 hours at paid work (three quarters of that in 1995), these female respondents performing
5.47 average market hours.
Table 6. S Means (M) ofpaid work (PW), by sex, year, and spousal market work, (hrs. per






Women Women M19en Men
I995, N-641 I975~80, N-912 1995, N-458 1975~80, N-533
M N M N M N M N
22.02 47 6.08 36 45.45 201 41.31 418
25.44 12 8.19 4 43.06 107 42.19 43
24.20 30 5.47 27 40.15 60 40.56 21
15.68 456 4.92 781 47.05 87 39.65 51
12.74 97 2.93 64 29.17 3 - -
Based on Compare Means analyses in SPSS
Data sources: TUS, 1980, 1995
Hence, also in 1975I80, longer spousal hours implied shorter working hours for the fe-
male respondent. However, the range of variation in women's spousal working hours might
have been too small to show a significant correlation. In 1975I80, the mean for spousal market
hours in the women's case was 40.4 weekly hours (s.d.-10.7). In the 1995 women's case, it was
41.0 hours per week (s.d.-15.3). In the men's 1975~80 case, the mean score for spousal hours
was 6.3 (s.d.-12.1). In 1995, we found a mean score of 17.0 weekly hours (s.d. -15.8). The
standard deviation in women's spousal hours in 1975 may not have been large enough for the
effect to show statistically significant correlation, whereas, the range in men's was large
enough. This may explain that spousal hours affected men's paid working hours negatively in
both years, whereas for women this held only true in 1995.
In order to test the effect of employer type and occupational status, a time-allocation
model for employed only was estimated (1980 vs.1995). Estimates ofboth the initial and the fi-
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nal paid-work eyuation in the restricted time-allocation model for the employed sub-sample are
presented in Appendix V. The occuputionu(-level dummy variable in the present study was not
shown to be significant in either sub-sample. ~~ Changing rules of relations in the labour market
did not contribute to longer hours for higher-level workers in particular. As a consequence,
market hours did not diverge along the lines ofoccupational level. This may be explained by the
fact that, given the small number of women occupying high-level positions, the occupational-
level categories had to be lumped together in order to make any comparison across gender
groups possible. ` Occupational level' as operationalised being a rather unrefined indicator, the
effect may not have shown in our analysis.
Tlpe of emplorer was found to be a significant factor in men's time-use behaviour. Male
employees in both years allocated over 6 hours more to the paid-work domain than their civil-
sen-ant peers. Seeing that market hours rose for all, and no change in employer-type effect was
found, market hours did not diverge between civil servants and employees in private employ-
ment. However, employing the option Means in AMOS, the share ofemployees in private com-
panies in the total working population was found to have increased significantly. In 1995, 780~0
of the female workers were employed in the private sector. This percentage was up by a small
atnount from 1980 (73.30~0). The balance across public and private sectors in 1995 among men
in our sample was one in five (19.8o~o). In 1980 this balance was one in three (32.80~0). Part of
the increase in employed men's average market hours may be attributed to this shift.
Given the structure of the time-allocation model, total effects of situational factors on
paid-working hours equal the partial effects in the paid-work equation. To conclude this section,
stu~tdurdiserl purtiul effects of situational factors on paid work are looked at. These are pre-
sented in Appendix VI. Most strikingly, Table 1 in Appendix VI shows that age of the youngest
child played a major role for women's market work, but not for men's. When the rankings of
the standardised effects are compared, it is shown that educational level ranked higher for
women than for men, in the latter case it only having a moderate effect. The number of children
in the household was relatively important for both women and men in 1975l80, but had lost part
of its differentiating power in 1995. Spousal hours gained in relative importance over time for
both genders. In all groups, domestic help was of influence. The factors entered in the model
explained much more of the variation in women's market hours than in tnen's. Since employers,
generally speaking, were reluctant to offer part-time schedules to men, who, in tum may have
been apprehensive of their career options, it was expected for men to work standard hours. Al-
though some factors representing household characteristics correlated significantly with men's
~o Van der Lippe's status hypothesis states that status gained from work predicts long working hours. However,
in the light of the theoretical framework presented in Chapters 2 and 3, this relationship can be reversed. Since
work in higher occupations tends to be task-oriented rather than [ime-oriented, in a competitive labour-market
context, higher occupations are often more demanding than lower ones. In Van der Lippe's study, in line with
her status-hypothesis, women having a higher occupation status were found to work longer hours (Van der
Lippe 1993, 123). In the present study this effect may be captured by the effect of educational level.
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paid work, it may be concluded-given the low rate of explained variance by all factors entered
in the time-allocation model for the two male sub-samples that men's provider identity rather
contributes to their wor.kirtg stcrrtdurd hours regardless of their household characteristics. ~~ The
explained variance in women's paid work increased across years. This implies a greater plurali-
sation in women's paid work, their market hours increasingly depending on their work-family
position as described by factors entered in the model.
Situational factors in unpaid work
Partial effects
Table 6.6 presents the estimates of :urstundurcGsed parameters affecting weekly unpaid-work
hours of the total research sample. Each single situational factor will be discussed below.
In 1995, the model estimate of the age factor shows women's older age bracket to spend
2.63 hours more on unpaid work than the yotmger one (ceteris pcu-ibus). This was not the case
in 1975I80. Nor in the two men's samples. The new-found effect of the age factor may indicate
that the younger age bracket adopts new rules allowing the use of time-saving strategies. New
rules may cause younger women to spend more time on free-time activities or personal needs
rather than unpaid work.
Having their youngest child under five made both women and men in 1995 spend 8.76
hours per week extra on unpaid work than their childless peers (ceteris paribus). In 1975~80,
this factor differentiated the genders' unpaid-work hours to a lesser extent, the difference being
f3.5 hours. Since these are partial effects, this does not necessurilv imply that this category
spent more time on housework in 1995 than in 1975I80. Table 6.7 below shows the average
housework of mothers with a child aged 0-5 to have declined by one hour per week. Fathers'
average housework rose in the period under review by more than 5 hours. Hence, in the
women's case the temporal change in the strength of the partial effect of having a child under
five on women's unpaid work shows that this category of women reduced their housework less
than their peers not having a child under five. All women, however, reduced their housework,
probably at the expense of household chores rather than childcare. The uncontrolled average
scores on unpaid work of fathers showed all fathers to have increased their house~vork, imply-
ing childless men not to have increased theirs.
The unstandardised partial effects in Table 6.6 show that women with one y~oungest child
irt the (rl1 brucket in neither year spent more time on unpaid work than their childless peers. In
1975~80 this was not the case for men either, as different from 1995, when the youngest child
aged 6-12 differentiated men's housework significantly, making them spend 5.34 hours more
on it than their peers. The uncontrolled averages in Table 6.7 also show fathers' unpaid work in
1995 to be 5 hours up on 1975~80. In contrast, mothers with their youngest in age 6-12 on the
~~ Also Van der Lippe (1993) found little explained variation in men's paid working hours. This she explained
by the fact that only few men worked part-time, and even fewer of them were housekeeping.
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average spent 3 hours less. This is in line with the overall decline in women's unpaid work.
Table 6.6 Unstandardisedpartial effects on x~eekly unpaid-work hours in tlre red:eced














Women Women Men Men
1995, N-6t1 1975~80, N-855 1995, N-438 1975~80, N-493
b b b b
30.52"" 37.47"" 24.55"" 24.55""
-0.45"" -0.58"" -0.37"" -0.37""
t8.76"" f3.5S"" t8.76"" t3.55""
-0.46 -0.46 f5.34"" -0.46
-4.18"" -0.46 }5.34"" -0.46
t3.50"" t L97"" -0. I S -0.18
t2.63"' -0.72 -0.72 -0.72
-1.35" - l .35" t0.99 }0.99
- L35" -1.35" }0.99 f0.99
t0.99"" t0.99"" }0.99"" 70.99""
t0.07"" t0.07"" }0.07"" t0.07""
0.67 0.40 0.37 0.36
C-UW-intercept value in the unpaid-work equations; PW-~UW- partial effect ofpaid work on unpaid work; Age-
respondent age (dummy, 0-age 25-34; 1- aged 35~4): Chl- youngest child aged 0-5 (dummy, lryes); Ch2 -
youngest child aged 6-12 (dummy, 1- yes); Ch3 - youngest child aged over 12 (dummy, 1 - yes); Nrch - number
of children in the household (range 0~3); Edm - middle-highly educated (dummy, 1-yes); Edh-highly educated
(dummy, 1- yes); Help - domestic help ( dummy, 1- yes); City - city size (ascending, range l-5); Dwel - type of
dwelling ( ascending, range 1~); Spou - spousal weekly market hours;
Model fiC chiz -131.00; df-120; p-0.23; N- number of respondents of total research sample after listwise deletion.
Based on Multiple Group Comparíson in AMOS; lVhen an equality constraint imposed on the model did not affect
the overall model fit significantly, equal parameter values were estimated. Effects are statistically significant at ~r -
So~ó level (two-tailed) if T-value ~ f~- 1.96 ( "); at a - lo~o level ( two-tailed) if T-value ~t'- 2.58 ("").
Data sources: TUS, 1975, 198Q 1995
The unstandardised partial effects in Table 6.6 show that women in 1995 having their
youngest child over twelve spent about 4 hours less on unpaid work than childless women in the
same situation. The negative effect of this particular factor indicates that women in this category
employ time-saving strategies. The relatively smaller input in the unpaid-work domain may re-
sult from women having their children give a hand in the household or commodifying part of
their household production. No such effect was found in the 1975~80 women's sample. In line
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with these findings, Table 6.7 shows average unpaid work ofmothers with children over twelve
in the period under review to have declined by 6 hours a week. In 1995, having a child over
twelve implied that men spent over 5 hours more on housework (ceteris paribus). Their
youngest child being over twelve did not affect men's unpaid-work hours in 1975~80. Table 6.7
also shows father's average housework in the period under review to have increased by 5 hours.
Table 6.7 Memrs (M) of unpaid work (UW) (hrs. per week) and sub-sample sizes (N), by
gertder, year, and age of vourtgest child in the household
0-5
6-12
Women Women Men Men
I995, N-497 I975~80, N-899 1995, N-31 Z I975~80, N-419
UW N UW N UW N UW N
47.29 283 48.20 509 19.73 197 14.25 268
39.41 162 42.48 326 17.64 102 12.56 136
33.52 52 39.02 64 15.25 13 9.92 15
Based on Compare Means analyses in SPSS
Data sources: TUS, 1975, 198Q 1995
Table 6.6 shows for both years that the nturrber of children in the household predicted
variation in women's time allocated to unpaid work, an extra child in the household indicating
more unpaid-work hours (ceteris paribus). The within-group difference, however, was larger in
women's 1995 case (f3.50) than in 1975I80 (f1.97). The number of children in the household
did not differentiate housework for men (ceterisparibt~s).
In both years, women in the two highest educational categories spent less time on house-
work than the lowest educational group (ceteris paribus), the marginal difference for both
groups being -1.34 in either year. In the male cases, no variation was found. Variation in work-
family identity by educational level may also mean that higher educated categories identify less
with their caregiving role and spend more free time.
The domestic-help and cit}~-size factors had no direct effect on unpaid work in any group,
and, therefore, were left out in the final analysis.
In both years, the effect of the rype of dwelling was equal for the genders. Respondents
living in a larger-type dwelling spent about one more hour on housework than their peers. Al-
though this would validate living in a smaller dwelling as a time-saving strategy, the general
trend towards larger dwellings, rather than smaller ones, runs counter to any trend for the
younger generation to move into smaller houses in order to save time.
The marginal effect of spousal market hours on unpaid work was significant for all
groups (ceteris paribus). It was found that respondents allocated more time to the housework
domain as spousal market hours were longer (f0.07). Apparently, women and men adopted
strategies to share the housework depending on spousal market hours.
To conclude this sub-section, a comparison of standardised effects of situational factors
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on unpaid work (see Appendix VI) across gender groups wíll be made. Table 1.2 in Appendix
VI shows that for both genders, puid x~ork was the most important factor in time allocated to the
unpaid-work domain. This ~i~as followed by child-related factors. Age of tlte respondent was
only of influence for women in 1995. In 1995, spouscrl hours and hpe of dti,~elling affected un-
paid work in both gender groups. Eclucatio~al lerel-in both years-only played a role of sig-
nificance for women. The factors entered in the model explained women's unpaid work better
than men's, especially in 1995. This indicates that women's housework more and more depends
on theír work-family position, as described by the situational factors entered in the time-alloca-
tion model.
Total effects on unpaid ~rork
Tuble 6.8 Unstmtdurdised total ef~ects on weeklt~ unpuid-work hours b1~ situutional frectors, in
reduced restricted mode!for total population
Women liiomen Meit hlen














Total effect Total effect Total effect Total effect
-0.45 -O.S8 -0.37 -0.37
16.94 6.82 8.47 3.26
7.73 1.35 S.OS -0.74
1.46 1.35 S.OS -0.74
2.63 -0.72 -0.72 -0.72
4.20 2.88 0.39 0.39
-2.00 -2.19 0.46 0.46
-4.bS -2.19 0.46 0.46
-2.28 -2.94 - 1.85 -1.85
-0.09 -0.1I 0.31 0.31
0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
0.13 0.09 O.12 0.12
PW-~UW- total effect of paid work on unpaid work; Age- respondent age (dummy, 0-age 25-34; I- aged 35-
44): Chl- youngest child aged 0-S ( dummy, Iryes); Ch2 - youngest child aged 6-12 (dummy, I - yes); Ch3 -
youngest child aged over 12 ( dummy, 1 - yes); S:rch - number of children in the household ( range 0~); Edm -
middle-highly educated ( dummy, l~es); Edh-highly educated ( durnmy, 1- yes): Help - domestic help (dummy,
1- yes); Ciry - ciry size ( ascending, range 1-S); Dwel - type of dwelling ( ascending, range 1~); Spou - spousal
weekly mazket hours
Based on Multiple Group Comparison in AMOS
Data sources: TL'S, 1975, 1980, 1995
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In the following, the main focus is on changes in unstandardisedtotal effects of the exogenous
factors in our final model on unpaid work (direct plus indirect effects, the latter refemng to a
path running through other time domains). These changes can be regarded the situational cate-
gories' behavioural change. The total effects are presented in Table 6.8. Since AMOS does not
allow testing whether the total effects are significant, and whether the effects differ significantly
across groups, the total estimates will be discussed on the basis of face-value difference and
change. For a complete picture, the total effects of paid on unpaid work are presented. These
trade-offs, however, were already discussed in Section 6.3.
The (net or) total effect of women having a child aged ~S increased over time (ceteris
par-ibus). The intragender difference caused by this factor rose by 10 hours per week, implying
mothers of an under-five to spend almost 17 hours more on unpaid work per week than child-
less women. The gap between childless women and mothers having their youngest child over
five increased by more than 6 hours per week, implying that these mothers spent almost 8 hours
more on unpaid work than their childless peers. The gap between childless women and mothers
having their }~oungest over nvelve hardly changed across years. Comparison within and across
the male sub-samples shows that having a child in the household implied a larger gap in unpaid-
work hours in 1995 than in 1975I80. This trend caused the effect of the age of the yourrgest
chilcl to diminish, but the effect of fatherhood to increase.
The gap between the fmale age groups increased (ceteris paribus). The difference across
age groups in 1995 was opposed to that in 1975~80. In 1995, the older bracket spent more time
on housework than the younger. New work-family rules may have made the younger bracket
adopt time-saving strategies. For men this trend was not found.
The number of cl:ildren also became a source of greater difference in women's unpaid
work (ceteris paribus). The trend found can be considered part of the divergence by number of
children. For men, however, no such trend was found.
The intragender divide in women's unpaid-work hours also widened along the lines of
ed:rcational level (ceteris paribus). Higher educated women adopted new rules making them
spend more time in the labour market at the expense of unpaid work. Educational level did not
differentiate men's unpaid-work hours more in 1995 than it did in 1975~80. In both years, men
in the two higher educational brackets spent half an hour more on unpaid work than men in the
lowest category (ceteris paribus).
In contrast to Ihe diverging trends described above, the gap in women's unpaid-work
hours by donrestic help closed slightly. Although the direct effect of domestic help was not sig-
nificant, this particular factor showed women to spend less time on unpaid work (ceteris pari-
bus). The decline ín the overall differentiating effect of domestic help may be explained by the
more general acceptance of time-saving strategies, including, but not restricted to, domestic
help, and the growing importance of parenting. The total effect for men did not change. In both
years, men having domestic help spent about 2 hours less on housework.




The intragender gap along the lines of women's spousal horus widened as well (ceteris
parihus). We assume the total effects in both years to be statistically significant. This diver-
gence was not found for men.
Situational factors in free time
Partial effects
Table 6.9 shows the :uistandardised effects of situational factors on free time, representing
variation and change in hours available for free-time activities.
In 1995, women in the older age bracket spent 1.67 hours more on free-time activities
than their younger peers. This effect being partial-i.e., not mediated through the work do-
mains-the variation will also affect the personal-needs item, on which they are seen to spend
less time for that year (ceteris paribus). Age did not differentiate women's free time in 1975~80,
or men's in either year (ceteris paribus).
Only in 1975I80, a youngest over twelve indicated shorter parental free time, the differ-
ence being - 4.67 (this single factor also differentiating personal needs). A youngest child in an-
other bracket did not affect free time directly. This effect being absent in 1995, it contributed to
a convergence, rather than divergence, by child-related factors of free time.
In the initial model, number ofchildren in the householrl did not produce a significant di-
rect effect on free time, for which reason it had to be deleted from our final model.
Only for 1975~80, a higher educational level predicted men to spend more free time (ce-
teris paribus). The two higher educational categories both spent 4.10 hours more on leisure ac-
tivities ( at the expense of `personal needs') than their reference group ( the lower educated for
that year).
For 1975I80 only, domestic help predicted men to spend 4.26 hours per week less on free
time in favour of time for personal needs (ceteris paribus). For the other sub-groups, `domestic
help' was not a significant factor differentiating free time.
City size was not shown to influence time allocation in any sub-group. Therefore, this
factor was removed from the final analysis. The same applies to type ofdwelling.
Spousal hours affected women's free time in ]995 negatively, i.e., women having a hus-
band who worked longer hours spent less free time themselves. In 1975~80, the effect was posi-
tive, like in the two male samples. These groups had more free time as their spouses worked
longer hours.
In conclusion, the standardised partial effects on free time of situational factors, as pre-
sented in Table 1.3 of Appendix VI, show paid and unpaid work as the most important factors
to explain free time of both genders. Strikingly, women's paid-work hours gained importance
over unpaid work in explaining women's free time. Also spousal rnarket hours were of direct
importance for both gender groups. Although fewer in number, the factors differentiating men's
free time in 1995 explained more of the variation than those with significant correlation in
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1975~80. The scarcer free-time hours in 1995 may not allow as much variation as in 1975180
(see standard deviation in Chapter 5). In both years, the factors entered in the model explained
more of the variance in men's free-time hours than in women's.
Table 6.9 Unstandardised partialeffects onfree tin:e (hrs. per weehl, in the reduced restricted
nrodelfor tlre total sample hv situational jactors, gender arrd}~em-
Women Women Men Men
1995, N-612 I975~80, N-855 1995, N-438 I975~80, N-493














79.92" 79.92" 79.92" 79.92'k
-0.66~" -0.76" -0.66" -0.66"
-0.66" -0.76"' -0.75" -0.75"
-0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32
-0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32
-0.32 -4.67" -032 -4.67"
t 1.67' 0.00 0.00 0.00
t0.89 t0.89 t0.89 t4.10'"
t0.89 t0.89 }0.89 t4.10"
t0.73 }0.73 t0.73 -4.26'
-0.09" t0.05' }0.06~` t0.05'
0.37 0.44 0.48 0.47
C-FT-intercept value in the free-time equations; PW-~FT- partial effect of paid work on free time; UW'-~FT-
partial effect of unpaid work on free time; Age- respondent age (dummy, 0-age 25-34; 1- aged 35~4): Ch1-
youngest child aged 0-5 (dummy, 1-yes); Ch2 - youngest child aged 6-12 (dummy, 1- yes); Ch3 - youngest
child aged over 12 ( dummy, 1- yes); Nrch - number of children in the household ( range 0~1); Edm - middle-
highly educated ( durnmy, 1-yes); Edh-highly educated (dummy, 1- yes); Help - domestic help (dummy, 1-
yes); Cíty - city size ( ascending, range 1-5); Dwel - type of dwelling ( ascending, range 1-4); Spou - spousal
weekly market hours
Model fit: chi'` -131.00; df-120; p-0.23; N- number of respondents of total research sample after listwise deletion.
Based on Multiple Group Comparison in AMOS; When an equality constraint imposed on the model did not affect
the overall model fit significantly, equal parameter values were estimated. Effects are statistically significant at a-
So~o level ( two-tailed) if T-value ~~~- 1.96 (k) ; at a - lo~o level ( two-tailed) if T-value ~~ ~- 2.58 (").
Data sources: TUS, 1975, 1980,1995
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Total effects on free time
Table 6.10 Uiistartdardisedtotal effects on x~eekly~ free time 1)v sitaational factors, in the
















Women ivomen Men Men
I 99.5 I 975~80 1 995 I 97.í~80
Total effect Total effect Total efTect Total effect
-0.36 -0.32 -0.38 -0.38
-0.66 -0.76 -0.75 -0.75
t0.42 -1.23 -7.17 -3.27
t6.46 t1.01 -4.61 -0.28
f6.88 -3.34 -4.61 -4.62
-0.05 t0.S5 t0.54 ~O.S4
-1.74 -1.00 -0.73 t0.73
t1.25 -1.45 -0.41 t2.80
-0.85 t 1.45 -0.41 t2.80
-1.08 -0.87 -1.19 -6.18
-0.07 -0.06 t0.32 t0.32
-0.65 -0.75 -0.74 -0.74
-0.09 ~0.01 f0.06 tO.OS
PW-~FT- total effect of paid work on free time; CJW-~FT- total effect of unpaid work on free time Age-
respondent age (dummy, 0-age 25-34; 1- aged 35~4): Ch1- youngest child aged 0-S (dummy, 1-yes); Ch2-
youngest child aged 6-12 (dummy, 1- yes); Ch3 - youngest child aged over 12 (dummy, 1- yes); Nrch -
number of children in the household (range 0-4); Edm - middle-highly educated (dummy. 1-yes); Edh-highly
educated (dummy, 1- yes); Help - domestic help (dummy, 1- yes); City - ciry size (ascending, range 1-S); Dwel
- type of dwelling (ascending, range 1~3); Spou - spousal weekly market hours
Based on Multiple Group Comparison in AMOS
Data sources: TUS, 1975, 198Q 1995
In Chapter 5, we found, on the average, free time to be `squeezed' for both gender groups.
Above, we found the partial effect on free time of women's paid work to have gained in relative
importance over time allocated to the unpaid-work domain. In Section 6.3, we saw that free
time assumed greater flexibility, with unpaid work becoming somewhat less flexible, which
means that women's free time became more vulnerable to demands from the paid and unpaid-
work spheres. In the present section, we are interested in how the exogenous factors entered in
the model, ultimately, cause the respondent's free time to be more `squeezed' than that of their
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peers. This invites a diachronic perspective, that is, a comparison across years. The focus is on
unstandardised total effects of the exogenous factors in our final model (direct plus indirect ef-
fects, the latter referring to a path running through other time domains). AMOS does not allow
testing whether the total effects are significant, and whether the effects differ significantly
across groups. In the present section, the total estimates in Table 6.10 will be discussed on the
basis of face-value difference and change. In order to present the complete picture, the total
effects of paid work and unpaid work on free time are presented. These trade-offs, however,
were already discussed in Section 6.3.
In 1995, women having a child, of anv age, in the end, had more free time than their
childless peers (ceteris paribus). In 1975I80, mothers of children under five and over twelve had
less free time than childless women and women with children going to primary school (ceteris
paribus). In comparison with childless men, fathers' free time became increasingly `threatened'
in the period under study, especially when the youngest child was under five.
[n 1995, women's 35-44 age bracket spent slightly less time in the free-time domain,
whereas they used to spend half an hour more on leisure in 1975~80 (ceteris paribus). The total
effect in 1995 may be assumed not to be significant. The younger age bracket's time was not
more squeezed than the older group. The older age bracket in both male sub-samples spent half
an hour more free time than the younger bracket. Therefore, the age factor did not contribute to
any convergence or divergence in men's free-time hours.
Women's free time was shown to be increasingly distributed along the line of nwnber of
children in the household. Women having more children spent increasingly less personal free
time (ceteris parib:es). In both years, men having more children in the household spent 0.73
hours more free time than their childless peers.
In 1975~80, higher educated women allocated 1.45 hours more to free time than their
lower educated peers (ceteris paribus). In 1995, women in the highest educational category
were shown to have less free time than their lower educated peers. More strikingly, however,
the middle category spent more free time in 1995 than the lower and highest educational levels.
This was probably due to their moderate market-orientation in applying housework time-saving
strategies. For 1975I80, higher educational levels were an indication of inen allocating more
free time. In 1995, this was reversed, the two higher educational categories having less free time
than the lower ones (ceteris paribus).
The domestic help factor increasingly implied women's free-time hours to be relatively
scarce (ceteris paribus). Having domestic help also was an indicator of inen having little free
time (ceteris paribus). Over the research period, however, its differentiating effect diminished.
The total effect on free time of type of dwelling declined (ceteris paribus). For men, no
change was found.
Spousal hours indicated a relative `scarcity' in women's free time in 1995, whereas they
indicated a relative `plenty' in 1975~80 (ceteris paribus). The total effect of spousal hours on
men's free time changed only slightly. In both years, longer spousal hours were an indication
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for men to have more free time (ceteris paribtis). This may refer to a free-time-oriented lifestyle
of inen having a spouse with longer market hours. For both genders, however, free time di-
verged along the lines of spousal hours.
6.5 CoKCt.usion
In this final section, the test results as found and systematically dealt with elsewhere in this
chapter and in Chapter 5 are integrated and evaluated. It will be considered how they combine
to either confinn or disconfirm the detailed Hypotheses (I-VI) as derived in Section 3.4. The
contents of, and the relationships among the detailed and broad hypotheses, are shown in Table
3.2 below, which for ease of reference is repeated here.
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Table 3.2 Detailed lr.tipotheses descrihing six aspects oftlre shift in the [ime-allocation balance
for Dutch women and men aged 24-44 over theperiod 1975-9J (with broad










contribute to an on average
comparatively lower labour-
market contribution of women,
and let them develop a time res-
ervoir to draw on for more non-
market activities, so that, on the
average, variations in their mar-
ket work impact more strongly
on unpaid work than is the case
for men, whose relatively
scarcer free time is more af-





contribute, on the average, to
less paid and more unpaid
work for women as there are
more or younger children in the
household, the use of time-
saving strategies reversing
these trends; men, by contrast,
generally adhere to standard
working hours regardless of
their household characteristics,
butincrease average unpaid





Late modem work-family rules
contributeto both genders' work-
load, on the average, being in-
creased, and free time and time for
personal needs squeezed; both gen-
ders' paid work is on average in-
creased, women's unpaid work de-
creased, and men's increased;
women's free time becomes more
vulnerable to demands from the
market, and men's to demands both
from the market and unpaid work.
New work-family identity
hypothesis (V)
Late modem work-family mles
contribute to diversification of av-
erage time-use patterns (cereris
paribus): higher education of
women, private-sector employment,
high-level work, and lower spousal
market hours become predictors for
more labour-market hours; parent-
ing on average increases men's
housework; time-saving strategies
help younger women and men trade
ít for paid work, as urban living on





Late modern work-family rules
contribute to an incipient clo-
sure of the gender gap in aver-
age time allocation, women's
'time reservoir' being depleted,
which causes their trade-off
behaviour across time domains
increasingly to resemble men's.
New stratification
hypothesis (~'I)
Late modern work-family po-
sitions contribute to a novel
stratification in time-use be-
haviour, this occurring along
the lines of situational factors,
such as educational level, par-
enting, spousal market hours,
level ofjob, and private vs.
civil employment (ceterispari-
htes).
., As a result of the new rules and relations of control over time which developed in the course of de-tradi-
ó,~ tionalisation, a dual trend arose, viz., (1) a convergence of time-use pattems between genders, (2) a di-
~~~ vergence within genders along the lines of work-family positions, the two trends having ( 3) the com-
z bined effect of a time squeeze.
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~~ omen's time-reservoir hypothesis (I)
The findings of Chapters 5 and 6 do not disconfirm this hypothesis. Gender was found to be a
permanent factor in the Dutch post-war time-use balance, i.e., in both years, women's time-allo-
cation pattems varied from men's. Over the whole research period 1975-95, men, on the aver-
age, spent more time at paid work than women. In both years, women on the average performed
more unpaid work, had more free time, and spent more time on personal needs than men. It was
also found that-through its comparative plenty-women's time for unpaid work was more
compressible or flexible than men's ín response to increasing demands from the waged-work
domain. In the final analysis, men's free time was more affected by variations in paid and un-
paid work than women's. It can be concluded that the operation of time-allocation rules,
throughout the research period, affected time-allocation behaviour such that women had a reser-
voir of non-market time at their disposal relative to men. Women's unpaid work was addressed
first when entering the labour market, rather than free time.
The new work-ethic hypothesis (lI)
This hypothesis was not disconfirmed by the findings in Chapters 5 and 6. With respect to the
temporal change in time-allocation behaviour of the genders, it was shown that-despite the de-
cline in men's average formal working hours-paid work of both women and men was on the
increase, both in terms of net market hours and total market-related hours. A greater variation in
women's market hours was found. In contrast, there was none in men's market-hours. Further-
more, in line with expectations, women's average unpaid work declined, whereas average hours
for men rose. Since both women's and men's average free time and time for personal needs de-
clined, the decrease in women's unpaid work obviously did not compensate the íncrease in their
paid work. The increasing total workload on individuals and-given the growth in total house-
hold's market hours~n households means that a Dcach version of time squeeze can be spoken
of This is the more so as-by contrast to the role specialisation under the traditional arrange-
ment~emands from the domestic sphere are no longer solely women's, nor paid work solely
men's responsibility, but, in reflexive modernity, the locus of demands is spreading. Women's
and men's time use is increasingly governed by their new `multiple' identity. Due to women's
higher labour-market participation, the `time reservoir' has shrunk, apparently taking part of the
flexibility out of the unpaid work. Moreover, the findings show the genders' free time not only
to become increasinglv vubierable to demands from the paid work, but also from the unpaid-
work domain, or, the free time ofboth genders is at a greater risk.
The transitions in time-allocation behaviour are in line with the emergence of new work-
family rules marked by self-reflexiveness and self-determination and tending to develop a bias
towards longer work hours. Although time squeeze on the societal level is often viewed as re-
sulting from a growing multiple role coríflict or role overload, ~Z the present study shows that
''` Knulst á V an Beek 1990; SCP 1996
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the decline in free time (and time for personal needs) cannot be attributed solely to the growing
number of people combining paid arrd ~urpaid work. With respect to paid work, demands from
the paid-work domain itself have augmented, both for women and men.
The closing gender-gap hypothesis (III)
The findings in Chapters 5 and 6 do not disconfirm this hypothesis. Women's and men's new
'multiple' work-family identity was found to contribute to an intergender convergence with re-
spect to paid and unpaid work, but no support was found for a similar convergence with respect
to free time and personal needs. With women increasingly continuing in their jobs on man-iage
and childbirth, women's `time reservoir' was also found to become depleted, causing their
trade-off across time domains increasingly to resemble men's, whose trade-off behaviour re-
mained unchanged. Women's unpaid work `reservoir' became less flexible: an extra hour spent
in the market was less readily made up for by housework, and, consequently, like in the male
case, came increasingly at the expense of free time or time for personal needs. Also in this re-
spect women's time-use behaviour has started to resemble men's. In 1995, extra time spent on
unpaid work affected women's free time less than men's, which implies that women in that year
traded more time from the personal needs domain for extra unpaid work than in 1975~80. In this
respect, women's trade-off behaviour did not increasingly resembled men's.
In conclusion, with respect to part (1) of the dual trend subsumed in the broad hypothesis
(convergence of time-use patterns between genders), three things can be concluded. First, gen-
der remained a major factor in time allocation in the period under review (Women's time-reser-
voir hypothesis (I)). Second, its relative effect was seen to declíne, causing paid and unpaid
work and trade-off behaviour for the genders to converge (Closing gender-gap hypothesis (III)).
Third, this new time-allocation balance was due to the greater significance of work, both paid
and unpaid (New work-ethic hypothesis (II)). It can be added that this undeniably goes at the
expense of free time (and time for personal needs) of both genders ( time-squeeze).
The time squeeze affected some situational categories more than others. In discussing the
following three hypotheses, together constituting the second part of the dual trend comprised in
the broad hypothesis, the attention is directed at situationalfactors responsible for the intragen-
der divergence in time-use patterns. They represent work-family positions, from which derive
the rules governing time-allocation behaviour.
As should be remembered, Hypotheses IV and V, on the basis of the theory, decompose
the diverging intragender trend of the broad hypothesis (detailed in Hypothesis V[) into two
types of features. These are, on the one hand, traditional features, or features observable
throughout the research period, i.e., significant both in 1975 and 1995. (These constitute the
stable component of the time-use balance detailed in Hypothesis IV). On the other hand, there
are the innovative, or late modern features, inasmuch as their presence, or absence relative to
1975, is unique to 1995. (These constitute the component of change in the time-use balance de-
tailed in Hypothesis V.) They combine, of course, to form the aforesaid intragender divergent
trend of the period (whose features are detailed in Hypothesis VI).
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The traditional work-family identity hypothesis (IV)
The findings of the present chapter do not disconfirm this hypothesis. Throughout the research
period, traditional work-family rules relating to the situational factors comprising number of
children in the household, age of the youngest child in the household, and use of domestic help,
proved operative in women's paid-work balance. Age of the youngest child, number of chil-
dren, educational level, domestic help, type of dwelling, and spousal hours differentiated
women's unpaid work throughout the research period, and, hence, contributed to the stable
component in women's unpaid-work balance. No direct effects on women's free time were hy-
pothesised. However, based on total effects, throughout the period of 1975-95, age of the
youngest child, number of children, educational level, type of dwelling and spousal hours af-
fected women's free time significantly. These factors contributed to the stable part in women's
free-time balance.
No factor was expected to differentiate men's paid work throughout the period. Although
not listed under the heading of traditional-work-family rules, type of employer, educational
level, number of children in the household, domestic help, city size and spousal market hours
were shown to contribute to the stable part in men's paid-work balance. In line with expecta-
tions, however, the percentage variance these situational factors could explain in both years was
only low, signifying the weakness of their effects. Based on total effects, it can be concluded
that age of the youngest child (fatherhood), domestic help, type of dwelling and spousal hours
affected men's unpaid-work hours significantly throughout the research period. These factors
can be viewed to be the stable component in men's unpaid-work balance. Also based on total
effects, age of the youngest, type of dwelling and spousal hours form part of this stable compo-
nent.
In the above, traditiatalfactors in time allocation were shown to continue through 1995.
However, especially for women, conditions for time allocation have altered. 13 Below, the fur-
ther differentiation resulting from new situational factors that have arisen in the development
towards reflexive modemity will be discussed.
The new work-family identity hypothesis (V)
The findings of the present chapter, generally, do not disconfimi this hypothesis. Yet not all
parts of the hypothesis find corroboration on the basis of behavioural change. In the following,
we will consider which parts do, and which depend on demographic change, i.e., change in the
gender groups' composition, as may result from the adoption of time-use strategies.
New differentiating factors in women's time-allocation balance were `spousal hours' (on
paid work and free time) and `age of the respondent' (on unpaid work and free time). In line
with expectations, `spousal hours' became a new differentiating factor in women's paid work,




enabling sense (spouses limiting their own hours). A higher educational level was not a rrew dif-
ferentiating factor for women's market hours.
Women's new work-family identity, though, does not only become manifest in behav-
ioural change (e.g., higher educational levels putting in more hours) but also in their very attain-
ment of these levels as reFlected in the demographic change. Therefore, also the rise in educa-
tional level contributed to their new time-allocation pattems. Similarly, the growing number of
women having domestic help, postponing, or abstaining from, parenting, or having smaller
families over the research period contributed to women's changed paid-work balance.
In 1995, women's age was a new factor pushing up housework. This difference being
controlled for other situational factors, younger women apparently adopted new, more relaxed
rules concerning housework. Contrary to expectations, working in the private sector or in higher
occupations were no new factors in mazket work. Given the intenelations across the time do-
mains, compositional changes as referred to above are likely to affect women's unpaid-work
and free-time balances as well.
No new factors were observed affecting men 's paid-work balarrce. Contrary to expecta-
tions, also in 1975~80 men's spousal hours differentiated men's market hours. However, men's
risen educational levels, the greater number of them having domestic help, their higher spousal
hours and the growing proportion in private employment can be assumed to reflect new work-
family rules and identities. Besides behavioural change, these compositional changes contrib-
uted to higher average market hours. Given the interrelations across time domains, the composi-
tional changes as refened to above are likely to affect men's unpaid work and free-time bal-
ances as well.
A new differentiating factor in men's unpaid-work balance was `an over-five in the
household'. In 1975~80 only the youngest child being under five made men do more housework
than their peers; in 1995, this held good for any age.
In 1995, the factors affecting men's free-time balance directly were less varied; the pres-
sures of paid and unpaid work in late modernity might well leave less room for differentiation
in men's free time and time for personal needs.
The new stratification hypothesis (VI)
This hypothesis was not disconfirmed by the findings of the present chapter. In 1995, situational
factors represent either traditional or new time-allocation rules.
In both yeazs, work-family rules related to motherhood, age of the youngest child to
caze for, number of children, educational level and the use of domestic help differentiate
women's allocation to the market. Over the research period, developments in work-family-
rules contributed to widening the difference in paid work by motherhood and age of the
youngest child. The gap caused by an extra child in the household did not widen. Women's
market hours also diverged along the ]ines of educational level, higher educated women be-
ing seen to raise their labour-market hours more than other educational categories. The dif-
ference by domestic help did not vary over time. Spousal hours became a new factor differ-
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entiating women's waged hours. Hence, women's new work-family identities showed a
novel stratification in women's paid-work balance, tunning along the lines of motherhood,
age of the youngest child in the household, number of children, educational level and the use
of domestic help and spousal hours. Motherhood, the age of the youngest, educational level
and husband's hours appear to play an increasing role in women's paid work stratification. In
Table 6.11 the shift in the stratification of the women's paid-work balance is displayed. It is
shown which situational factors contributed to both the traditional and the new intragender
variation in women's time-use pattems, and which entered the new balance or disappeared
from it. The combined trend describes whether the intragender gap diverged or converged by
the particular factors.
Tcible 6.11 Sl:ift in stratificcrtion of tl~omen 's paicl-work balance over I975-95 hti~ sittratronal
factors describing x~ork jamrh~ positrons. The positii~e or negcrtive sign refers to
direction of total erfect on puicl tti~ork (ceterrs pcrribus).
Stable jactors Clrarrgedfactors Conrbined trend
Motherhood (-) Di~ergence, by
Younger child (-) Motherhood
Extra child (-) Longer spousal market hrs (9g -) Age of youngest
Higher education (~ ) Education
Domestic help (~) Spousal market hrs
In both years, work-family rules relating to motherhood, age of the youngest child, num-
ber of children, educational level, type of dwelling and spousal hours differentiated women's
unpaid working hours. The disparity in housework of mothers versus childless women, and by
age and number of children grew. Also age of the respondent became a more differentiating
factor, as illustrated by the adoption of housework-saving strategies by younger women. A
stronger stratification by educational levels emerged. Especially higher educated women in-
creasingly allocated less time to housework than the lower levels. Women's unpaid work be-
came less stratified by domestic help. Spousal hours indicated a stronger stratification in
women's unpaid work. In conclusion, a novel stratification in u~ornerr's iotpnicl-tvork bala~ce
emerged along the lines of motherhood, age of the youngest child, number of children, educa-
tional level, type of dwelling, spousal hours, and age of the respondent. Motherhood, nge of the
youngest child, number of children, uge of the respondent, educutionul let.el and spousal hours
play an increasingly important role in women's unpaid work stratification, whereas the domestic
help factor plays a diminishing role. In Table 6.12, the shift towards the new balance in
women's unpaid work is displayed.
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Table 6J2 Shift in strutification of tt~onren's rurpaid-trork balance over 1975-95 hr sitnational
factors describing tt~orkfarnilv positions. Plns or rninns refers to clirection of total
effect on rurpaid w~ork (ceteris paribns).
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Larger dwelling (f)
Education level




In both years, work-family rules relating to motherhood, age of children, number of chil-
dren, educational level, domestic help, type of dwelling and spousal hours differentiated
women's free-time hours. In contrast to the earlier period, having a child in 1995 gave women,
in the final account, nrore free time than childless peers, especially when the youngest child was
over five. Also in contrast to 1975, women with their youngest over twelve had more free time
in 1995 than their peers. In both years, however, the more extra children the less free time
women had. Strikingly, in 1975I80, women with higher educational levels had more free time
than their lower educated peers. In 1995, this stratification pattem changed such that the highest
educational bracket had the lowest free-time hours, followed by the lower educated, and, fi-
nally, by the middle group. Although domestic help indicated less free time for women of both
years, the gap widened in 1995. Whilst longer spousal hours in 1975I80 indicated more free
time for women, the situation was reversed in 1995. Women's free time diminished as their
spouses had longer market hours. Hence, a new stratification in tt~onren 's free-tin:e bcrlance run-
ning along the lines of motherhood, age of the youngest child, number of children, educational
level, domestic help, type of dwelling and spousal hours. Over the research period the role of
n:otherhood, age of the yonngest child, educational level and sporrsa! hours in women's free
time stratification was reversed. The role of the don:estic Irelp factor grew over time. In Table
6.13, the shift towards women's new free-time balance is shown.
In both years, work-family rules reflected by factors such as number of children in the
household, educational level, domestic help, `city size', spousal hours, and employer type dif-
ferentiated men's market hours.
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Table 6.13 Sltift in stratifrcation ofwomen 'sfree-time balance over 1975-1995 along lines of
situational factors describing work family positions. Plus or minus refers to
direction of total effect onfree time (ceteris paribus).
Stable factors Clianged factors Combined trend
Motherhood (75~80 -; 95t)
Reversal of divergence by
Motherhood




Middle high education ( t) Reversal of convergence by
Highest education ( 75~80f; 95-)
Education ,
Domestic helP (-) Divergence, by
Larger dwelling (-)
tio. of children
Longer spousal hrs. (75~80f; 9~-)
Domestic help
No new situational factors were found to differentiate men's paid work The gap between
situational categories did not widen. It can be concluded therefore, tha[ no change in men 's
paid-work balance was found. The traditional stratification equals the new one running along
the lines of number of children, educational level, domestic help, city size, spousal hours, and
employer type (see Table 6.14).
Table 6.14 Shift in stratiftcation in men 's paid-work balance for Dutch men aged 24-44 over
1975-95 by situational factors describing work familti~ positions. Plus or minus
refers to direction of total effect on paid work (ceteris paribus).




No change in stratification
Lazger city (-)
Longer spousal hrs (-)
Private employment (})
In both years, work-family rules indicated by fatherhood, age of the youngest child, do-
mestic help, type of dwelling and spousal hours differentiated men's unpaid work. The division
between fathers' housework and that of childless men increased. That by age of the youngest
child did not change however. Also the gap induced by other situational factors did not widen.
Hence, a new stratification in mera's urtpaid-work balance emerged along the lines of father-
hood, age of the youngest child, domestic help, type of dwelling, and spousal hours. The role of
fatherhood in men's unpaid work stratification grew over time. In Table 6.15 below, the shift
towards the new stratification in men's unpaid-work balance is displayed.
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Table 6.15 Shift in stratification in ntert 's unpaid-work balancefor Dutch men aged 24-44 over
1975-1995 bv situational jactors describing workfan:ilv positions. Plus or minus
refers to direction oftotal effect on unpaid work (ceteris parihus).





Youngest ~5 (95 } ) Fatherhood
Larger dwelling (t)
Longer spousal hrs (t)
In both years, work-family rules relating to fatherhood, age of the youngest child, help in
the household, type of dwelling and spousal hours differentiated men's free time. In 1975I80,
higher educated men spent more free time than their peers. The gap between fathers and child-
less men increased over time. The difference by age of the youngest child remained more or less
the same. The variation by domestic help (decrease for men with domestic help) declined over
time. Men whose spouses put in longer market hours had more free time in 1995 than in
1975180. The gap induced by the other factors remained the same. Over the research period a
new stratification emerged in men's jree-tirne balance running along the lines of fatherhood,
age of the youngest child, domestic help, type of dwelling and spousal hours. The role offa-
therhood and spousal hours became increasingly important in men's free time stratification.
The role of domestic help declined. The role of eclucationa! level disappeared. Table 6.16 shows
the shift towards the new stratification in men's írce time.
Table 6.16 Shift in stratiftcation in men 's free-tin:e balancefor Dutch men nged 24-44 over
1975-95 by situational factors describing workfamilv positions. Phrs or minus
refers to directior: oftotal effect on free time (ceteris paribus).
Stable factors Changedfactors Combiired trerrd
Divergence,by
Fatherhood (-) Fatherhood
Youngest ~5 (-) Spousal hrs
Domestic help (-) Higher education (75~80 t) Convergence, by
Larger dwelling (-) Domestic help
Longer spousal hrs. (}) Closure of divide, by
Education
Summarising the present section, it can be concluded that the hypotheses subsumed in the
broad hypothesis are not disconfirmed by the data. All test implications of the detailed hypothe-
ses being shared by the broad hypothesis, it may be concluded that the broad hypothesis is not




Hox~ has:from the 1995 petspective- the traditior:al balance in time-allocation behaviour
been shifted by uny progress in the de-traditio~talisation of relations of control in the Dutch !a-
bour n:arket andprivate households since {975, and how is this reflected in any time syueeze?
This was my research question. What answer was found in the course of this study? In
this final chapter I will review the research performed, discussing its various parts and issues as
they are summarized. The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 7.2, the contribution to the
field will be discussed. Section 7.3 considers the most important results and conclusions. Sec-
tion 7.4 through 7.8 will offer some conclusive considerations on the time-allocation model,
data and method used in this study, the promise of the leisure society, the globalisation of time
squeeze and the future of time squeeze and time-use stratification.
7.2 CONTRIBUTION TOTHE FIELD
This study may be the first to offer a comprehensive time-allocation model that is simultane-
ously tested across two time planes, for the genders separately, on bodies of empirical evidence
which derive from prestigious surveys periodically organized along the same consistent lines.
To this end the bi-planar cross-sectional approach is effectively turned into one that is dynamic
at least in its interpretation and can account for a`shifting time-use balance.' Based on the de-
traditionalisation concept, the overall trends shown by our data over the research period can be
conceived ofas fotmed by nvo components: a traditional one, representing system inertia, or the
features inherited from the past, and a late modern one, representing system innovation. This
made it possible for two types of features to be distinguished in our data, viz., those held to be
present throughout the research period, i.e., significant both in 1975 and 1995 (traditional com-
ponent), and those significant in 1995 only, representing temporal change. ~ This approach is
different from a diachronic comparison of conclusions from one data set with those drawn from
an earlier one or from literature. One value of the present approach is that it extends the useful-
ness of secondary data in dynamic frameworks.
It thus presents a diachronic view of late-modern time-use behaviour ofvital groups in the
Dutch population that is sharp in detail for a broad array of situational factors and gendered
features at a time. Thus it can offer a detailed focus on the problems of the gendered arrange-
~ It could be argued that the component of change would also have to take account of significant factors
constituting the 1975 complement of the traditional component, i.e., the features unique to 1975, which-
through their absence from 1995~ffect a change. I have occasionally pointed out such factors, but not
hypothesised any, since their effects must remain speculative.
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ment of time, along with a reasoned description of the way they relate to the general time-allo-
cation background.
It uses insights and concepts ofGiddens' modernisation theory to propose a new perspec-
tive on how developments in traditional, often gendered, work-family positions in the Nether-
lands relate to tíme pressure. While borrowing basic concepts from Giddens' writings, the
framework is highly integrative. It draws on Mommaas and Karsten for a perspective on time
allocation that is basically govemed by rules and relations of control depending on work-family
position.
The present study sought to integrate diverse literatures on labour-market developments,
gender-related change, cultural shifts in rules and relations of control in the labour market and
household spheres, and trends in individual time-use behaviour into a comprehensive n:oderni-
sationfrarnework. It included an extension of Schor's theorem of the work-and-spend cycle into
a Dutch 'household ' versiai of it, which can be so named, first, because, unlike its U.S. model,
it does not relate to individuals but to private households, and, second, because it is not re-
stricted to the labour-market but, again, includes typically Dutch family household develop-
ments. It was further used to detail a broad hypothesis into six closely related hypotheses in the
Dutch time-spatial context. For a number of its elements these hypotheses built on Schor's well-
known analysis of time squeeze for the U.S.
A hypothesis could thus be proposed, operationalised and tested with respect to a Dutch
[ime-squeeze trend for an important group of Dutch women and men, along with a number of
other hypotheses describing interrelated incipient trends of a decline of the gender gap and of
new additional lines of social stratification in time use, with modemisation as a common source
of change. The relative trends can readily be re-tested on future data sets as these become avail-
able, and parts of the model can be re6ned by qualitative research as the need and opportunities
arise. The present study establishes the foundation for such updates and extensions.
This research may offer suitable new input in the debate on modemisation as compared to
Americanisation, and may stimulate discussion on the social organisation of time within and
outside the Netherlands. It is shown that a phenomenon like time-squeeze as Schor found and
described for the U.S. does not simply translate, in a one-to-one correspondence of its causes or
effects, into a Dutch one. Yet the fact that it, in a typically Dutch version, does occur would
make it fair to presume that the local factors on both sides of the Ocean share a common causal-
ity, whatever its name: modemisation, de-traditionalisation, globalisation, Americanisation.
Asked in an interview whether globalisation was not really a euphemism for Americanisation,
Francis Fukuyama once answered: "I think that it is." 2 Many may feel the question is not that
straighiforward, but at any rate the insights this study may offer might be some contribution to
the debate.
Z Merrill Lynch Forum 1999, 3
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i.3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Overall picture
What does the new time-allocation balance look like? What changes have occurred between
1975 and 1995, the period covered by the present study? The late 70s and early 80s were still
marked by a tightly structured, hierarchical, and male dominated workplace. Men were mostly
the sole breadwinners, with women relegated to domestic roles. Gender bias was written down
in paternalistic legislation, with mothers effectively excluded from market work. Yet the sharp
edges were wearing off, although comparative wage justice remained a far cry and most house-
work and childcare fell on women, even if they found an outside job.
The years that intervened gradually saw a new time-use culture emerge. Women devel-
oped a new market attitude, based on a new identity and higher skills. Generally, female wages
were no longer merely thought ofas supplementing male income. In the early phase of the `Pol-
der Model,' wage freezes and a`new consumerism' spurred households to gain a dual income.
Employers began to offer convenient schedules towards role combining. Many younger career
women insisted on their spouses taking their share in unpaid work. More males were placing a
higher value on an affective relationship with their children and were prepared to sacrifice part
of their leisure for it. Despite of this, much of the inequitable division of work between the gen-
ders remained.
This shift may become visible from a small choice of facts deriving from the present
study. They concem 25-~4 year old employed or homemaking Dutch women and men from
two-adult households, who form the population of the research here reported. It should be re-
membered that the averages (expressed in weekly hours) that follow stand for groups of people
whose extremes may vary considerably.
Over the research period, labour-market involvement of households appears to have be-
come significantly greater, at the expense of housework, free time, personal care and sleep. The
total paid workload on households increased by 12-14 estimated hours. Over that period, tlie
hours women put into jobs tripled from well over 5 to more than 16, for which they sacrificed
over 6 hours of housework, some 2.5 hours of free time, and over 1.5 hours that used to go into
personal care and sleep. Men put in over 3.5 hours extra to their former average of around 41.
They increased housework by a similar amount-to about 17 hours, or, roughly, half the weekly
hours women assigned to it. Men's higher total paid and unpaid workload came at the expense
ofalmost 4 hours of free time, and over 2 hours of time for personal care and sleep. These aver-
ages suggest a`time squeeze' that has a tighter grip on men than on women. This may be true
only inasmuch as the averages mask a reality that is much more mixed for women-who have
come halfivay a process towards a full lifetime career. Those women who, on this way, have
progressed beyond the average may be feeling more of the `vulnerability' their non-market time
was developing, and no doubt has continued to develop at the time of writing. At any rate, there
has arisen a significantly greater market-work involvement of all categories, often at the ex-
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pense of free time and personal needs.
This is invariably true for men and women in general, but much more so for certain cate-
gories as, for instance, higher educated women, whose market time rose by 6 hours over that of
their peers. Similarly, women without children perfonn an additional 9-15 hours a week.
Women put in an extra 0.13 hours at market work for every hour their husband contributes less
than those of their peers. These predictors indicate the lines along which a new incipient stratifi-
cation within gender groups, and-to an extent-among households is being set up. Such strati-
fication becomes manifest also in the unpaid-work balance. Fatherhood accounts for all of the
average increment of over 4 hours to men's housework, childless men even doing well over 1
hour less (ceteris paribus). For women the picture is more complex. The disproportionate num-
ber of 44 weekly hours they assigned to housework in 1975 fell by an average of over 6 hours.
All women, irrespective of their situation, contributed to this decline, but more particularly
childless women, who traded in an extra 6 to 10 hours (if the peers we compare [hem with are
mothers with their youngest under 12). Likewise-all other things equal-the younger bracket,
25-35, reduced their housework by an extra 2 hours roughly, a similar decrease being shown by
the highest educated women. Also the free-time balance is differentiated along similar lines.
Childless women, for instance, traded in 5.5-15 extra hours of free time over peer mothers, the
time squeeze hitting them most. In the male case, conversely, it was fathers with their youngest
under 12 who sacrificed more, viz. an extra 4 hours.
Examples
The extremes, and seeming anomalies, of the time-use balance become perhaps better visible if
we add up some of these effects. Again the cases ( see Appendix V[I) stand for groups, and fig-
ures are group averages (1975~80 figures italicised in parentheses after those of 1995). Thus, on
the one hand (case 1), a young woman in the highest educational bracket with a husband in a
full-time job and no children, employing domestic help and occupying a large dwelling in an
urban area, would be estimated to spend a total of about 42 (18) hours on her job. Her house-
work would typically have gone down to 17 (33). Her free time would stand at 39 (45) hours.
This time-use pattem will leave 70 (72) weekly hours for personal needs. Her estimated
husband, 3 about her age, in the highest educational bracket, would spend 46 (45) hours on his
job. His housework would be up to around 15 (14). His free time would have been 42 (40) per
week, a typical increase for this category, which together with increased work hours goes at the
expense of sleep and personal care (64 (68)).
On the other hand (case 2), a young, lower educated woman, with a husband in a full-time
job and two children, the youngest under-five, with no domestic help, living in a flat in a rural
azea, would perform 8(2) paid hours. Her housework would be 47 (48) hours. Her free time 40
(44) hours and time for personal needs 74 (75). Typically, the average increase in labour-market
} Since the wife's labour-market hours are not the same in both years, the ceterisparibus condition is not met.
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time of her category went at the expense of housework, free time and personal needs. Her
husband, let's say, about her age, middle high educational level, would put in 47 (43) waged
hours. His unpaid hours would have been a little over 18 (14). His free time would have been
almost 37 (45) hours, and time for personal needs 67 (66). The considerable average loss of free
time of employed fathers typically goes into longer market work, housework (childcare) and
time for personal needs.
Now consider the effect of a newborn or an under-five on the first picture, that of the
higher educated household (case 3). The woman's paid work would drop to over half of her
former hours, or about 21 in 1995, against 9(down from 18) in 1975; the man's goes up to 47 in
1995, but would have declined slightly in 1975. The mother more than doubles her housework
to 42 (45), the father increases his to 22 (17). Free time of both spouses would díminish, but
while she sees hers reduced to 36 (42), his drops to 35 (38). Her time for personal needs will
decline to 69 (71). In both years, his time for personal needs will hardly be affected (64
(between 68 and 69)).
These cases can easily be multiplied for a variety of categories into a colourful tapestry of
changing time-use patterns. In fact, the reader can follow this up using the equations I have de-
veloped as part of the findings of the present research (Appendix VII). One contribution of this
study may have been to offer them in sharp (and demonstrated) detail, and as such they may be
very useful to the practical student of social trends and policy makers. Yet, my concern went
beyond revealing these patterns in their outward appeazance, but I want to demonstrate them to
be the contours (at the level of agency, or the `microlevel') of deep-rooted institutional change
(`macrolevel' trends). The interests of this study include the reverse side of the tapestry, with all
its knots and connecting threads.
Hypotheses
This research is about the significance of gendered features in the social organization of time. It
hypothesised that, as the gender gap in time allocation begins to close, other features depending
on a greater diversification of work-family positions (situational factors) are gaining impor-
tance, so that the first signs of new (additional) social divisions are coming into sight, running
along the lines of situational categories: motherhood, fatherhood, number and ages of children,
educational level, labour-market hours of the spouse, age, etc.
This broad hypothesis-as broken down into six detailed hypotheses-was not discon-
firmed by the data sets the way they were operationalised within the conceptual framework. Be-
fore commenting on the results obtained the detailed hypotheses are repeated below.
Women's time-reservoir hypothesis (I). Traditional work-family rules, contribute to an on
average comparatively lower labour-market contribution ofwomen, and let them develop a time
reservoir to draw on for more non-market activities, so that, on the average, variations in their
market work impact more strongly on unpaid work than is the case for men, whose relatively
scarcer free time is more affected by variations in paid and unpaid work.
New work-ethic hypothesis (It). Late modem work-family rules contribute to both gen-
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ders' workload, on the average, being increased, and free time and time for personal needs
squeezed; both genders' paid work is on average increased, women's unpaid work decreased,
and men's increased; women's free time becomes more vulnerable to demands from the market,
and men's to demands both from the market and unpaid work.
Closing gender-gap hypothesis (III) Late modem work-family rules contribute to an in-
cipient closure of the gender gap in average time allocation, women's `time reservoir' being de-
pleted, which causes their trade-off behaviour across time domains increasingly to resemble
men's.
Traditional workfamilv identity ht~pothesis (IV). Traditional work-family rules contribute,
on the average, to less paid and more unpaid work for women as there are more or younger
children in the household, the use of time-saving strategies reversing these trends; men, by con-
trast, generally adhere to standard working hours, regardless of their household characteristics,
but increase average unpaid work when parenting ( ceteris paribns).
New workfamily identity htipothesis ( V). Late modern work-family rules contribute to di-
versification of average time-use pattems ( ceteris paribus): higher education of women, private-
sector employment, high-level work, and lower spousal market hours become predictors for
more labour-market hours; parenting on average increases men's housework; time-saving
strategies help younger women and men trade ít for paid work, as does urban living in the case
ofwomen generally.
New stratification hipothesis (VI). Late modern work-family positions contribute to a
novel stratification in time-use behaviour, this occurring along the lines of situational factors,
such as educational level, parenting, spousal market hours, level of job, and private vs. civil
employment ( ceteris paribus).
The way the shifts described in the above hypotheses have worked out on the overall
time-use balance will be briefly discussed below.
Effects on time use
The present study showed that over the period 1975-95 a shift has occurred in time-use behav-
iour away from the traditional gendered balance, towards a new one, which is pattemed along
the lines of situational factors representing women's and men's work-family positions. This
shift may represent an average movement towards a more equitable distribution in women's and
men's paid and unpaid working hours. Generally however, it goes at the expense of both gen-
ders' free time and time for personal needs. Free time for either gender has become increasingly
more vulnerable to extra time spent on paid or unpaid work. This holds true in particular now
that new work-ethic values push up the individuals' total paid and unpaid work loads and the
total market hours performed by households. The new time-use patterns are indicative of a
Dutch version of the time-squeeze for the 90s.
Especially women's time use has increasingly become differentiated by situational fac-
tors. The new balance, or stratification, was as follows. The time women put in at paid jobs in-
creasingly depended on educational level, spousal hours and child-related factors (ceteris pari-
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bus). Women's unpaid work became more differentiated by child-related factors (ceteris pari-
bus). A new factor in their unpaid-work balance was age, the younger cohort being shown to
spend less time on unpaid work (ceteris paribus). Free time was squeezed for all women's cate-
gories, but less for mothers than their childless peers. Especially mothers of children in the
higher age brackets had relatively more free time (ceteris parihus). For men, given the fact that
average paid work increased for all categories, no new stratification by paid work was found.
Moreover, no extra pluralisation of inen's weekly market hours was found at all. Rather, all
men's labour-market behaviour appeared to be increasingly biased towards longer hours, de-
spite the fact that their normal weekly working hours had shortened. Unpaid work especially in-
creased for fathers. Men's unpaid work depended more and more on fatherhood, rather than on
the age of their youngest child in the household. As a consequence, fathers' free time was more
squeezed than that of their childless peers. Since personal needs and free time declined for both
genders to the same extent, women still had a larger non-market-work time reservoir.
The treatment I have given to a number of questions may have established the foundation
for future extensions to this research. They will in part be briefly addressed elsewhere in this
chapter. Some relate to the continuation of the trends that could be ascertained. Is it likely, for
instance, for the closing of the gender divide to continue? Will future motherhood still be at-
tended by a relatively large non-market `time buffer'? Will women's time reservoir in general
be further depleted? Will fathers continue to lose free time relative to other men? Will free time
be further squeezed, and what will be its future role in daily life? Much of this is of course hid-
den in the future, even though it is hoped that this research has offered the data and insights for
a few better informed guesses. I will revert to implications for additional research in the con-
tinuation of this chapter.
Research population
In order to test the six hypotheses, four sub-samples were analysed: women 1995 (N-651);
women 1975~1980 (N-1038); men 1995 (N-466); men 1975I1980 (N-534). The focus was on
women and men aged 25~4 in 1975 and 1995. Thus, effectively, tx~o generations were com-
pared; those born between 1930 and 'S0, and between 'S0 and `70. This was done not only for
the obvious reason of data availability, but also for the significance of this age group with re-
spect to the effects studied. Those bom after 1972-who under the 1990-Maatregel (`1990
Regulation')' are expected to provide for themselves in all conditions of life---could not be part
of this study. Yet, in the developments here discussed it is particularly their future that is at
stake: their access to free time and a sustainable time regimen. Nor were the unemployed, dis-
abled, self-employed, students, and retired within the scope of this research, as it would have
encumbered our model with too many different situations. Also in this discussion their position
' Under this enacmient, a number of provisions goveming the statutory dependence on income of spouses has
been abolished for those born after 1972.
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can only marginally be taken account of. Neither are those running a single-headed household,
be they singles or single parents, explicitly taken into account their numbers are increasing
dramatically and expected to grow even further. Factors ofgrowing importance also are ethnic-
ity and sexual orientation; given the time-use data employed, they could not be considered, in
spite of their significance to time allocation in the future.
7.4 THE TIME-ALLOCATION MODEL, DATA AND METHOD
Many studies concentrate on segments of time use (paid work, unpaid work, free time or per-
sonal needs), for which they base themselves either on formal working hours or recall question-
naires, rather than on actual time-use figures. Where gender is the main focal point, they tend to
study women only. The aim of this study rather was to look at the broader picture comparing im-
portant selections ofwomen and men against an overall time-use and societal background.
The model that was used comprised a system of three time-use equations. These were si-
multaneously tested across two time planes for the genders separately. Interpretation within a
dynamic framework relied on comparative analysis of two cross-sectional (static) data sets,
which meant that time use had to be modelled statically. Within the theoretical framework
linking up rules and relations of control to time-use behaviour, a conceptual time-allocation
model was developed describing the theoretical relationships across time domains. While in
day-to-day practice, rules and values interact across domains in unknown ways, a theoretical hi-
erarchy was imposed on the conceptual model. This hierarchy built on elements of the defini-
tíon of free time and the control concept. The workfnmily perspective chosen implies that free
time arises only after demands from the paid and unpaid-work domains have been fulfilled.
Since the latter was relatively more flexible, it was argued that (chosen) contractual market
hours determine unpaid work, rather than the other way about. This does not imply that actual
decisions on the number of labour-market hours are independent of demands from the other
domains, and remaining hours would subsequently be distributed over the three non-market
domains. Acknowledgedly, demands from the unpaid-work domain affect the choice for labour-
market hours, like commitments, whatever their nature, in the free-time domain may affect time
spent on housework. In fact, since people only have seven days of twenty-four hours in a week,
any choice for any activity in a particular domain will also affect possible time use in the others.
Nor does the modelled hierarchy of time domains represent the ranking of time-use preferences
or the order of choice. It was rather modelled in such a way as to reflect the fact that free time
by definition arises only after that rights and obligations from the work-family domains have
been exercised and discharged, respectively. Individual strategies addressed by the actor reveal
how these demands from the paid and unpaid-work domains are complied with.
Work-family positions were assumed the most important factors affecting the demands
from the paid and unpaid-work domain. By definition, work-family positions relate to particular
time-use rules. The way the `role-prescriptions' based on them are perceived, however, varies
among individuals and with time. The fact that the present study found time-use patterns to vary
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along the lines ofgender and situationalfactors supports the assumption that rules indeed relate
to work-family positions. The tests showing the overall model to fit the data significantly also
supports the theoretical relationships across time domains. In the course of modernisation, the
rules related to a particular work-family position were assumed to have changed in such a way
as to augment the freedom to decide for a particular work-family arrangement. The conditions
of late modernity even `require' people to use this freedom. This concerns questions of mar-
riage, parenthood, career, sharing work between spouses, between household and market, etc.
It was beyond the scope of this research to ascertain the rules themselves, other than as re-
flected in the averages and trends hypothesised, i.e., as the contours ofbehavioural trends estab-
lished at the systemic level. It does not, in and of itself, allow a detailed focus on the time-use
strategies addressed, or the process of negotiating time use in the work or family spheres. The
latter are issues of a more psychological nature that could not be addressed by the SCP time-use
data used in the present study. Using these secorrdarv time-use data, the shift in rules and strate-
gies could only be measured indirectly. The present study has established the foundation for
these problems to be looked at in more detail. On the basis ofmore specific data, quantitative or
qualitative research would permit elaborating and fine tuning the conceptual time-use model
towards analysing the relationships between rules, strategies, negotiation processes and time-
allocation behaviour. s
Testing of the hypotheses was conducted by operationalising the conceptual model on the
basis of a relevant data set. Although not ideal in all respects, using SCP diary-based time-use
studies (TUS) was preferred to the collection of new data, for several reasons. Measurement of
trends in actual time use requires accurate data collection of time use over a prolonged period.
The advantage of SCP TUS was in their scale, span and accuracy. The first TUS dated back to
1975 and totalled a relatively small number of respondents. The research period I had in mind
would have to run from 1980 onwards, roughly coinciding with the onset of the era marked by
Giddens as late modernity. For the purpose of this study it was no problem, therefore, to lump
the 1975 with the 1980 data. Information for this point in time could not have been collected as
accurately in a new survey. With the most recent survey in 1995, this supplied the two temporal
cross-sections required for a diachronic comparison of the time-use patterns of a particular se-
lection ofwomen and men aged 25-44.
The use of the SCP TUS did not allow testing shifts in time-allocation rules and strategies
directly. Evidence depicting the genders' average time-use behaviour in great statistical detail
was obtained, however, using Multiple Group Comparison and the option Means in AMOS.
The ]atter made it possible for three sources of change to be identified and analysed, i.e., demo-
graphic, autonomous, and behavioural change. The estimation of the operationalised time-use
model on the SCP TUS proved all three sources of change to contribute to the shift in time-use
patterns. Demographic change revealed such factors as a shift towards private employment
5 Cf Kluwer 1998
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(with the considerable impact it had on working hours), and the trend towards larger dwellings,
but also the inereased use of time-related strategies such as the use of domestic help, the pursuit
of educational attainment, postponement of the birth of the first child, etc. Autonomous change
proved that paid work had increased for all women and men, unpaid work declined for all cate-
gories of women, but in the male sample increased only for fathers (ceteris paribus). The de-
cline in free time largely resulted from changes in paid and unpaid work. Behavioural change
showed that some situational categories, such as higher educated women, spent more time on
paid work than their lower educated peers. Multiple Group Comparison had two other advan-
tages over separate analyses. First, it provided a test for the significance of any differences
found between the sub-samples. Second, if it was concluded that there were no differences be-
tween the groups, or if the group differences concemed only a few model parameters, Multiple
Group Analysis provided more efficient parameter estimates than either of the single group
models. The system ofregression equations also gave insight into how the increase in paid work
simultaneously affected time in the unpaid work and free-time domain and how this trade-off
behaviour changed over time. Unfortunately, the data were not collected at the household level.
As a consequence, only limited information was available with respect to time use ofhousehold
members. The use of the respondent estimates of spousal market hours, however, afforded the
insight that this factor was new to women's paid-work balance.
It should be noted that-besides the above advantages-there are also drawbacks attached
to the use of diary data. Some of these relate to the multi-dimensional character of the leisure
concept as discussed in Chapter 1. ~' In the present study, free time (one of the dimensions of the
leisure concept) was related to the concept of control, and was defined and measured as a`va-
cancy' or empty time module. Measuring the number of time slots devoted to free-time activi-
ties and comparing these over time was considered to provide an objective picture of the devel-
opment of free time. No doubt the quantity of free time must be regarded an important factor in
the access to leisure. ~ In Dumazedier's view, these free-time hours allow for relaxatiai (recov-
ery from fatigue), entertainment (relief from boredom) and personal dei~elopment (as a means
to relieve the individual of unsatisfactory work). Stanley Parker (1983) argued that the meaning
of free time depends on the meaning given to work. The understanding of free time, therefore, is
complex and may require more than time measurement. s One of the limitations of the SCP
TUS is that its pre-coded activity ]ist does not allow measuring the e.tperieuce, or perception of
time use. Detailed information, e.g., on location of the activity, social interactions, perception of
activities and signification is missing. Had this kind of data been available, assessment of how
changes in the time-use environment were experienced and what meaning was given to it would
have been possible.
6 Cf Csikszentmihalyi 1980
' Beckers óc Van der Poel 1990, 117
e Cf Dumazedier 1967, 95
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As useful extensions to this research, future efforts could look into one or more of the
other three dimensions of the leisure concept as well (the activity's qualifications as being en-
joyable, structured as a leisure pursuit, voluntary) and relate these to the social control concept.
It should be noted, however, that the use of a more complex time-use instrument has important
disadvantages of its own. Among other factors, a more extensive method requires much higher
levels of dedication and willingness on the part of the respondents.
~.S TNE LEISURE SOCIETY RECONSIDERED
I want to revert to a paradox quoted in the introductory chapter, to the effect that the revival of
the ideology of work as reflected in the r:ew work ethic is seerr to coexist with nex~ly enrerging
or reinforced hedonistic values. Reference in this paradox is no doubt to the unexpected decline
in free time of the early 90s, after a century which irreversibly seemed to have brought leisure
and goods consumption within the reach of a majority of citizens. More free time was often
viewed the logical outcome of past changes towards industrialisation and democracy. 9 One of
the most important conclusions of the present study is that the doubt earlier U.S. studies have
cast on these promises find support in the Dutch developments: weekly working hours of the
groups studied are on the increase again. Viewing this trend against the secular background, it
strikes the observer that an increasing number of people put in no fewer hours than the working
class used to when their free time was "cnashed by the length of their workday and the sordid
conditions of their life." ~o However seriously we must take the admonitions ofhistory, we must
also remember that market work has become more humanised in many ways, and traditional
schisms or demarcations across time domains are not as sharp anymore. Dumazedier (1967) al-
ready predicted that the dialectic relationships across time domains would cause leisure ele-
ments to spil] over into the market sphere. Workplace environments develop traits that would
have seemed luxuries to earlier workers had they been able to imagine them. In certain jobs,
teleworking makes it possible to perform one's task in the comfort of one's own home. House-
hold appliances freed homemakers from most of the heaviest physical housework and more
time and money went into the purchase and use of luxury household equipment. In other words,
the dividing lines between free time and other time domains have started to become ever more
blurred. For that reason, today's labour-market hours cannot simply be compared with those of
the 19`h century working class. Late-modem labour market and household contexts may neces-
sitate to adjust the definition of leisure sociery to the conditions of the present-day workplace
that earlier utopias could not foresee. This is not saying that the leisure society has been real-
ised, or ever will, but at least a few of its comforts may have come true in a different guise (and





ising and balancing effects of (active) leisure pursuits to the worker's life. ~~ Parker advocated a
holistic vision on time use: leisure should be integrated into work again. He put it like this:
The idea that work cannot be n:ade a source of interest ~nd even fislfrlment for the
nzass ofpeople and that we should therefore pin our hopes on leisure is just as orre-
sided as the view that work is the real business of life ancl that leisure is at best the
servant of better work. Ma.iimum human development in both work and leisure
spheres reguires that thev be complementary and integrated, rather than that one be
regardedas 'good ' and the other as 'bad '. ~'
He argued that leisure activity is an integral part of the work context, which can be regarded the
cement of social relationships in work, and the fabric of the occupational culture. ~' It would
seem that the social meaning of work takes on special validity in the case of market work in re-
flexive modernity. Many `leisure' characteristics find their way into the late modem workplace.
Of course, this does not affect all workers to the same extent. Especially high skilled employees
are found to extract leisure-like satisfactions out of their work experience. ~~ This type of skilled
workers often are more task- than time oriented, and, therefore, more likely to have their own
personalised work schedule and work environment. ~ s
Also time spent on unpaid work need not necessarily be experienced as work. Andries
van den Broek (1998) found parents to take more time reading to their children, talking to them,
playing games with them and making trips together. Employed fathers and mothers show rising
levels of attention for their children, as do homemakers. The use of domestic help and com-
modification of household chores may have made the unpaid work more relaxed and leisurely.
Despite this, many studies find chores and childcare to be among the most frequent sources of
domestic sMfe. The extent to which they are positively valued would, therefore, seem doubtful.
Or, in Arlie Hochschild's words, has `Taylorization' at the household level turned `home' into
`work'~ 16
In the same vein, like paid and unpaid work need not always be experienced as work, not
all free-time activities will necessarily be experienced as leisure. Moreover, the experience of
free time may be determined by other factors than the bare quantity of hours it adds up to. One
of these factors is the fragmentation of time. ~' As a consequence of being on call most of the
time, a homemaker's day is often broken up by numerous distractions. The activities of leisure
" Ibid., 88
~Z Parker 1983, Xiii
13 Parker 1983, 32
~' Goossens 1998, 53
's Breedveld 1999, 90-91
16 Hochschild 1997
" Beckers á Van der Poel 1990, 117
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have to fit themselves into a programme that leaves them little substance of their own. ~R Time
of role combiners may be even more disnapted. The value of free-time hours may also depend
on their temporal location. ~`~ Also, the opening up of a growing number ofpossibilities for free-
time activities may be responsible for the feelings of time crunch. Zo Longer hours are also
shown to have a negative effect on the perceived control over leisure time. 21 Free time in re-
flexive modemity will increasingly be used for recuperation from work. A study by Van Hel-
voort et al. showed that on getting home most people home just want to relax; one in three want
to be left in peace; one in five are even imtated after work. 2z Moreover, not only did people
take work home, but almost half of them woke up thinking of the work to be cleared off that
day 23 (or should have been yesterday, or might never be at all). Work pressure often causes
women and men to adopt an unhealthy style of life, with little exercise and sleep, and lavish al-
coho] consumption, reducing endurance and resistance. Z~ Time spent on sports and relaxation
(implying that more free time is available) reduces stress built up at work. 25 Besides these
health aspects, another hazard of the loss of free time is that people may not know what to do
with whatever time is left, simply because [hey never learnt. According to Scitovsky (1976), if
leisure skills are lacking, free time can but be spent consuming the ready-made leisure products
or services. zb
Apart from whether free-time elements that have crept into paid and unpaid work invite a
new view of the concept itself, a quantitative approach to weekly free time may be increasingly
insufficient to grasp the role of free time in daily life. People's `multiple identities' in reflexive
modemity make deferment of things to do after work inevitable, so that free-time hours during
the weekend have declined. Yet, the traditional leisure function of the weekend seems to have
remained, rather than other days taking over. 27 This would strengthen the idea that free time
during non-weekend days is not as actively spent as it used to. Moreover, with increased flexi-
bilisation of work schedules, the working week adopts an unsteady and fluid quality.
The present study did not look at holiday making in any special way. As is common
knowledge, the number of holidays Dutch employees are formally entitled to has risen. The
majority of the Dutch go on holidays at least once a year, and the numbers of those having two
or three leaves, either in summer or over the year, is steadily rising. It can be questioned, how-
1e Dumazedier 1967, 95
19 Cf Breedveld 1999
20 Robinson 8c Godbey 1997
21 Peters 8c Raaijmakers 1998, 419, 425
'̀~ Van Helvoort et al. 1998, 4l
zJ Ibid., 34
z4 Ibid., 32
zs Megens á Zijlstra 1999, 4




ever, whether the increase in number of holidays makes up for the decline in weekly free time
(and time for personal needs), both in quantitative terms, and qualitatively, i.e., as regards lei-
sure experience. Especially, where work does not permit people to take all the holidays that are
part of their contract. This needs further investigation. It can also be questioned whether people
really recuperate and relax while on vacation. The research done by Van Helvoort et al. shows
that people do relax on their holidays, but the stressed condition returns three days after retum
to work. '`~ Positive effects of vacation may arise, among other things, from the reduced de-
mands from work, the practice ofother skills, and control over what to do. 29 No doubt, not only
the worker's interests, but also those of the workplace would be served by giving these effects
the necessary scope in day-to-day life as well.
The democratisation and humanisation of the workplace, the emancipation of the worker,
and a further shift from physical labour to mentally challenging work rnay warrant the hope that
the transformations at the root of the decline in free time are not just a setback in the progress
towards a`society of leisure,' in the sense of more humanised conditions of employment and a
greater psychological balance of work and leisure. If the meaning of free time depends on that
given to work, some of the `leisure society' may be coming nearer due to a greater integration
of free time with paid and unpaid work. Some may find this conclusion much too sanguine. In
his famous work "Homo Ludens" (1938), the Dutch historian Johan Huizinga said that if play
(leisure) at the workplace is not for leisure's sake but merely `instrumental' it is `foul.' It will be
interesting to further investigate how people experience their work (hours) and leisure, how
their time-use pattems are justified, and, more in particular, how leisure elements operate as the
social cement of workplace relationships. Even though the future is not entirely filled with
gloom, the decline in leisure time is likely to affect people's perceived quality of life.
7.6 GLOBALISATION OF TIME SQUEEZE
The present study being concerned with contemporary change in time allocation of a particular
selection of Dutch women and men over the period 1975I80-1995, it did not explicitly pay at-
tention to an international comparison of time-use pattems and their developments. However,
the `globalisation of work-and-spend' is likely to have affected time use in other Westem coun-
tries as well. In accordance with Jonathan Gershuny's (1993) prediction that market hours
across Westem countries would converge, statistics show that over the recent decades, across-
country differences in paid work are on the decline, that is...if Japan is included. "Just as some
workers in Europe and America are pushing up working hours to Japanese levels, Japanese
workers are pushing theirs down to American and European levels." 30 Different from what
Gershuny's expects, such convergence does not necessarily imply that labour-market hours will
ZB Van Helvoort et al. 1998, 42
29 Ibid., 43
'o Gratton 1996, 5
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decline. Despite, or rather because of the fact that working hours in the U.K. are the longest in
the European Union, 31 Gershuny advocates a new `Keynesian' policy. 3` While admitting that
the 90s cannot be compared with the 30s and SOs, he pleads for a redistribution of time and
money between those employed but squeezed for consumption time and those with lots of time
on their hands but no money to spend. How likely is it for Gershuny's plea to be intemationally
heard?
The present study showed the Netherlands to follow the American time-squeeze trend. It
is for the future to show if the U.S. model in time allocation and consumption of goods and
services is going to be followed all the way through. Inter-Atlantic differences are often put
down to different variants of capitalism, " the American one being based on free markets and
individual action, the European one characterised as a social-democratic system, likened to a
social compact in which responsibility is shared by all. 3~ Bell and Freeman (1994) argue that
the difference in working-hour preferences is accounted for by the much more work-centred at-
titude of the Americans. Scitovsky (1976) argued that the U.S. educational system by its very
culture is much more geared to the acquisition of production skills than to leisure consumption
skills. Objecting to an overemphasis on the cultural factor, Bell and Freeman point out that the
U.S. was the first to reduce working hours (under the New Deal of the 30s, to fight unemploy-
ment), the first to introduce the forty-hour week (in the 40s), the first to reappraise their value
orientation in point of social progress (from free time for all towards economic growth and job
creation), the first, consequently, to extend working hours again (by increasing women's labour-
market participation, and annual and weekly working hours), the first to commodify household
production, and, finally, the first to experience a time squeeze. 35 In all cases, European coun-
tries were to follow. Given these historical precedents, Bell and Freeman argue that interna-
tional variation in hours worked was not driven by unique cultural factors.
Irrespective of whether Gershuny's Keynesian analysis is correct, I wonder whether
things are likely go his way, i.e., whether the trend towards longer labour-market hours will or
can readily be reversed, either in the U.S., or in the U.K., or the Netherlands. The globalisation
process would seem to contain rather too strong financial and cultural incentives towards longer
hours for the discontinuity 36 in the downward trend that prevailed for much of the 20`h century
to be easily redressed. Flexibilisation of labour-market relations, de-traditionalisation of rela-
tions ofcontrol over time, and pluralisation of life styles are likely to cause future time use to be
biased both towards longer individual labour-market hours, higher individual total paid and un-
paid workloads and longer households' total labour-market hours. This implies that more
31 Gratton 1996; Holliday 1996
3Z Gershuny 1995, 42
33 Henzler 1992, in Gratton 1996, 57
3a Ibid.
's Hunnicutt 1988; Gratton, 1996, 4; Bell et al. 1994
36 Schor 1992; Zuzanek, Beckers 8c Peters (1998)
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women and men will be pulled into the cycle of work-and-spend. Both {abour market and
household developments influencing the future of time squeeze and the time-use stratification
will be discussed below.
L~ THE FUTURE OFTIME SQL'EEZE AND TIME-USE STRATIFICATION
The present study found longer actual paid work (and total paid work at the household level) to
reduce the amount of non-market time for most categories. This is likely to be reinforced by the
decentralisation ofworking-time bargaining.
First, employees will increasingly have to individually bargain for their rights under the
legislation adopted over the past few years. As a matter of fact, given the historical emphasis
placed by them on central negotiations for labour conditions, Dutch unions have never been
quite successful at inserting themselves at the shop floor level. " The other side to the bargain,
the employers, facing the ever stronger competition in national and international markets, may
not always be very agreeable to reducing schedules, particularly not where competition among
employees comes into play.
Second, the trend towards longer market hours may be aggravated by the pluralisation of
working-time schedules and labour-market contracts. Strongly institutionalised standards of
normal working time under the traditional arrangement used to reduce competition among em-
ployees. It also took employers the possibility to adjust hours to increased wage rates or lower
yields, it established a basic wage rate norm, and set up a clear demarcation between time on
and time off. With the erosion of standard working hours, such traditional `checks and balances'
come under threat, 'g as employers use the new differentials to stimulate the supply of labour in
terms of the quality and quantity they desire.
Third, in line with the trend towards empowerment in `new employment' (cf. Section
3.2.3 ; new employees, symbolic analysts), work itself becomes less standard, reward systems
more flexible, and, hence, wages more differentiated. It is exactly the distribution of rewards
that determines variation in average market hours and market-hour preferences. 39 Bell's and
Freeman's study (1994) revealed that the way countries differ in the earnings inequality they
admit within their economies was at [he root of international differentials in hours and prefer-
ences. Moreover, high rewards for success, lack of social security, or a low social safety net
push up hours. In the traditional organisation of time in the Netherlands, the pay-offs to working
more used to be limited by a centralised system that favoured unifomz pay. In reflexive moder-
nity, these things are changing.
For many, fourth, paid work in late modetnity has become a source of identity, status,
self-esteem, friendship, and self-development. These factors may contribute to more homemak-
'~ Van Doorne-Huiskes et al. 1994, 236
1e Hinrichs et al. 1992, 24
'9 Ibid. 22; Bell et al. 19q4
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ers turning to [he market, as well as to a greater willingness to work longer hours, ao
The present study found indications of such work-and-spend mechanism being operative
already. Formally, increasing numbers of employees are entitled to part-time schedules. The
greater variation found in men's average normal hours in 1995, relative to 1975~8Q would in
fact point to a pluralisation in contractual hours. Also, men's average normal weekly hours'~
declined. However, if we look at actual weekly net and total market hours (the latter including
work-related hours), variation declined. This is a sure sign that in actual practice, no such plu-
ralisation happened. Men's average actual market hours even climbed. Obviously, the response
to the wider choice of schedules was biased towards longer actual hours. Perhaps men are ap-
prehensive of penalties attached to shorter hours. Or, more positively, they are prepared to put
in longer hours at their jobs as a yardstick of their career commitment.
For the total group of employed and homemaking women, the increased variation in ac-
tual total paid work must largely be attributed to the greater entry to the labour market. In the
subsample of employed women only, however, the variation in normal weekly working hours
slightly declined. Also variations in actual net and total labour-market hours were slightly
down. In both years, women's average normal weekly labour-market hours were higher than
their net actual hours. Their total actual hours in 1980 were even lower than their normal
weekly hours. In 1995, this was not the case anymore. Generally speaking, women's actual
weekly hours did not exceed their normal hours, whereas men's did. Now that more and more
women enter long-hour high-pay jobs, this situation is likely to change.
Although a further pluralisation of formal market hours may occur (including more males
entering into part-time contracts), these four arguments would warrant the expectation that aver-
age labour-market hours will be extended. This is also in line with the wish of many employers
now that labour is in short supply for a greater number ofjobs. At the end of the 20`h century,
labour has again become scarce in many sectors of the Dutch economy. The greying of the
Dutch workforce may add to the employers' fears that this scarcity will persist, and perhaps un-
dermine international competitiveness. There are recent political voices in favour of longer
market hours again. `~Z The lowering of the retirement age has been redressed, and the new gen-
eration of workers may well be working into their mid 60s. The majority of the Dutch favour
the abolishment of the traditional statutory retirement age of 65, and wish to stop working at an
earlier age. `13 Many companies have money and vacation saving schemes, out of which em-
ployees can defray the cost of their personalised eazly retirement. Such principle would seem in
line with the individualistic and more self-responsible discourse of reflexive modernity. How-
ever, early retirement might thus prove to be within easier reach of the better paid and higher
sn Cf. Hochschild 1997
'~ As per questionnaire attached to the SCP time-use diary.
"- Cf Volkskrant (press article) Nov 9~, 1999
"' De Telegraaf (press article) Nov 13~, 1999
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educated. At the time of writing, there is an ongoing public debate on the desirability of Gov-
emment plans to encourage or, oblige, single mothers with under-fives to depend on the labour
market rather than benefits for their income. It looks as if this category of mothers will also be
going to work longer hours. " Future research including the single-headed households and older
brackets may confirm what I have just tried to argue.
As shown in the present research, spousal labour-market hours have become a new con-
straint on women's labour-market participation. Many women resign from their current jobs if
not allowed to work part-time on first or second childbirth. Although a Part-time Work Bill is
likely to be adopted entitling employees (on certain provisos) to reduced schedules within their
current jobs, the mechanism described above may well discourage men in many cases to take
this opportunity. Also the new regulation on formal career interruption for care or education
(forgoing remuneration) has so far not met with the anticipated success. For both women and
men, free time is expected to continue under pressure from demands arising in the paid-work
domain.
The present study makes it plausible that the Dutch continue to place high value on time
for their children. Fathers were seen to spend more time on unpaid work, most likely particu-
larly on child-related activities. This is in line with diverse researches reported in literature and
discussed in Chapter 3. Employed women in our sample did not trade off unpaid work for paid
work proportionately. Full-time homemakers were even shown to spend more time on house-
work in 1995 than in 1975~80. This would have to be looked into separately, but a suggested
mechanism could be that in reflexive modemity women have to weigh up their time-use options
and decide whether to start on a career, either full-time or part-time, or become a full-time
homemaker. For most women, this multiplicity of options would hardly have been available in
former decades. Their reasoned decision for a full-time status in the household may have made
them more aware of their chosen position and given them an extra motivation. Especially now
that their opportunity cost has increased, every hour not spent in the labour market has to be `le-
gitimated', and new standards for motherhood may have come to apply. Similar mechanisms
also made free time increasingly vulnerable to demands from the unpaid-work domain.
We must not understate the vulnerability of employed women's free time to work. It
should be realised-as is apparent from the definition given to the term-that women's `time
reservoir' arises from an on average relatively low labour-market contribution of Dutch women.
It goes without saying that especially full-time working women do not have any such relative
abundance of time. From the (mostly American) literature a picture emerges of women feeling
burdened, guilty, tired and hamed as a result of their role overload. Hanne Groenendijk (1998)
studied the way employed women coped with conflicting pressures from work and family, and
how this affected their mental and physical health and well-being. Both the title of her book
(`role combining is rewarding') and her final conclusion sounded quite optímistic. This con-
`" NRC ( press articles) Sep 28~, 1999; Ibid. Sep 29`", 1999
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trasted somewhat curiously-as she seemed well aware of herself-with her typology of how
role combining is experienced: only one of the four types admitted of a positive label (having a
Positive life). Women in this category "see their job as a way to escape from what seems to
them to be the norm for women with young children: a dull and isolated life as a fulltime
housewife." ~5 This group was characterised by "a lower education level, a lower income than
the other women and working at a lower occupational level with limited responsibilities for
about three days a week." ~~ At the other end of the scale were mothers having a Hard life.
These were the higher educated women, working longer hours in higher occupations. Most
women in this group had tlexible work schedules. However, their work was demanding and, as
a rule, they worked overtime. Due to their double burden, these mothers were left with hardly
any time for leisure. They did not get any help from their spouses, because these had extremely
demanding jobs themselves. ~~ Taken together, these factors had a negative effect on their well-
being. With women's `time reservoir' becoming further depleted, it would not surprise for
women's future situation to look rather more like that ofwomen having a Hardlife than that of
those with a Positive life. Consequently, the gender gap will be further closing as women's
`non-market time reservoir' will be further depleted.
Fathers were more willing to do housework. Also in the future, the new identity of fathers
may make them trade time for childcare and household chores. Whether and how men wish, or
are able, to meet the criteria ofnew parenthood in the future is not clear yet. The labour market
as presented in the preceding section will provide little incentive for men to work less, even if
they would want to. Given men's relatively scarcer free time, it would not surprise if their care
activities were negatively affected by their wish for free time. 'g Unpaid work is likely, how-
ever, to be further stratified by fatherhood.
Dutch government policies acknowledge the preference of the majority of households to
care for their children themselves. As different from the situation in the U.S. where childcare
and care for the elderly is primarily left in the personal ambit, `r`' new Dutch social time policy
aims to take account of situational or lifecycle factors. The odds are for the highly flexible and
individualised working-time regime as proposed by Gusta Rehn, and advocated in the Nether-
lands by Theo Beckers, So to become part of Dutch working-time legislation. However, even if
the Dutch government are investing in childcare facilities, study and parental-leave regulations,
most of the leave entitlement might turn out to be charged to beneficiary. Ever more private
companies acknowledge employees' need for greater time sovereignty by developing flexible
benefit schemes. The flexible scheme enables employees to control their own benefit paekage.
's Groenendijk 1998, 264
66 Ibid.
" Ibid., 266
68 Metro (press artide) October 22th 1999
39 Christopherson 1991
so Cf. Hinrichs et al. 1992, 8: Beckers 1994, 81-85
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The Dutch employees are especially attracted by the option of trading time for money, as well
as for pension saving schemes. The fact that men prefer money, and women (often mothers)
time s~ may be illustrative of the persistence of gendered rules also in a flexibilised system.
With personalised leave having to be traded against other benefits traditionally available under
general schemes, also in this case, the female employee may end up paying for her benefits her-
self.
In conclusion, time allocation is likely to remain differentiated, or stratified, by gender, as
also by individual situation, such as child-related factors and spousal hours. Educational level
will be less differentiating, as new legislation expects all women to provide for themselves. This
will cause the lower skilled brackets to adapt to the labour-market behaviour of the higher
skilled, possibly spurred also by new consumption rules. Lower skilled women may have to in-
crease their labour-market contribution also because the general standards of living are pushed
up by the dual-earner and reflexive models. Incomes, traditionally sufficient for the mainte-
nance of a full household may not suffice anymore. Especially now that more and more house-
hold services have to (or will) be purchased in the consumption market.
The present study wanted to keep the detailed focus on the employed and housekeeping,
and trace the developments in time-use for these traditionally most central work-family posi-
tions. This meant that we had to leave the unemployed and disabled out of consideration, so as
not to introduce atypical effects and distort the analyses. Under the new working-time policy,
the latter groups-by their lack of the pariicular skills, the physical or mental shape or stamina
required by the late modern workplace-might take over from women in developing a`time-
reservoir.'
7.8 FINAL OBSERVATION
For the time being, I expect labour-market and household developments to consolidate some of
the trends found in the present study. This means that Dutch women would on average for some
time retain their time reservoir relative to men; that average free time of both women and men
would be further squeezed; that the gender gap would continue to close; that both traditional
and new work-family rules would be further differentiating time-allocation behaviour; and that,
consequently, time-use patterns would continue, at least in some respects, to set up a further
stratification along the lines of work-family positions. In the long run such stratification might,
in many cases, not endure. Several of the stratifying factors that were pointed out in fact drive a
transition, so that their effects may disappear once these transitions are completed.
This era presents us with a culture which, in principle, allows the same rights and respon-
sibilities to everyone. It brings new `multiple' work-family positions, which confront their in-
cumbents with choices they did not have before. This does not necessarily make life easier,
even though it may become more diverse and challenging. In `radicalised' or `reflexive' moder-
51 Langedijk 1995, 449
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nity, choices do not come pre-packed in [raditional bundles, but have to be made one by one,
and day by day, from among a variety ofoptions, with all the risks involved to the individual.
Yet, this does not mean that all options are free. The institutiotial rules and relations of
control that used to constrain (and enable) time-allocation in the labour market and the private
household are still there, either in a slightly different guise or completely transformed; some
may have disappeared, others are added. In an individualised society, traditional dependencies
on spouse, kinship, or neighbourhood have often been traded for new ones arising from the
market, which includes market work. The exigencies of the market make people dependent on
their own human capital, involving socialisation, education, human-relation skills, as well as on
such contingencies as labour and social laws, traffic planning, services, etc. 5Z
For the Dutch situation, it is to be expected that more women and men will be pulled and
pushed, wittingly or unwittingly, into the cycle of `work-and-spend'. 53 What more than any-
thing else is impressed upon the student of time use is that time is a social constrrrct, time-use
pattems being the outcome of many factors. Conditions of time allocation are often not decided
upon at the level of the individual. Possibilities and obligations for time allocation frequently re-
sult from macro-planning. Govemments deliberately opt for a certain time policy that serves the
economic indicators, such as job growth and consumption level. Now that industrial relations
have become increasingly more complex, national govemments tend to step back to embrace
the ideology of the market.
Discussions on future working-time standards in international decision-making or consul-
tative bodies of the ILO, the EEC, of unions and employer associations are going on. The di-
lemmas these bodies are facing are equal to those of the unions. As Hinrichs, Roche and Si-
rianni pointed out, the main theme for the future social organisation of time will be how to en-
joy the traditional benefits of standardisation, while meeting both employees' need for greater
`time sovereignty' and employers' demand for more flexibility. 5a New intetnational time-use
policies are confronting the task of defining a basis for a new economy of time which takes ac-
coun[ of democratic, feminist and ecological values to provide sufficient room for true leisure
and recreation. The context for this problem has become a globalised one. Free trade in a glob-
alised market, which is thoroughly skewed in terms of wealth, sets up the tensions in Ihe time-
use balance in our part of the world, thus linking up two types of poverty over a great spatial
distance. It is hard to see how these tensions can be eased: how time poverty in the West can be
remedied in isolation from the problems of material deprivation elsewhere.
s' Beck 1992, 90
s' CE Schor 1992
sa Bi~~chs et al. 1991, 25
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APPENDIX I
Descriptives of the total research sample




Women Women Men Men
1995, N-651 1975~80, N-I038 1995. N-466 I975~80, N-534
N oro N oro N oro N oro
425 65.1 256 24.7 463 99.4 531 99.4
226 34.7 782 75.3 3 0.6 3 0.6
Based on Frequencies analyses in SPSS
Data sources: TUS, 1975, 1980, 1995
Table 2 Numbers andpercentages ofrespondents by gender, year, and age bracket (1-25-
34: 2- i5-441
Women Women Men Men
1995, N-65! I975~80, N-I038 1995. N-466 1975~80, N-534
N oru N oro N oIo N oro
I
2
326 50.1 700 67.4 239 5 L3 335 62.7
325 49.9 338 32.6 227 48.7 199 37.3
Based on Frequencies analyses in SPSS
Data sources: TUS, 1975, 1980, 1995
Table 3 Numbers ar:dpercentages of respondents by gender, year, and respondent 's highest
educational level (1 primary school; 1-lower generaland vocational;
3-intermediary vocational and higher general; 4-higher vocational and wriversitl-)
Women Women Men Men
1995, N-651 I975~80, N-I038 1995, N-466 1975I80, N-534





13 2.0 155 15.6 8 1.8 83 16.3
225 35.1 625 62.8 122 26.7 26d 49.4
261 40.1 137 13.8 183 40.0 84 15.7
142 22.2 78 7.8 144 31.5 79 14.8
Based on Frequencies analyses in SPSS
Data sources TUS, 1975, 1980, 1995
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Descriptives of employed research sample
Table 4 Numbers andpercentages ofrespondents by gender, year, and occupational level
(I -manager~l0employees,, 2-manager ~10 employees; 3-higher employee;
4-middle high employee; 5-lower employee; ó-skilled manual worker;
7-unskilled manual worker)
Women Women Men Men
I995, N-300 l980, N-l3l I995, N-420 1980, N-348








1 0.3 0 0.0 7 1.7 3 0.9
1 0.3 0 0.0 3 0.7 5 1.4
20 6.7 4 3.l 35 8.3 28 8.0
144 48.0 45 34.4 174 41.4 123 35.3
103 34.3 55 42.0 70 16.7 68 19.5
12 4.0 9 6.9 89 21.2 88 25.3
9 6.3 18 13.7 42 10.0 33 9.5
Based on Frequencies analyses in SPSS
Data sources: TUS, 1980, 1995




Women Women Men Men
I995, N-300 1980, N-l3l I995, N-410 l980, N-348
N oro N oro N oro N oIo
66 22 35 26.7 83 19.8 114 32.8
234 78 96 73.3 337 80.2 234 67.2
Based on Frequencies analyses in SPSS
Data sources: TUS, ] 980, 1995
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Table 6 Numbers and percentages of respondents by gender, year, and age bracket (1-25-
34; 2-35-44)
Women Women Men Men
1995, N-300 l980, N-l3l 1995, N-410 1980, N-348
N oro N oro N aro N oro
1
2
163 54.3 91 69.5 219 52.1 21 S 61.8
137 45.7 40 30.5 201 47.9 133 38.2
Based on Frequencies analyses in SPSS
Data sources: TUS, 1980, 1995
Table 7 Numbers andpercentages of respondents by gender, year, and respondent 's highest
educational level (I primarv school; 2-lower generaland vocational;
3-intermediary vocational and higher general; 4-higher vocationa! and universityj
Women Women Men Men
I995, N-194 I980, N-119 1995, N-411 1980, N-318





3 1.0 18 14.0 6 1.S 39 11.9
73 24.8 66 51.2 11 S 28.0 170 51.8
119 40.5 29 22.1 161 39.2 65 19.8
99 33.7 16 12.4 129 31.4 54 16.5
Based on Frequencies analyses in SPSS
Data sources: TUS, 198Q 1995
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Pre-coded activities in time-use diaries (SCP)
Total paid work
Paid work outdoors, paid work at home, overtime, out of the oftice during work time, break
during work time, second job, studying for work during work time, eating at work, time spent at
work before and after work, coffee breaks, travel before and after work time, studying for work
otitside work time.
Net paid work
Total paid work excluding coffee breaks, eating at work, work-related education outside work
time, and commuting time.
Normal paid work
Hours normally worked per week as indicated by the respondent in the questionairre attached to
the time-budget diary.
Unpaid work
Preparing meals, cooking, backing, laying and clearing the table, doing the dishes, cleaning the
house, doing the laundry, ironing, making beds, house, bicycle and care maintenance, post of-
fice, bank, major house, laundrette, other maintenance services, commuting time for household
work, baby care, care for other children, helping with homework, reading out to children, play-
ing and being outdoors for walks or bicycle trips with children, medical care, looking after chil-
dren, taking care for other family members, commuting time for care activities, shopping, take-
away-food, do-it-your-self activities.
Free time
Self-education, voluntary work in social and political organisations, other voluntary work and
related commuting time, attending sports events, shows, movie, play, cabaret, musical, opera,
concert, ballet, museum, exhibitions, castle, visiting friends, fame, having visitors, party, wed-
ding, diner, bar, cafe, snack bar, society, club, dancing, other entertainment and happenings, ac-
tive sports, fishing, hunting, walking, cycling, zoo, recrea[ion park, arts and crafts, knitting and
other needle work, pottery, painting, music, games, cross words and other puzzles, playing out-
doors and indoors, computer, conversation, writing letters, post cards, telephone, time use diary,
relaxation, contemplation, meditation, radio, tv, magazines, books, eating in a restaurant, visit-




Personal care, having meal and drink at home, sleep, napping, other personal needs indoors and
outdoors, medical care, commuting time for personal care.
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Table I Weekly time spent on paid work, unpaid work, free time and personal needs by women
in total research population by all years in hours per week according to time-use
diary


















Tahle 2 Weekly time spent onpaid work, unpuid work, free time andpersonal needs by men in
total researchpopulation in allyears in hoursper week according to time-use diary




















Table 1.1 Initial restricted time-allocation modelfor the total research population.
Unstandardisedpartialeffects on paid work in hours per week, bv sitciationalfactors,
gender and year
W"omen Women Men Men
1995, N-611 1975~80, N-855 I995, N-438 I975~80, N-493














35.32" 13.20" 50.69" 46.64"
-0.86 -0.86 -0.86 -0.86
-18.12" -5.98" 0.87 0.87
-18.12" -2.94' 0.87 0.87
- l 1.99" -2.94' 0.87 0.87
-1.39" -1.39" -1.39" -1.39"
1.51' I.51' 1.51' I.5 I'
7.48" 1.51' 1.5]' 1.51'
5.23" 5.23" 5.23" 5.23"
0.08 0.08 -0.95' -0.95'
-0.45 -0.45 -0.45 -0.45
-0.12" -0.03 -0.12'" -0.12"
0.37 0.10 0.03 0.02
C-PW-intercept value in paid-work equation; Age- respondent age (dummy, 0-age 25-34; 1- aged 35~4):
Ch1- youngest child aged 0-5 (dummy, l~es); Ch2 - youngest child aged 6-12 (dummy, 1- yes); Ch3 - young-
est child aged over 12 (dummy, 1- yes); Nrch - number of children in the household (range 0~); Edm - middle-
highly educated (dummy, 1-yes); Edh-highly edcuated (dummy, 1- yes); Help - domestic help (dummy, 1- yes);
City - city size (ascending, range 1-5); Dwel - type of dwelling (ascending, range 1-4); Spou - spousal weekly
market hours
N- number respondents after list wise deletion. Based on Multiple Group Comparison in AMOS; Model fir. chi'̀
-112.32.90; df-110; p-0.42; Effects are statistically significant at a a- So~o level (two-tailed) if T-value ~ t'- 1.96
('); at a- lo~o level (two-tailed) ifT-value ~~- 2.58 (")
Data sources: TUS, 1975, 1980, 1995
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Table 1.2 Continuation initial restricted tinte-crllocation model for the total researc{i
poptdation. Unstandardisedpartialeffects on iurpaid work in hours per week, bv
situational factors, gender ai:d y~ear
Women Women ,tifen Men
1995, N-612 1975~80. N-855 I995. N-438 I975~80, N-493














30.44" 37.45" 24.67" 24.67"
-0.45" -0.58" -0.37" -0.37"
2.72"' - 0.65 -0.65 -0.65
8.77" 3.53" 8.77" 3.53"
-0.49 -0.49 5.29" -0.49
-4.19" -0.49 5.29" -0.49
3.51 " 2.00" -0.17 -0.17
-1.21' -1.21' 1.04 1.04
-1.21' -1.21' 1.04 1.04
-1.20 -1.20 -1.20 -1.20
-0.04 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04
0.98" 0.98" 0.98" 0.98"`
0.07"' 0.07" 0.07" 0.07"
0.67 0.40 0.37 0.36
C-UW- intercept value in unpaid-work equation; PW- paid work; Age - respondent age (dummy. 0-age 25-34; 1
- aged 35-44): Ch1- youngest child aged 0-5 (dummy, Iryes); Ch2 - youngest child aged 6-12 (dummy, 1-
yes); Ch3 - youngest child aged over 12 (dummy, 1- yes); Nrch - number of children in the household (range 0-
4); Edm - middle-highly educated ( dummy, 1-yes); Edh-highly edcuated ( dummy, 1 - yes); Help - domestic
help (dummy, 1- yes); City - cíty size ( ascending, range 1-5); Dwel - type of dwelling (ascending, range 1~);
Spou - spousal weekly market hours
N- number respondents after list wise deletion, employed sub-samp(e Qased on Multiple Group Comparison in
AMOS; Model fit chi' - 1 ]2.32; df-110; p-0.42; Effects are statistically significant at a a- Soio level (two-tailed)
if T-value ~}I- 1.96 ('); at a- lo~o level ( two-tailed) if T-value ~{!- 2.58 ("' ).
Data sources: TUS, 1975, 1980, 1995
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Table 1.3 Continuation initial restricted time-allocation modelfor the total research
















Women Womerr Men Men
I995, N-612 1975~80, N-855 I995, N-438 I975~80, N-493
b b b b
79.04"" 79.04"" 79.04"" 79.04""
-0.66"" -0.75"" -0.66"" -0.66""
-0.66"" -0.75"" -0.77"" -0.77""
2.15"" -0.19 -0.19 -0.19
-0.24 -0.24 -0.24 -0.24
-0.24 -0.24 -0.24 -0.24
-0.24 -4.33"" -0.24 -4.33""
-0.39 -039 0.66 0.66
1.00" 1.00" I.00" 3.92""
1.00" 1.00" 1.00" 3.92""
0.70 0.70 0.70 -4.50"
0.12 0.12 0.12 0.41
-0.13 -O.13 -0.13 -0.35
-0.07"" 0.07"" 0.09"" 0.07.k
0.45 0.43 0.48 O.dB
C-FT-intercept value in free-time equation; PW~aid work; IIW-unpaíd work; Age- respondent age (dummy, 0
-age 25-34; 1- aged 35~34): Chl- youngest child aged 0-5 (dummy, l~es); Ch2 - youngest child aged 6-12
(dummy, 1- yes); Ch3 - youngest child aged over 12 (dummy, 1- yes); Nrch - number of children in the
household ( range 0-4); Edm - middle-highly educated (dummy, l~es); Edh-highly edcuated (dummy, 1- yes);
Help - domestic help (dummy, 1- yes); City - city size (ascending, range 1-5); Dwe) - type of dwelling
(ascending, range 1~3); Spou - spousal weekly market hours
N- number respondents after list wise deletion, employed sub-sample Based on Multiple Group Comparison in
AMOS; Model fit: chi'̀ -1 12.32; df-110; p-0.42; Effects are statistically significant at a a - Sa~o level (two-tailed)
if T-value ~ f~- 1.96 ( "); at a -]o~o level (two-tailed) if T-value ~l- 2.58 ("")
Data sources: TUS, 1975, 1980, 1995
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Table 1 I~titial restricted time-allocation modelfor the employed. Unstandardisedpartial
effects on paid work in hrs~wk, by situational factors, genrlerandyear
1ti'omen Women Men Men
l995. N-283 I980, N-I04 I995, N-393 198Q N-319















39.18"' 22.92'~` 39.18" 37.07~;
-1.64 -1.64 6.37" 6.37"
1.58 1.58 1.58 1.58
0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
-11.45" -11.45" 1.08 1.08
-11.45" -11.45" 1.08 1.08
-11.45" -15.88~`~` 1.08 1.08
-0.85 -0.85 -0.85 -0.85
1.83 -6.15' 1.83 1.85
1.83 -6.15' 1.83 1.85
2.69` 2.69' 2.69' 2.69'~
-0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05
-0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01
-0.11 " 0.22 -0.11 " -0.11 "
0.23 0.18 0.04 0.04
C-PW-intercept value in paid-work equation; occ- occupational level (dummy, 0-lower level, 1-higher level; em-
ploy- type of employer (dummy, 0-civil servant, 1-employee); Age- respondent age (dummy, 0-age 25-34; 1-
aged 35~34): Ch1- youngest child aged 0-5 (dummy, 1-yes); Ch2 - youngest child aged 6-12 (dummy, I- yes);
Ch3 - youngest child aged over 12 (dummy, 1- yes); Nrch - number of children in the household (range 0-4);
Edm - middle-highly educated (dummy, lryes); Edh-highly educated (dummy, 1- yes); Help - domestic help
(dummy, 1- yes); City - city size (ascending, range 1-5); Dwel - type of dwelling (ascending, range 1-4); Spou -
spousal weekly market hours
N- number respondents after listwise deletion, employed sub-sample Based on Multiple Group Comparison in
AMOS; Model fit: chi" -157.90; df-158; p-0.49; Effects are statistically significant at a- So~o level (two-tailed) if
T-value ~ t~- 1.96 (;); at a- lalo level (two-tailed) if T-value ~-E ~- 2.58 (").
Data sources: TUS, 1980, 1995
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Table 2 Unstandardised partialeJJects on paid work (hrs. per week) oJthe emplot~ed in the
reduced restricted model, hy sit:rational fi~ctors, gender, and t~ear
Women Women Men tifen
1995, N-283 1980, N-I04 199i, N-393 I980, N-319











39.40" 23.54" 39.40'" 37.54"
- I .90 -1.90 6.16" 6.16"
-12.98"' -12.98" -0.54 -0.54
-12.98" -12.98" -0.54 -0.54
-12.98" -17.26" -0.54 -0.54
2.55' -5.55 2.SSk 2.55'
2.55' -5.55 2.55' 2.55'
2.83" 2.83' 2.83~" 2.83'
-0.10" 0.22 -0.10" -0.10"
0.22 0.18 0.04 0.0~3
C-PW-intercept value in paid-work equation; employ- type of employer (dummy, 0-cívil servant, 1-employee);
Age- respondent age (dummy, 0-age 25-34; 1- aged 35~34): Ch1- youngest child aged 0-5 (dummy, 1-yes);
Ch2 - youngest child aged 6-12 (dummy, 1- yes); Ch3 - youngest child aged over 12 (dummy, 1- yes); Nrch -
number of children in the household (range 013); Edm - middle-highly educated (dummy, 1-yes); Edh-highly
educated (dunvny, 1- yes); Help - domestic help (dummy. 1- yes): City - ciry size (ascending, range 1-5); Dwel
- type of dwelling (ascending, range l~); Spou - spousal weekly market hours
Based on Multiple Group Comparison in AMOS; Model fit: chiZ -157.90; df-158; p-0.49; Effects are statistically
significant at a a- So~o level (two-tailed) if T-value ~ t;- 1.96 ('); at a- lo~o level (two-tailed) if T-value ~t;- 2.58
("); N- number respondents afrer list wise deletion.
Data sources: TUS, 198Q 1995
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Table 1.1 Standardisedpartialeffects (~j on paid work (hrs. per week) for total sample in











Women Women Men Men
I995. N-6l1 l975~80, N-855 1995, N-438 I975~80, N-493
R P P a
-0.54~" -0.27~" 0.03 0.02
-0.47" -0.14' 0.02 0.02
-0.20;' -0.07" 0.01 0.01
-0.10"' -0.14" -0.12~`~` -0.09~"
0.04' 0.05` 0.05' 0.03'
0.18"' 0.04~` 0.05~` 0.03'
0.10" 0.10" 0.10~`~` 0.06'"
0.02 0.03 -0.07' -0.07'
-0.11" -0.03 -0.13" -0.09"
0.37 0.10 0.02 0.02
Age- respondent age (dummy, 0-age 25-34; I- aged 35~4): Ch1- youngest child aged 0-5 ( dummy, 1-yes);
Ch2 - youngest child aged 6-12 (dummy, 1- yes); Ch3 - youngest child aged over 12 (dummy, 1- yes); Nrch -
number of children in the household (range 0~); Edm - míddle-highly educated ( dummy, 1-yes); Edh-highly
educated (dummy, 1- yes); Help - domestic help (dummy, 1- yes); City - city size ( ascending, range 1-5); Dwel
- type of dwelling ( ascending, range 1~); Spou - spousal weekly market hours
Model fit chi2 -131.00; df-120; p-0.23; R'̀ - explained variance, N- number of respondents after listwise dele-
tion. Based on Multiple Group Comparison in AMOS. Effects are statistically significant at a- So~o level (two-
tailed) if T-value ~ tl- 1.96 ( '); at a - la~o level ( two-tailed) if T-value ~l- 2.58 (")
Data sources: TUS, 1975, 1930,1995
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Table 1.2 Standarrlisedpartialeffects (,~ on weekly unpaid-work hours in reduced restricted
ntodelfor total sample by situationa! factors, gender, and year
Women Women Men Men
1995, N-612 I975~80. N-855 1995, N-438 I975~80, N-493












-0.49" -0.50" -0.52 -0.57
0.28"' 0.14" 0.41 ~" 0.16"
-0.01 -0.02 0.21'" -0.02
-0.07'" - 0.01 0.09" -0.01
0.24" 0.16" -0.02 -0.02
0.08" - 0.03 -0.03 -0.03
-0.04' - 0.04' 0.05 0.03
-0.04' -0.03` 0.04 0.03
0.06"' 0.06'~` 0.08~' 0.07'~`
0.07~" 0.06" 0.11" 0.08"k
0.67 0.40 0.37 0.36
PW~aid work; Age- respondent age (dummy, 0-age 25-34; 1- aged 35~14): Ch1- youngest child aged 0-5
(dummy, 1-yes); Ch2 - youngest child aged 6-12 (dummy, 1- yes); Ch3 - youngest chíld over 12 (dummy, 1-
yes); Nrch - number of children in the household (range 0~); Edm - middle-highly educated (dummy, l~es);
Edh-highly educated (dummy, 1- yes); Help - domestic help (dummy, 1- yes); City - city size (ascending, range
]-S); Dwel - type of dwelling (ascending, range I-4); Spou - spousal weekly market hours
Based on Multiple Group Comparison in AMOS; Model fit: chi' -131.00; df-120; p-0.23; R' - explained vari-
ance, N- number of respondents after listwise deletion. Effects are statistically significant at a- So~o level (two-
tailed) if T-value ~ t~- ].96 ('); at a- 10~0 level (two-tailed) if T-value ~l- 2.58 (").
Data sources: TUS, 1975, 1980,1995
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Table 1.3 Standardised partial effects (~j at free time (hrs per week) for total sample in












Women Women Men Men
1995, N-611 I975~80, N-855 1995, N-438 I975I80, N-493
a P R a
-0.88~" -0.65'~` -0.75'" -0.80"
-0.82'~` -0.76" -0.61'" -0.59'~
-0.01 -0.0] -0.01 -0.01
-0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01
-0.01 -0.09~" 0.00 -0.05"
0.07~` 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.04 0.03 0.03 0.11 "
0.03 0.02 0.03 0.11 "
0.02 0.01 0.02 -0.07'
-0.11" 0.04' 0.08' 0.05`
0.37 0.44 0.48 0.47
PW- paid work; UW~npaid work; Age- respondent age (dummy, 0-age 25-34; 1- aged 35~4): Chl-
youngest child aged 0-5 (dummy, l~es); Ch2 - youngest child aged 6-12 (dummy, 1- yes); Ch3 - youngest
child aged over 12 (dummy, 1- yes); Nrch - number of children in the household (range 0-4); Edm - middle-
highly educated (dummy, 1-yes); Edh-highly educated (dummy, 1- yes); Help - domestic help (dummy, 1- yes);
City - city size (ascending, range 1-5); Dwel - type of dwelling (ascending, range 1-4); Spou - spousal weekly
market hours;
Based on Multiple Group Comparison in AMOS; Model fit: chiZ -131.00; df-120; p-0.23; R`- explained vari-
ance, N- number of respondents after listwise deletion. Effects are statistically significant at a- So~o level (two-
tailed) if T-value ~ t~- I.96 ('); at a- 10~0 level (two-tailed) if T-value ~l- 2.58(").
Data sources: TUS, 197i, 198Q, 1995
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General formula for women and men's time-use patterns:
PW- ai f bi i~`CH1 f bi ~~`CH2 f b~ ,~CH3 t bi .~~`Nrch f b~.;~`Edm ~- bi ~~Edh f
bi.~~`Help f bi R~City t bi ~~~`Spou t bi io~`Age f bi i i~`Dwel
UPW-az t b~ i~`CHI t b~ ~~`CH2 t b~.z~`CH3 t b~.~~Nrch t b~ ;~`Edm t b, ~, ~`Edh t
bz ~~`Help f b,,x~`Cit,y t b~ ~~~`Spou } b~ io~`Age f b~ i i~`Dwel f b~ i~~`PW
FT- a3 f b; i~`CH1 } bz z~`CH2 t b~,~`CH3 f b;,~`Nrch f b~ s~Edm t bz ~, ~`Edh f
b3-~~`Help f b, x~`City f 63 ~~`Spou f ba io~`Age t b3 ~ i~`Dwel f b, i~~`PW f b,-i3~`UW
Case I: A young wife in the age bracket 25-35, highly educated, no children in the household,
in a large-type urban dwelling, having domestic help and whose highly educated spouse, about
her age, works full-time in the labour market. On the basis of the formula presented above, her
and her imaginary husband's time-use pattems can be estimated and compared with the time-
use patterns they would have had in the same situation in 1975I80. It should be noted that the
husband's situation in 1995 differs from that in 1975I80 in that spousal hours differ. (Data taken
from Tables in Chapter 6.)
óVife 95
PW-w95- 33.85f(-18.07~`0.00)f(-18.07~`0.00)f(-12.45~`0.00)f(-1.56~`0.00)















































































































































































































































































































































Changes in time-use patterns 1995-1975~80, case 3
UPW' FT PN
-2.7 ~ I -2.6
-6.2
wife
Time-use patterns 1995, case 3
PW
2A
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DE KWETSBARE UREN VAN DE VRIJETIJD
Nieuwe Patronen van Arbeid en Vrijetijd in Nederland, 1975-95
De sociaal-economische ontwikkelingen van de laatste decennia hebben in Nederland - bij alle
overeenkomst met andere moderne industriestaten - toch hun eigenaardigheden gekend. De we-
deropbouw na de Tweede Wereldoorlog hield het land tot in de jaren zestig gevangen in een pe-
riode van lange werktijden met gematigde lonen. De onstuimige groei in de jaren zestig en de
oliecrises van de jaren zeventig deden het land daama afglijden naar een situatie die een werk-
geversleider in 1982 als `het uur nul' betitelde. Wat volgde was het `Akkoord van Wassenaar'
(1982), een deal tussen de regering en de partijen in de arbeidsmarkt die ondernemingswinst en
werkgelegenheid moest herstellen. Dit luidde de succesfase in van de Nederlandse overlegcul-
tuur die de kranten als `poldermodel' zouden bejubelen.
Op het sociaal-culturele vlak waren er een aantal ontwikkelingen voorafgegaan die even op-
merkelijk waren, en waarin vrouwen een grote rol speelden. Allereerst kwam er een eind aan de
`verzuiling', met een tanende politieke invloed van de kerken, en was er de verbreiding van
huishoudtechnologie en geboortebeperking, belangrijke elementen in de langzame verdwijning
van het kostwinnersmodel. De organisatie van tijd binnen dit model kenmerkte zich door een
seksespecifieke verdeling van het betaald en onbetaald werk en een bureaucratische organisatie
en differentiatie van taken op de werkvloer waarbij de gestandaardiseerde arbeidstijd en niet-ar-
beidstijd strikt van elkaar waren gescheiden. De notoir lage arbeidsparticipatie van Nederlandse
vrouwen begon vanaf dit moment omhoog te schieten, en leverde de belangrijkste bijdrage aan
de banengroei, waarbij moet aangetekend dat deze met name plaatsvond in deeltijd en `kleine'
baantjes. De in Nederland lange tijd geldende arbeidsverdeling tussen vrouw en man werd
hiermee grondig doorbroken, maar geenszins volledig en definitief. Dit laatste is ook begrijpe-
lijk indien men bedenkt hoe sterk tijdbestedingspatronen niet alleen economisch zijn bepaald,
maar ook cultureel zijn verworteld en samenhangen met geïnstitutionaliseerde zeggenschaps-
relaties.
De periode die de onderhavige studie onderzoekt (1975-95) is zo gekozen mede omdat de
Westerse maatschappij daarin, volgens de in deze studie aangehangen moderniseringstheorie,
een crisis doonnaakt - van een overigens veel grotere reikwijdte - die direct samenhangt met
de-traditionalisering als gevolg van modemisering en globalisering. Deze studie poogt de dyna-
miek van de veranderingen in tijdsbesteding te doorlichten door het openen van een venster op
gegevensverzamelingen voor elk van beide genoemde jaren en het verkregen tweetal plaatjes
vergelijkenderwijs statistisch te analyseren en in het licht van een daartoe opgebouwd theore-
tisch kader te duiden. Het gebruikte tijdsbestedingsmodel leent zich ertoe ook toekomstige dia-
chrone databestanden simultaan door te rekenen en dynamisch te interpreteren.
Deze studie baseert zich op tijdsbestedingsgegevens van het Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau
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uit 1975I80 en 1995 om continuiteit en verandering in seksespecifieke tijdallocatiepatronen van
betaalde arbeid, onbetaalde arbeid, vrijetijd en persoonlijke zorg in kaart te brengen. De aan-
dacht richt zich op de groep al dan niet gehuwd samenwonende vrouwen en mannen in de leef-
tijd van 25~4, werkzaam in loonarbeid of in het huishouden, met of zonder inwonende kinde-
ren.
Aanleiding tot dit werk vormde de publicatie "The Overworked American; The Unexpected
Decline in Leisure" van de Amerikaanse institutioneel econoom Juliet B. Schor (1992). Schor
beschrijft hoe Amerikaanse werknemers - na een eeuw arbeidstijdverkorting - in de jaren tach-
tig steeds meer tijd bleken te besteden aan betaalde arbeid (zie hoofdstuk 1). Het toenemend
belang van betaald werk, en de daardoor toegenomen druk op vrijetijd, door haar aangeduid als
`time squeeze', verklaart zij vanuit het principe van `work-and-spend'. Dit principe houdt in dat
werkgevers in een wereldwijde markteconomie steeds langere uren eisen van hun werknemers.
Voor een goede betaling en secundaire arbeidsvoorwaarden blijken werknemers ook bereid
deze uren te maken. De daardoor opgestuwde consumptie drijft de algemene levensstandaard op
en maakt dat wat voorheen als luxe gold tot een noodzakelijkheid. Schor's publicatie heeft ge-
leid tot een opleving van het in de jaren zestig gevoerde wetenschappelijk debat over de op-
komst van de vrijetijdsmaatschappij. Volgens sommigen is de toegenomen tijdsdruk evenwel
niet het gevolg van een feitelijke daling van de vrijetijd maar vooral van nieuwe ambities en
mogelijkheden tot ontplooiing die mensen in hun vrijetijd zoeken. Daarnaast is er in de jaren
negentig ook sprake van een opleving van het politieke debat, in de vorm van toenemende aan-
dacht voor de sociale organisatie van tijd. Zowel werkgevers als werknemers wensen een meer
flexibele omgang met tijd dan het naoorlogse kostwinnersmodel toeliet.
Vrijetijd wordt in de onderhavige studie bestudeerd vanuit een multi-disciplinair sociaal-
wetenschappelijk perspectief, waarbij oorsprong productie en verdeling worden bezien in het
licht van zeggenschapsrelaties op het niveau van huishoudens en arbeidsmarkt en hun wissel-
werkingen. De verzorgingspositie of sociale identiteit (wijze van voorzicning in levensonder-
houd) bepaalt iemands rechten en plichten met betrekking tot de besteding van tijd (tijdsbeste-
dingsregels). Deze positie of identiteit kan worden beschreven aan de hand van individuele of
huishoudenskarakteristieken (situationele juctoren). Vrijetijd kan worden definieerd als een
hoeveelheid `lege' tijd waarin men is vrijgesteld van arbeidsmarkt- en huishoudensverplichting-
en. De tijdbestedingsregels binnen het huishoud- en arbeidsmarktdomein hebben effecten op de
tijdbesteding die verschillen voor vrouwen en mannen. Door ontwikkelingen in de arbeidsmarkt
en huishoudens zijn deze regels echter aan verandering onderhevig. Deze studie gaat na hoe de
tijdsbestedingsregels zich recent hebben ontwikkeld en hoe zij tot uitdrukking komen in nieuwe
tijdsbestedingspatronen.
Verklaring geschiedt binnen een historisch en contextueel theoretisch kader waarin de heden-
daagse verschuivingen in tijdsbesteding hun wortels voornamelijk vinden in de modernisering
van de arbeidsmarkt en het huishouden. Maatschappelijke ontwikkelingen kennen in deze op-
vatting altijd een continue en een veranderende component. Een belangrijke continue compo-
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nent in tijdbesteding is het effect van sekse in interactie met zogenaamde situationele factoren.
Dat wil zeggen, bepaalde kenmerken van de individuele en huishoudelijke situatie hebben an-
dere gevolgen voor de tijdbesteding van vrouwen dan van mannen. Voor de veranderende com-
ponent kan enerzijds worden gewezen op de verandering in de zogeheten tayloristische organi-
satie van de arbeidsmarkt en arbeidsmarktverhoudingen. Anderzijds op veranderingen in de
genderspecifieke verdeling van het betaald en het onbetaald werk binnen huishoudens.
De mechanismen onderliggend aan continuiteit en verandering worden beschreven in het
werk van de Engelse psycholooglsocioloog Anthony Giddens. Aanvullende inzichten worden
verkregen uit het werk van de Duitse arbeids- en gezinssocioloog Ulrich Beck. Giddens onder-
scheidt vier dimensies die continuiteit en verandering kunnen verklaren. Deze zijn: kapitalisme,
industrialisatie, toezicht en militaire macht. De lijnen waarlangs deze vier dimensies zich ont-
wikkelen staan niet op voorhand vast, maar zijn deels toevallig en onbedoeld. Giddens be-
schrijft hoe het moderniseringsproces enerzijds tot gevolg heeft dat afhankelijkheidsrelaties zich
steeds verder uitstrekken over tijd en ruimte, een proces dat Gíddens aanduidt met globalise-
ring. Anderzijds is er sprake van een de-traditionalisering van zeggenschapsrelaties en bijbeho-
rende regels die onder andere tot uitdrukking komen in een verandering van arbeids- en intieme
relaties, waarbij sprake is van een toenemende reflexiviteit van het handelen. Deze toenemende
reflexiviteit heeft betrekking op de overgang van een periode waarin zeggenschap over de in-
richting van de eigen biografie wordt toegeschreven aan e.rtern gelegen factoren (zoals de na-
tuur, biologie, godsdienst), naar een veRoog over interne- of zelfsturing. De toegenomen keuze-
vrijheid voor de inrichting van het dagelijks leven zorgt ervoor dat de eigen identiteit veeleer
een persoonlijke beslissing is geworden. Aangezien het gedrag van vrouwen en mannen minder
wordt vastgelegd in seksespecifieke regels dient de identiteit actief beredeneerd gevormd te
worden. In theorie zou dit leidden tot een toenemende pluriformiteit in preferenties en levens-
stijlen, waarbij traditioneel voorgeschreven sekseverschillen aan belang inboeten. De uitwer-
king van de nieuwe regels verschilt naar gelang van ieders persoonlijke ambities en huishoude-
lijke context. Aangenomen kan worden dat de toegenomen pluriformiteit ook betrekking heeft
op tijdsbestedingpatronen van vrouwen en mannen. Op grond van het bovenstaande wordt de
volgende vraagstelling geformuleerd (zie hoofdstuk 2):
Welke verschuivingen zijn zichtbaar in de traditionele tijdsbestedingsbalans als ge-
volg van het proces van de-traditionalisering in de Nederlandse arbeidsn:arkt en het
privé-huishouden over de pertode 1975-95 en hoe komen deze verschuivingen tot
uitdrukking in een eventuele toename van de druk op vrijetijd?




Als onderdeel van het de-traditionaliseringsproces neemt het belang van de factor
sekse - traditioneel de belangrijkste brotr var: verschil in tijdsbestedingsgedrag - af,
hetgeen leidt tot convergentie in tijdsbesteding tussen seksegroepen en divergentie
binnen seksegroepen langs de lijnen van kenmerken van de verzorgingspositie.
Aangezien de uitkomsten van het modemiseringsproces (de-traditionaliseringsproces), en dus
ook de continuiteit en veranderíng van tijdsbestedingsregels, verschillen naar gelang van de
specifieke tijd-ruimtelijke context wordt in hoofdstuk 3 een schets gegeven van ontwikkelingen
in de sociale organisatie van tijd, waarbij meer concreet wordt ingegaan op continuiteit en ver-
andering in zeggenschapsrelaties en tijdsbestedingsregels in de naoorlogse Nederlandse ar-
beidsmarkt- en huishoudenscontext. De herstructurering van regels worden toegeschreven aan
veranderingen in de relatie tussen industriële en industrialiserende landen, tussen werkgever en
werknemers, tussen vrouwen en mannen, tussen ouders en kinderen, alsmede het vervagen van
klassenverschillen.
Op basis van deze meer op Nederland toegesneden analyse van het de-traditionaliseringspro-
ces wordt de globale hypothese als volgt geherformuleerd: de nieuwe tijdsbestedingsregels en
zeggenschapsrelaties zoals die zich hebben ontwikkeld in het de-traditionaliseringsproces ]eiden
tot een tweeledige trend, namelijk, (1) een convergentie in tijdsbestedingspatronen tussen sekse-
groepen, (2) een divergentie in tijdsbestedingspatronen naar situationele factoren binnen sekse-
groepen, en - daaruit voortvloeiend - een (3) toegenomen druk op de vrijetijd. Deze wordt na-
der ingevuld door 6 subhypothesen die elk een aspect van de verschuiving in de tijdsbeste-
dingsbalans van Nederlandse vrouwen en mannen in de leeftijd van 24-44 beschrijven over de
periode 1975-95.
Sekse is traditioneel gezien de belangrijkste factor in tijdsbesteding. Continuiteit in tijdsbe-
stedingsgedrag kan onder andere worden aangetoond door te kijken naar de ro] van sekse over
de gehele onderzoeksperiode.
Hypothese I(tijdreservoir van vrouwen) stelt dat traditionele tijdsbestedingsregels over de
gehele onderzoeksperiode verantwoordelijk zijn voor een gemiddeld lagere arbeidsmarktbijdra-
ge van vrouwen, waardoor zij een groter overschot aan tijd beschikbaar hebben voor activiteiten
buiten de betaalde arbeidssfeer. Dit relatieve overschot zorgt ervoor dat verschillen in betaalde
arbeidsuren gemiddeld meer invloed hebben op de onbetaalde arbeidstijd bij vrouwen dan bij
mannen, bij wie de relatief schaarsere vrijetijd bovendien meer wordt beïnvloed door verande-
ringen in de tijd besteed aan betaalde en onbetaalde arbeid.
Verandering in de rol van sekse in de tijdsbestedingsbalans wordt beschreven in hypothese 11
(nieuw arbeidsethos), die zegt dat laat-moderne tijdsbestedingsregels ertoe bijdragen dat de to-
tale betaalde en onbetaalde arbeidslast van beide seksegroepen, gemiddeld genomen, toeneemt,
terwijl de hoeveelheid vrijetijd en tijd voor persoonlijke zorg in de verdrukking komt. Beide
seksegroepen besteden gemiddeld meer tijd aan betaalde arbeid; de gemiddelde tijd besteed aan
onbetaalde arbeid neemt af onder vrouwen, maar neemt toe voor mannen; de vrijetijd van
vrouwen wordt gevoeliger voor de aanspraak vanuit het betaalde-arbeidsdomein; voor mannen
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geldt zowel een toegenomen aanspraak vanuit het betaalde als het onbetaalde domein.
Uit de twee bovenstaande hypothesen kan de volgende resulterende trend in de verschuiving
van de tijdsbestedingsbalans worden afgeleid: Hypothese III (verkleining van de genderafstanc!)
stelt dat laat-moderne tijdsbestedingsregels ervoor zorgen dat de gemiddelde afstand tussen de
tijdsbesteding van vrouwen en mannen afneemt, waarbij het tijdsreservoir van vrouwen leger
raakt, en zo de manieren waarop de geslachten bij verandering in tijdsbesteding tijd tussen de
domeinen onderling afruilen steeds meer op elkaar gaan lijken.
Ook in de verschillen binnen seksegroepen is er sprake van continuiteit. Volgens hypothese
IV (traditionele verzorgingsidentiteit) zorgen traditionele tijdsbestedingsregels ervoor dat
vrouwen over de gehele onderzoeksperiode, gemiddeld genomen, minder betaalde en meer on-
betaalde arbeid besteden wanneer hun kinderen jong zijn en wanneer er meer kinderen in het
huishouden aanwezig zijn. Het inzetten van tijdsbesparende strategieën duidt in het algemeen
op een grotere betaalde arbeidsinzet van vrouwen en een geringe hoeveelheid onbetaalde arbeid.
Aangezien mannen over het algemeen een voltijdsbaan hebben, heeft hun huishoudenssituatie
geen invloed op de betaalde arbeidstijd, terwijl de hoeveelheid onbetaalde arbeidsuren afhangt
van het al dan niet hebben van een kind (ceteris paribus).
Hypothese V(nieuwe verzorgingsidentiteit) stelt dat laat-moderne tijdsbestedingsregels ertoe
bijdragen dat de tijdsbesteding van vrouwen en mannen steeds meer verschilt naar gelang van
hun individuele huishoudenssituatie. Zo impliceren in 1995 (ceteris paribus) een hogere oplei-
ding voor vrouwen, het werken in de particuliere sector, het bekleden van een hogere functie en
het samenleven met een partner die minder betaalde arbeid verricht langere betaalde arbeids-
uren. Het toegenomen belang van ouderschap komt tot uitdrukking in een gemiddeld grotere in-
zet van vaders in de onbetaalde arbeidssfeer ten opzichte van niet-vaders; terwijl de jongere ge-
neratie steeds meer tijdsbesparende strategieën inzet om meer betaalde arbeid te kunnen ver-
richten in ruil voor onbetaalde arbeid: deze uitruil vindt ook relatief ineer plaats onder vrouwen
in het stedelijk gebied (ceteris parihus).
Htipothese VI (stratificatie) zegt dat laat-moderne verzorgingsposities leiden tot een nieuwe
stratificatie in tijdsbestedingsgedrag langs de lijnen van situationele factoren zoals opleidingsni-
veau, ouderschap, betaalde arbeidsuren van de partner, niveau binnen de werkorganisatie en
werkgeverstype (ceteris paribus).
Om deze zes hypothesen te toetsen worden beschrijvende en verklarende analyses uitge-
voerd, waarvoor met betrekking tot de laatst genoemde in hoofdstuk 4 een tijdsbestedingsmodel
wordt geoperationaliseerd en gespecificeerd. Uit de dataset wordt een aantal situationele facto-
ren geselecteerd die de specifieke individuele en huishoudelijke situatie van de respondenten
beschrijven en bepalend zijn voor de individuele tijdsbesteding: de leeftijd van het jongste kind
in het huishouden, het aantal kinderen in het huishouden, de leeftijd van de respondent, de
hoogst genoten opleiding, de aanwezigheid van huishoudelijke hulp, de urbanisatiegraad van de
woonomgeving, het type woning en de wekelijkse betaalde arbeidstijd van de partner, het type
werkgever en het niveau binnen de organisatie. Deze variabelen werden opgenomen als onaf-
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hankelijke variabelen in het tijdsbestedingsmodel, waarbij betaalde en onbetaalde arbeid de
hoeveelheid wekelijkse uren vrijetijd bepaalden, en de onbetaalde arbeidsuren op hun beurt
weer werden bepaald door de hoeveelheid betaalde arbeid. Om continuiteit en verandering in
tijdsbestedingspa[ronen scherp te kunnen belichten is het model voor vier subgroepen simultaan
geschat, te weten: vrouwen 1995; mannen 1995; vrouwen 1975I80; mannen 1975~80.
De uitkomsten van de analyses worden beschreven in twee aparte hoofdstukken en bedis-
cussieerd in het afsluitend hoofdstuk. Op basis van de beschrijvende analyse van de gemiddelde
tijd besteed aan betaalde arbeid, onbetaalde arbeid, vrijetijd en persoonlijke zorg wordt in
hoofdstuk 5 een voorlopige uitspraak gedaan over de geldigheid van hypothese I tot en met III.
Op basis van de uitkomsten van het tijdsbestedingsmodel wordt in hoofdstuk 6 een uiteindelijk
oordeel gegeven over het al dan niet uitkomen van de 6 hypothesen.
Met betrekking tot de hypotheses I tot en met III kan het volgende worden geconcludeerd.
Gedurende de gehele onderzoeksperiode geldt dat vrouwen beschikken over een relatief tijdre-
servoir voor activiteiten buiten de betaalde arbeidssfeer. Zoals verwacht zijn de verschillen in
gemiddelde tijd besteed aan betaalde en onbetaalde arbeid tussen vrouw-en en mannen over de
periode 1975~80-95 afgenomen. Alhoewel vrouwen en mannen binnen alle situationele catego-
rieën gemiddeld meer betaalde arbeid zijn gaan verrichten, gold de stijging in de gemiddelde
betaalde arbeidstijd voomamelijk voor vrouwen. Terwijl alle categorieën vrouwen gemiddeld
minder tijd staken in het onbetaald werk, nam de gemiddelde onbetaalde arbeidstijd voor man-
nen toe. De convergentie in de gemiddelde hoeveelheid betaalde en onbetaalde arbeid ging
voor beide seksen ten koste van de gemiddelde hoeveelheid vrijet~d en tijd voor persoonlijke
verzorging, hetgeen gemiddeld genomen leidde tot een stijgende tijdsdruk voor zola~el vrouwen
als mannen. De afname van de gemiddelde hoeveelheid vrijetijd bleek niet enkel het gevolg van
een toename van de totale betaalde en onbetaalde werklast, maar was voor mannen het resultaat
van zowel een stijging van de gemiddelde arbeidstijd als van een stijging van de gemiddelde
hoeveelheid onbetaalde arbeid. De stijging in de gemiddelde betaalde arbeidstijd van vrouwen
werd niet evenredig afgewenteld op de onbetaalde arbeidstijd, hetgeen leidde tot een daling van
de hoeveelheid vrijetijd. Daamaast bleek dat het `afruilgedrag' van vrouwen zodanig verander-
de dat een toename van de hoeveelheid betaalde arbeid, gemiddeld genomen, steeds nzrnder
werd afgewenteld op de onbetaalde arbeid en steeds meer op vrijetijd (en persoonlijke verzor-
ging). De conclusie is dan ook dat de druk op vrijetijd van vrouwen is toegenomen. Voor man-
nen veranderde het afruilgedrag niet, maar de algemene toename van de hoeveelheid betaalde
en onbetaalde arbeid zorgde eveneens voor een toename van de druk op hun vrijetijd. De hoe-
veelheid vrijetijd en tijd voor persoonlijke zorg daalden voor vrouwen overigens niet meer dan
voor mannen. De trend naar convergentie in tijdsbesteding tussen vrouwen en mannen heeft dan
ook geen betrekking op de tijd besteed aan vrijetijd en persoonlijke zorg.
Divergentie werd gezien als het resultaat van de dynamiek van de arbeidsmarkt en het huis-
houden, de toegenomen keuzemogelijkheden met betrekking tot de besteding van tijd en de plu-
riformiteit van waarden. Gedurende de onderzoeksperiode zijn, als gevolg van deze ontwikke-
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lingen, de verschillen in tijdsbesteding binnen de groepen vrouwen en mannen aangescherpt.
Opvallend was vooral de trend naar divergentie in arbeids- en onbetaalde arbeidspatronen van
vrouwen. Het moederschap, de leeftijd van het jongste kind in het huishouden, de hoogst geno-
ten opleiding en de hoeveelheid uren betaalde arbeidstijd van de partner bleken steeds meer van
invloed op de verschillen in de hoeveelheid betaalde arbeidstijd van vrouwen. Ook verschillen
in onbetaalde arbeidstijdpatronen werden duidelijker zichtbaar. In dit geval konden de verschil-
len worden beschreven aan de hand van factoren zoals moederschap,leeftijd van hetjongste
kind, het aantal kinderen in het huishouden, de leeftijd van de respondent, het hoogst genoten
opleidingsniveau en de betaalde arbeidstijd van de partner. Alleen de factor huishoudelijke hulp
verloor aan differentiërende kracht gedurende de onderzoeksperiode. Met betrekking tot de hoe-
veelheid vrijetijd viel tot op zekere hoogte een toenemende divergentie in het aantal uren vrije-
tijd van vrouwen te bespeuren. Factoren zoals het aantal kinderen in het huishouden en huis-
houdelijke hulp verscherpten het contrast in beschikbare vrijetijd tussen de diverse categorieën
vrouwen. Ook moederschap, de leeftijd van het jongste kind en de aantal uren betaalde arbeid-
stijd van de partner zorgden voor grotere verschillen in de hoeveelheid vrijetijd tussen vrouwen.
Welke categorie over meer of minder vrijetijd beschikte veranderde echter over de jaren. Zo
bleken in 1995 moeders over meer vrijetijd te beschikken dan niet-moeders, terwijl in 1975I80
juist het omgekeerde het geval was. Ook het verschil tussen hoger en lager opgeleiden ver-an-
derde. Besteedden hoger opgeleiden in 1975I80 meer tijd aan vrijetijdsactiviteiten dan de la-ger
opgeleide vrouwen, in 1995 hadden zij het minst.
Opmerkelijk is dat verschillen tussen de onderscheiden categorieën in het aantal uren betaal-
de arbeidstijd van mannen niet zijn veranderd gedurende de onderzoeksperiode. Een belangrijke
bevinding is echter dat de hoeveelheid tijd besteed aan betaald werk voor alle categorieën man-
nen is toegenomen. Dit gegeven druist in tegen het idee dat de arbeidstijdverkorting in de jaren
tachtig en negentig de gemiddelde werkweek hebben doen afnemen. De verschillen tussen man-
nen in het aantal uren onbetaalde arbeid en vrijetijd namen echter wel toe. Vaders besteedden
meer tijd aan onbetaald werk dan kinderloze mannen, en gingen over minder vrijetijd beschik-
ken dan de laatsten. Werkte een vrouw meer buitenshuis, dan bleek haar partner meer vrijetijd
te hebben. Dit kan wijzen op een levensstijl van tweeverdieners die meer gericht is op vrijetijd
(bijvoorbeeld uit eten gaan) en daarbij inboeten aan bijvoorbeeld slaap. De aanwezigheid van
hulp in de huishouding duidde in 1995 op een kleiner verschil in het aantal uren vrijetijd van
mannen dan in 1975~80. Het verschil tussen mannen met een hoge en lage opleiding viel geheel
weg. Dit kan worden verklaard door het feit dat er als gevolg van een algehele daling in de hoe-
veelheid vrijetijd van mannen, er gewoonweg minder `speelruimte' is voor differentiatie.
In hoofdstuk 7 worden de resultaten bediscussieerd in het licht van de belofte van de vrije-
tijdsmaatschappij, de toekomst van de tijdsdruk en de toekomst van de sociale stratificatie in
tijdbesteding. Alhoewel een verschil in tijdsbesteding tussen vrouwen en mannen naar alle
waarschijnlijkheid zal blijven bestaan, zal de convergentietrend tussen vrouwen en mannen
zich, gezien de verdergaande individualisering, het toegenomen opleidingsniveau van vrouwen,
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de huishoudensverdunning en de mogelijkheden voor verdergaande monetarisering van het
huishouden naar alle waarschijnlijkheid doorzetten. Die kans wordt nog vergroot door het feit
dat de steeds hogere levensstandaard een steeds hoger huishoudensinkomen vergt, en mannen
een meer emotioneel affectieve band met hun kinderen moeten en willen onderhouden. Het kan
nog niet worden vastgesteld of de divergentietrend zoals gevonden in deze studie slechts een
overgangsperiode naar algemene nieuwe `collectieve' tijdbestedingspatronen kenmerkt, of dat
de toegenomen verscheidenheid in tijdbestedingspatronen onderdeel uitmaakt van de toegeno-
men vrijheid en keuzemogelijkheden van vrouwen en mannen. Ook hier kan worden verwacht
dat bijvoorbeeld het effect van opleiding zal afnemen als steeds meer partners gekozen of min
of ineer gedwongen samen de kost verdienen. Ook de verschillen tussen moeders en niet-moe-
ders en vrouwen met jonge en oudere kinderen zouden kunnen afnemen wanneer de sociale or-
ganisatie van tijd en ruimte zich aanpast aan de nieuwe arbeidsmarkt- en huishoudenssituatie.
Te denken valt aan het uitbreiden van het aantal kinderopvangplaatsen en het verder flexibilise-
ren van openings- en arbeidstijden. Met het oog op de toekomst lijkt het er in ieder geval sterk
op dat de tijdsdruk binnen huishoudens de komende jaren eerder zal toe- dan afnemen.
Blijkens de bevindingen van deze studie doet de `time-squeeze' zoals Schor die voor de
Verenigde Staten signaleerde zich ook in Nederland gelden, zeker voor de hier bestudeerde po-
pulatie. Wel lijkt die zich onder de locale omstandigheden in sommige opzichten anders te ma-
nifesteren. Reeds het keynesiaans compromis tussen werkgevers, werknemers en overheid dat
na Wereldoorlog II tot stand kwam en gericht was op een verdeling van de groei zonder aan-
tasting van de arbeidsproduktiviteit, doet denken aan Schor's `work-and-spend'-cyclus, maar
dan geïnitieerd op het hoogste niveau van vertegenwoordiging. Na Wassenaar stagneren de
reële inkomens door de aanhoudende loonmatiging en zette een tendens van decentralisatie en
differentiatie in. Op het niveau van de huishoudens, waar het tijdreservoir van de vrouw kan
worden aangesproken voor een tweede inkomen, kan het inkomensverlies echter worden opge-
vangen. Hier lijkt een typisch Nederlandse `household version' van de `work-and-spend'-cyclus
op gang te komen, die zijn uitwerking op de vrijetijd ook niet mist. Ook al manifesteert de
`time-squeeze' zich in Nederland ten dele noodzakelijkerwijs anders dan aan de overzijde van
de Oceaan, dan maakt deze studie het toch plausibel dat er een gemeenschappelijke causaliteit
is, gelegen in de voortschrijdende modemisering, globalisering en detraditionalisering. Het is
een interessante vraag, of en hoe de term Amerikanisering hier van toepassing kan zijn. Hoewel
de studie mogelijk een nuttige bijdrage kan leveren tot dit debat, valt deze vraag in haar alge-
meenheid toch buiten ons bestek.
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Stellingen bij de promotie van Cornelia Pascale Peters
te verdedigen op Vrijdag 28 april 2000.
1 De grotere kwetsbaarheid van vrije tijd komt niet alleen voort uit meer taakcombinatie, maar
ook uit de toegenomen eisen vanuit het domein van de betaalde arbeid ( deze dissertatie).
2 Het voormalige "tijdreservoir" van vrouwen wordt geleidelijk weer gevuld door degenen die
zich minder weten aan te passen aan de eisen van de huidige arbeidsmarkt, helaas grotendeels
alweer vrouwen.
3 Zelfs als er theoretisch meer mogelijkheden zijn gekomen voor korter werken, dan zijn er
toch vele prikkels werkzaam die leiden tot langere uren.
4 Een volgende ronde van collectieve arbeidsduurverkorting is beslist niet meer van deze tijd.
5 De waardestijging van huizen heeft de particuliere consumptie in Nederland de laatste jaren
opgeschroefd, en daarmee de economische prestaties van dit land; de toename in uren op de
arbeidsmarkt besteed door Nederlandse particuliere huishoudens past goed in dit (work-and-
spend) mechanisme.
6 Jessops (1991, 136-7) verklaring van de crisis in het fordistisch systeem uitgaand van de
gedachte dat het consumentengedrag zich langzaam afwendt van het aanbod van een op
schaalvoordelen berustende massaproductie in de richting van goederen die lifestyle en
persoonlijke voorkeuren weerspiegelen, vertoont overeenkomst r!et Dumazediers (1986)
opvatting dat democratische waarden en mondigheid van de consument hun weerslag zullen
vinden in aard en inrichting van de arbeid van de vrijetijdsmaatschappij.
7 De leus "Soms gaan mensen minder verdienen om er flink op vooruit te gaan" (pas nog een
vernieuwend idee, thans deel van een campagne van een wervingsbureau) is een goed
voorbeeld van wat Giddens (1987, 21) noemt het doorsijpelen [van de resultaten van de
sociale wetenschappen] in de wereld die zij onderaoeken. Ook van de "doodgewone klank"
(Giddens 1984, 354) die zulke resultaten kunnen aannemen zodra zij deel worden van het
publieke domein.
8 Het feit dat de vakbonden begin vorige eeuw streden voor een dagindeling van driemaal
acht uur (werk, vrije tijd, slaap) toont aan dat de burgerlijke ideologie van de huisvrouw diep
in de arbeidersklasse was doorgedrongen.
9 Zolang materieel gebrek in andere delen van de wereld voortbestaat, kan het tijdgebrek van
het Westen niet worden verholpen.
10 Alle tijd van de wereld hebben betekent niet echt veel in tijden van globalisering.
Propositions to the Doctoral Dissertation of Cornelia Pascale Peters
to be Defended on Friday Apri128, 2000.
1 The greater vulnerability of free time does not solely derive from increased role combining,
but also from the fact that demands from the paid work domain itself have augmented (present
dissertation).
2 What used to be women's "time reservoir" is gradually being made up by those less
adaptive to the requirements of the present-day labour market, unfortunately, a lazge
proportion of them women again.
3 Even if, theoretically, opportunities for shorter hours have become more abundant, in actual
practice many incentives are operative leading to longer hours (present dissertation).
4 A new round of collective working time reduction is definitely out of date (present
dissertation).
5 The upward trend in property value has pushed up private Dutch consumptions over recent
yeazs and, with it, the country's economic performance (NRC, May 18, 1999); the increase
observed in labour mazket hours ofDutch private households fits in with this (work-and-
spend) mechanism.
6 Jessop's (1991, 136-7) explanation of the crisis in Fordism being based on consumption
patterns slowly evolving away from mass goods relying on the economies of scale toward
goods reflecting lifestyle and personalised values is congruent with Dumazedier's (1986)
beliefofdemocratic values and consumer sovereignty imposing themselves on the nature and
organisation of labour of the leisure society.
7 The slogan: "Going back in income may gain you a lot" (only recently an innovative idea,
now advertised by a recruitment agent) is illustrative ofwhat Giddens (1987, 21) calls the
"filtering [of the findings of social sciences] into the world they analyse." Also, of the almost
"numbingly familiaz" (Giddens 1984, 354) sound these findings may adopt once they have
become part of the public domain.
8 The fact that the trade unions' programme in the early 20`~ century was for a daily regimen
of three times eight hours (labour, leisure, sleep) shows that the bourgeois ideology of female
domesticity had trickled down deep into the working classes.
9 As long as the material poverty in other parts of the world persists, time poverty in the West
cannot be remedied.
10 Having all the time in the world does not mean very much in times ofglobalisation.
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Patterns of Work and Free Time in the Netherlands 1975-95
At the beginning of the last century, R.N. Roland Holst painted three murals for the baardroom of
the Diamond Workers Union headquarters in Amsterdam. Visitors to the monumental building
(now housing the National Trade Union Museum) can still behold how each of them splendidly
symbolises eight hours in the worker's day, as contemporary trade unions ideally imagined them.
The front cover of this book presents a fragment of one of them, poetically labeled by its maker
the Soft Hours of Leisure, as opposed to the Hard Hours of Labour, and the Deep Hours of Sleep.
Few people at the time may have wondered why there was not a fourth panel devoted to childcare
and domestic work, but the focus was clearly on male workers, who were assumed to have
someone else to do these jobs for them. Meanwhile Dutch society went through a long period of
de-tra~iitionalisation, whích had profound effects on the social organisation of time, both in the
labour market and in private households. It involved the long goodbye of the male breadwinner
model and the ecanomy's discovery of the female time reservoir.
This study sets out to look into the effects this may have had on women's and men's hours of
leisure: have they proven 'soft' in yet another meaning of the word? The first suspícions that they
might be more 'squeezable' than irnagined were raised by Juliet B. Schor's well-known 1992 study
"The Overworked American: The unexpected decline of leisure." While post-war expectations had
been for a perpetual increase in general leisure, she showed free time to have decreased for many.
But this was the U.S.; could there be a typically Dutch version of time squeeze?
ln an in-depth comparative anatysis of the Dutch situation at two planes in time, Peters shows that
the more equitable division of waged and unwaged work between the sexes goes at the expense of
their free time.
Yet role combining is not the sole source of vulnerability. Additional sources include the new
demands from the household and the new oryanisation of market work, which concedes more
freedom and democratic interaction, but also requires greater commitment and longer hours.
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